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ABSTRACT 
A high percentage of highway crashes in the United States occur at intersections. These 
crashes result in property damage, lost productivity, injury, and even death. Identifying 
intersections associated with high crash rate is very important to minimize future crashes. 
The purpose of this study is to develop efficient means to evaluate intersections, which 
may require safety improvements. 
 
The area covered by the analysis in this thesis includes Orange and Seminole Counties 
and the City of Orlando. The aforementioned counties and city thus represent Central 
Florida. Each County/City provided data that consisted of signalized intersection 
drawings that were either in the form of electronic or hard copies, the county’s extensive 
crash database and a list of intersections that underwent modifications during the study 
period. A total of 786 intersections were used in the analysis and the crash database was 
made up of 4271 crashes.  
 
From the signalized intersection drawings obtained from the county’s traffic engineering 
department, a geometry database was created to classify all intersections by the number 
of through lanes, number of left turning lanes, Average Annual Daily Traffic and Posted 
Speed limits on the Major road of the intersection. 
 
In this research, crashes and their type, e.g., rear-end, left-turn and angle as well as total 
crashes were investigated. Numerous models were developed first using the Poisson 
regression and then using the Negative Binomial approach as the data showed 
overdispersion. The modeling process aimed to relate geometric and traffic factors to the 
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frequency of crashes at intersections. Expected value analysis tables were also developed 
to determine if an intersection had an abnormally high number of crashes. These tables 
can be used in assisting Traffic Engineers in identifying serious safety problems at 
intersections. 
 
The general models illustrated that rear-end crashes were associated with high natural 
logarithm of AADT on the major road and the number of lanes (major intersections, e.g. 
6x4/6x6), whereas AADT on the major road did not affect left-turn crashes. Intersections 
with the configuration 4x2/6x2 (2 through lanes at the minor roadway) or T intersections 
as another category experienced an increase in left-turn crashes. Angle crashes were most 
frequent at one-way intersections especially in the case of 4x4 intersections.  
 
Individual models that included interaction terms with one variable at a time concluded 
that AADT on the major road positively influenced rear-end crashes more compared to 
angle and left-turn crashes. As the speed increases on the minor road, the left turn crashes 
are affected more when compared to angle and rear-end crashes, therefore it can be 
concluded that left-turn crashes are most influenced by the speed limit on the minor road 
compared to angle crashes and then followed by rear-end crashes. As the total number of 
left turn lanes increased at the intersection, thereby increasing the size of the intersection, 
the number of rear-end crashes increased.  
 
An overall model that contained natural logarithm of AADT on major road, total number 
of left turn lanes at the intersection, number of through lanes on the minor road and 
configuration of the intersection, as independent variables, along with interaction terms, 
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further concluded and supported the individual models that the number of crashes (rear-
end, left-turn and angle) increased as the AADT on the major road increased and the 
number of crashes decreased as the total number of left turn lanes at the intersection 
increased. Also, crashes increased as the number of through lanes on the minor road 
increased. The variables’ interaction effects with dummies representing rear-end and left-
turn crashes in the final model showed that as the AADT on the major road increased, the 
number of rear-end crashes increased compared to left-turn and angle crashes and also 
that as the total number of left turn lanes at the intersection increased, the number of left-
turn crashes decreased when compared to rear-end and angle crashes. Also the number of 
rear-end crashes increased at major four leg intersections e.g. 6x4, 6x6 etc. 
This thesis demonstrated the superiority of Negative Binomial regression in modeling the 
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Traffic crashes at intersections cause huge cost to society in terms of death, injury, lost 
productivity, and property damage. A study conducted by Dedeitch (2002) estimated that 
one third of crashes occur at intersections or the approach to intersections. In Florida, in 
1995, 101,311 crashes occurred at intersections. These intersection crashes resulted in 
530 fatalities and 79,646 injuries (extracted from the 1995 Florida crash database).  
Unfortunately, the elements that affect the frequency of intersection crashes are not well 
understood and, as a consequence, it is difficult to predict the effectiveness of specific 
intersection improvements that are aimed at reducing crash occurrence or severity. 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
 
Although many studies have addressed the relationship between traffic and geometric 
variables and crash frequency or rate, a review of recent literature revealed that 
surprisingly few have studied the relationship between approach conditions (geometric 
and traffic related) at intersections and crash frequency or rate – with most focusing on 




From what is presented above, it is clear that roadway geometrics and traffic volumes are 
important to assess crash occurrence at intersections. However, traffic crashes, 
particularly at signalized intersections, are very complicated events, and it is believed that 
numerous factors affect their occurrence. There is a need to determine which crash 
patterns are abnormally high at intersections of different configurations and traffic levels, 
and thus effectively develop countermeasures.  
 
It is important before analyzing traffic safety at specific intersections to understand and 
define the factors that influence the crash occurrence. This is a difficult task especially if 
one considers the large number of different intersection designs. The problem is even 
larger if we consider the different levels of traffic volumes that travel through each 
identified intersection design. If we add the dimension of different volumes by maneuver 
at the intersection (i.e., through, left turn, etc.), this problem would compound 
significantly. 
 
1.3 Research Objective: 
 
Data were collected at signalized intersections including geometric details of 
intersections and crash data from various sources, e.g., the County Traffic Engineering 
Department, Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles (DHSMV) and Florida 
Department of Transportation (FDOT). 
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After the intersections are classified, and crash data obtained for each intersection, 
appropriate statistical analyses techniques are applied to this data.  A wide variety of 
statistical methods are applied to estimate crash frequencies or rates.  These methods 
produce the expected value and variance of crashes by collision type, severity and 
weather and lighting conditions. Also, abnormally high crash intersections are identified 
by producing the different percentile levels (e.g., 90th percentile). Determining the mean 
and standard deviation help determine the expected number of crashes at a particular 
intersection of certain type as classified according to the previous approach. This can 
identify intersections that exceed the expected crash rate, and therefore be modified to 
reduce the hazard according to each profile. 
 
In order to understand the relationship between geometric and traffic characteristics and 
crashes at intersections, the objective here is to define the most efficient and realistic 
approach to address the problem. Another problem is the lack of understanding of the 
safety of the different intersections. In other words, for a specific intersection with a 
certain configuration and traffic volumes, it needs to be investigated as to what crash 
patterns would be considered normal Therefore, it can be determined which crash 
patterns are abnormally high at intersections and thus effectively develop 
countermeasures. Also, if a change in the intersection configuration is proposed, e.g. 
from a 4x4 type to a 6x4 type, further investigation needs to be done to assess its impact 
from a safety or crash pattern point of view. 
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The latter part of this research deals with analyzing traffic crashes at signalized 
intersections in Central Florida. The approach focuses on developing Poisson regression 
models for the crash data pertaining to intersections and then applying the Negative 




















2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A high percentage of highway crashes in the United States occur at intersections. These 
crashes result in property damage, lost productivity, injury, and even death. Identifying 
intersections associated with high crash rate is very important to minimize future crashes. 
The purpose of most of the studies was to develop efficient means to evaluate 
intersections, which may require safety improvements. A comprehensive review of the 
literature for intersection crashes is provided here based on five main categories of the 
related studies in the past. 
 
2.1 Prediction and estimation of traffic crashes at intersections 
 
In most of the studies that were conducted, sampling methods were derived and a sample 
of each intersection type was taken. Storsteen (1999) located intersections throughout the 
state of South Dakota and categorized them by geometric type, stop control type and 
traffic volume. The sample consisted of 30 intersections per type under the “urban, 4-leg 
signalized intersections with volume below 15,000” category. Coordinates for the 
selected intersections were obtained and crash reports were run. The information was 
inserted into a spreadsheet, and the 90th and 95th percentile and mean were calculated. An 
expected value analysis table was made for each type of intersection category. There 
were a total of 137 intersections for Urban, four-leg signalized intersection with volume 
below 15000 from this category; and a sample of thirty intersections was taken. The 
mean and 90th and 95th percentile were calculated and five more intersections were then 
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added and the calculations were computed again. The difference in the numbers was very 
insignificant. This showed that the sampling technique used to create the expected value 
analysis table appeared to be a valid and reliable method. The expected value analysis 
tables would be very useful in determining if an intersection had an abnormally high 
number of severe or fatal crashes. The tables were used in assisting the South Dakota 
Department of Transportation in identifying serious safety problems at intersections. 
 
Hall and Hurtado (1992) explored the relationship between roadway congestion and the 
level of safety at urban signalized intersections. An extensive study was carried out to 
evaluate the variation in crash rate that accompanied a change in congestion, as reflected 
by the volume/capacity ratio. Approximately 400 signalized intersections in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico were selected for analysis. Three year historical crash data 
along with intersection approach volumes were associated with the identified 
intersections. In order to determine the effect of intersection congestion on crash rates, it 
was deemed necessary to select solely morning and evening peak-hour crashes for 
analysis. The first part of the analysis involved determining the relationship between total 
entering volume and frequency of crashes by least-squares regression. The relationship 
implied that as total entering volume increased there was a corresponding increase in 
crash frequency. When crash rate as a function of total entering volume was considered, 
the relationship was weak, but nevertheless, statistically significantly correlated. Thus it 
could be concluded that crash rates increased as the volume of traffic entering the 
intersection increased. Capacity was most frequently exceeded for high volume 
intersections and rarely exceeded for moderate volume intersections. Also, a relationship 
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between crash rate and congestion, or more apparently the v/c ratio was determined. The 
morning peak hour exhibited a lower crash rate and v/c ratio than the evening peak. Since 
this was the case, it was concluded that the higher v/c ratio of the evening peak hour was 
directly responsible for an increase in crash rate. From the developed relationship it was 
also concluded that minimum intersection crash rates during peak hour occur for v/c 
ratios in the range of 0.6 to 0.8. 
 
A study conducted by Brown (1986) also chose a sample size of 30 intersections to 
develop a method that would serve as a mean of rapidly ascertaining the safety 
performance of existing intersections and which, at the same time, can be used to predict 
the effect of safety performance. From an analysis of the 30 intersections it was found 
that over 80% of the crashes that occurred involved two motor vehicles, thus justifying 
the restriction of the investigation to this type of crash. The mean crashes per million 
vehicles, was calculated for each conflict point within the 30 intersections. In order to 
reduce unnecessary stratification of results, and thus produce more values on which to 
base the relevant statistics, the conflict points were grouped into similar conflict types. 
Thus, based on 120 observations for 30 intersections, the mean value of the crash rate for 
each conflict type was estimated, together with the standard deviation and standard error 
of the estimated mean. The results indicate that it is possible to predict the number of 
two-vehicle crashes at an intersection with a reasonable degree of accuracy. It would 
appear that the model would be sensitive to changes in traffic volumes at similar types of 
intersection. It is therefore recommended that the crash rates given in the tables can be 
used to predict crashes at similar types of intersections with similar flow patterns. Crash 
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rates for similar conflict types at different types of intersection need to be calculated 
separately using the same basic model. With these data it would be possible also to 
predict the safety ramifications of major traffic management schemes such as changes in 
intersection type or alterations in traffic flow, i.e. two-way to one-way operation. 
 
Hauer et al. (1991) estimated the safety of a signalized intersection on the basis of traffic 
flow and crash history. Crashes were divided into collisions involving pedestrians, single-
vehicle, two vehicle, and crashes involving more than two vehicles. Only the two vehicle 
crashes were used which made up 81 percent of all the intersection crashes. Patterns in 
which two vehicles at a four-legged intersection can collide were classified into 15 types. 
Variables were the type of collisions (15 types) and the time of day.  
 
Sayed et al. (1999a) described the application of the traffic conflict technique to estimate 
the traffic safety at intersections. Using the data collected from 94 conflict surveys, traffic 
conflict frequency and severity standards for signalized and unsignalized intersections 
have been established. An Intersection Conflict Index (ICI) measure was developed to 
summarize the conflict risk at intersections. The ICI provides an indication regarding the 
relative risk of being involved in a conflict at an intersection. In addition, regression 
analysis was used to develop predictive models which relate the number of traffic 
conflicts to traffic volume and crashes. The regression analysis results indicated that: (i) 
the average hourly conflict rate and the average hourly severe conflict rate correlated 
reasonably well with traffic volume for both signalized and unsignalized intersections, 
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and (ii) strong relationships between crashes and conflicts were obtained for signalized 
intersections only. 
 
Weerasuriya et al. (1998) developed easy-to-use tables for Florida-based unsignalized 3-
legged intersections. The tables provided mean, variance, and 90th and 95th percentile 
conflict rates. The number of lanes (instead of traffic volume) was used as an intersection 
classification parameter to reduce workloads in field data collection and to simplify the 
use of the introduced tables. Three unsignalized 3-legged intersection categories were 
identified as a common in the state of Florida. Number of through lanes of the 
intersection categories included 2×2, 2×4, and 2×6. Twelve examples of each intersection 
type were sampled in five counties (Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, Polk, and Sarasota). 
After obtaining the list of intersections in the five-county region, using a random sample 
technique, 38 intersections were determined. Twelve primary conflict types (11 category 
and “other”) were observed and recorded. For the 38 intersections, crashes for the 1992-
94 period were recorded, corresponding to the 12 conflict types. An expected number of 
crashes for each conflict type at a given 3-legged intersection type has been calculated 
using what is called “crash/conflict ratio” and some adjustment factors. 
 
Lau et al. (1988) illustrated an intuitive methodology of developing injury, property 
damage only (PDO) and fatal crash models for signalized intersections based on the 
Traffic Accident Surveillance and Analysis System (TASAS) in California. A classifying 
technique called Classification and Regression Trees was used as a building block for 
developing prediction models. The proposed methodology included a 3-level prediction 
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procedure with a “tree” structure for easy interpretations and applications. Macroscopic-
type models for injury, and PDO crashes per year were derived, and the following factors 
were found to be significant: traffic intensity, proportion of cross street traffic, 
intersection type, number of lanes and left-turn arrangements. Relevant factors for fatal 
crashes were traffic intensity, intersection type, and design speed. Based on these results, 
it was also apparent that the models derived from the proposed methodology and TASAS 
provide more intuition and flexibility than the existing models derived from site 
observations and crash record system. 
 
Pietrzyk (1996) determined the impact of Florida-based crashes on the National Highway 
Institute’s expected value tables and developed new, easy to use expected value tables for 
Florida conditions. A comprehensive traffic study was conducted by the center for Urban 
Transportation Research (CUTR) to observe traffic conflicts, collect crash data and 
develop tables for Florida based intersections. During the study, the 15 most common 
intersection types were identified. The intersection types were categorized based on 
signalization, the number of legs (three or four), and through (general) laneage of the 
intersection. National Highway Institute’s approach volume thresholds were replaced for 
intersection laneage. Thirteen traffic conflict types were surveyed from 178 intersections 
sampled from a 5 county area, in which it was assumed that the intersections selected 
portrayed a good representation of Florida intersections as a whole. Based on conflict and 
crash data, new and easy to use tables were developed for Florida-based intersections. 
These tables could be used to estimate the expected number of crashes at intersections. 
Simple linear regression was used to estimate the expected number of crashes to 
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determine the crash/conflict ratios based on a 3 year crash data (1992-1994) and observed 
conflicts from the 176 signalized and unsignalized intersections. The expected number of 
crashes was the product of the expected conflict rate obtained from a field study and the 
estimate of crash/conflict ratio. These ratios could be applied to comparable intersections 
to obtain an expected crash rate of a specific type after the appropriate conflict data were 
collected. Tables also provided 90th and 95th percentile conflict rates for each of the 15 
intersection types to evaluate the relative safety and operational problems at intersections. 
If daily conflict rates exceeded the 90th (or 95th) percentile values of the expected value 
conflict tables, it was reasonable to say that intersection had an unusual safety problem. 
Of the 13 conflict types surveyed, same direction conflicts were the most common 
despite the intersection type. Statistical tests performed on the collected conflict data 
showed that laneage at intersections could effectively be submitted for approach volume 
thresholds. 
 
Harris et al. (1968) defined the different types of conflicts at intersections – left turn 
conflict, weave conflict, cross traffic conflict, and rear-end conflicts – and presented a 
method with which to observe those conflicts at an intersection. At 30 four-way 
signalized and unsignalized intersections, three, twelve hour observations were taken. 
The types of conflicts were identified by means of a break light and weave criterion. The 
first two observations were used to observe vehicles, from behind, as they approached the 
intersection, in order to observe conflicts defined by the brake light criteria. One 
observation was used for each of the two intersecting roads. The third observation was of 
vehicles as they entered the intersection, in order to observe conflicts according to the 
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traffic movement. The observations were made in 15 minute intervals for opposing traffic 
directions. The conflict types identified in this study were left-turn, right-turn, through, 
weave, rear-end, and red light. This observation technique provided a mean with which to 
measure crash potentials at intersections and also to understand the causes of crashes. 
 
Jia et al. (1995) provided a quick and easy-to-use method of identifying intersections 
experiencing abnormally high number of crashes. Expected value analysis is a 
statistically based method in which the mean and variance of historical crash data were 
calculated and used to derive tables of “expected values” of crashes for various types of 
intersections. Once the average number of crashes had been established, 90th and 95th 
percentiles of crashes were calculated under the assumption that accidents were normally 
distributed. If an intersection of interest exhibited crashes greater than the 90th or 95th 
percentiles, then the intersection was identified to be experiencing an excessive number 
of crashes. Expected value tables for four counties in Atlanta area were developed. The 
analysis included the grouping of intersections into categories based on traffic control 
type (signalized or unsignalized), number of approach legs (three or four), and total 
entering volume thresholds. As a result of grouping a total of 17 categories were 
developed. In addition, expected values were calculated for collision type, severity, 
lighting condition, surface condition, season of the year, day of week, and hour of day.  
 
Wolverton (1996) assimilated crash trend characteristics and established variables of 
influence and determined significant casual patterns. Crash trend characteristics were 
assimilated for the 3-year period of 1992-1994. Crash trends between Montana’s six 
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largest cities were also investigated. Crash type percentages were similar for those cities. 
Crash rates were calculated along the State Primary routes in Montana to establish 
variables of influence and significant casual patterns. Twenty-five intersections were 
selected for further study, in which crash report files were obtained and collision 
diagrams were constructed. From these collision diagrams, relationships were 
investigated to determine trends for Montana’s signalized intersections. The variables 
that were considered for this study included type of crash, severity, alcohol involvement, 
roadway surface conditions, age of drivers and contributing factors. It was found that the 
high traffic volume and the population were contributing factors for the crashes. Angle 
and rear-end type crashes were accounted for largest percentages were found to be 
similar for these cities. 
 
PAB Consultants, Inc. (1997) documented a study that was performed to develop 
expected value tables for crash statistics at intersections in Dade County. The resulting 
tables provided an “expected value” (or expected value range), for the number of crashes 
expected to occur along the State Highway System at an intersection in a year. In this 
study, expected values were developed for 14 different intersection types and for each 
type, expected values for numerous crash statistics were developed. Traffic engineers 
could use these values as a “measuring stick” against which to compare a particular 
intersection’s crash statistics, to ascertain whether a particular crash statistic appeared 
likely to be higher than an expected value, and therefore warranted the investigation of 
corrective actions. Each intersection type (of the 14) sample included 30 intersections, 
with the exception of three (3). A spreadsheet template was developed to produce crash 
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statistics for each intersection. The spreadsheet calculated the mean, standard deviation, 
and the 90th and 95th percentiles for each crash statistic contained in the intersection 
spreadsheets.  
 
These values were calculated assuming that the occurrence of crashes is reasonably 
approximated by the normal distribution. For example, the average annual number of 
right-angle crashes for 4-legged intersections with total entering volumes between 20,000 
and 30,000 per day, expected was 4.0. The 90th percentile value was seen to be 9.4, which 
means that only 10% of such sites had more than 9.4 right-angle crashes per year. 
Similarly, only 5% had more than the 95th percentile of 11.7 crashes. An intersection, 
with 13 such crashes, was above the 90th percentile and 95th percentile. It stood out 
abnormally high, particularly if the 13 crashes were an average of several years of data. 
The 13 crashes were so high that it probably could not be attributed to the normal 
variation that would be found from intersection to intersection in that volume range. 
Instead, it could have been due to an intersection specific problem that might be 
correctable. They concluded that additional studies had to be conducted at the 
intersection to determine probable causes of the right-angle crash problem and to identify 
appropriate countermeasures. The intersection classifications that were used in this study 
were: 
4 Lane x 2 Lane, Signalized, with Turn Lanes, T-Intersection 
4 Lane x 2 Lane, Signalized, with Turn Lanes, 4 Leg Intersection 
4 Lane x 2 Lane, Unsignalized, T-Intersection 
4 Lane x 2 Lane, Unsignalized, 4-Leg Intersection 
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4 Lane x 4 Lane, Signalized, with Turn Lanes, T-Intersection 
4 Lane x 4 Lane, Signalized, with Turn Lanes, 4 Leg Intersection 
4 Lane x 2 Lane, Signalized, with Turn Lanes, 4 Leg Intersection 
6 Lane x 2 Lane, Signalized with Turn Lanes, T-Intersection 
6 Lane x 2 Lane, Signalized with Turn Lanes, 4 Leg Intersection 
6 Lane x 2 Lane, Unsignalized, T-Intersection 
6 Lane x 2 Lane, Unsignalized, 4 Leg Intersection 
6 Lane x 4 Lane, Signalized, with Turn Lanes, T-Intersection 
6 Lane x 2 Lane, Signalized, with Turn Lanes, 4 Leg Intersection 
6 Lane x 6 Lane, Signalized, with Turn Lanes, 4 Leg Intersection 
 
2.2 Modeling methodologies 
 
Chin et al. (2001) examined the relationship between crash frequencies and the 
geometric, traffic and regulatory control characteristics of signalized intersections. A total 
of 52 four-legged intersections in the Southwestern part of Singapore were used. Crash 
data from year 1992 to 1999, making a total of 832 observations were used in the 
analysis. They accounted for about 3000 crashes in which 3% were fatal, 5% resulted in 
serious injuries and the rest in slight injuries. The random effect negative binomial model 
was used to examine a total of 32 possible explanatory variables. Traffic volumes, 
geometric elements  (approach curvature, sight distance to intersection, road width, 
median width, left-turn length on slip roads, distances of up stream and down stream bus 
stops from intersection, uncontrolled left-turn lane, exclusive right-turn lane, acceleration 
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section and the presence of overhead bridge near intersection), regulatory control 
measures (existence of surveillance camera, signal control types and signal timing plan). 
The results showed that 11 variables significantly affected the safety at the intersections. 
The total approach volumes, the numbers of phases per cycle, the uncontrolled left-turn 
lane and the presence of a surveillance camera are among the variables that are the highly 
significant. On the other hand, the presence of an acceleration section and the provision 
of bus bays as well as the use of adaptive signal control tend to point to lower total crash 
occurrence. These findings might, however, be limited by the relatively small sample size 
used.  
 
Persaud et al. (1998) supplemented the previous models to estimate safety performance 
for signalized intersections. A total of 270 signalized intersections maintained by the 
central and southwestern regions of Ontario were used in this study. Forty of these are 3-
legged, and 230 are 4-legged, intersections. Actual layouts and directional traffic flows 
were obtained. Ramp intersections that carry one-way traffic were excluded from the 
study. Two levels of models were developed. In level 1, equations were calibrated for 3- 
and 4-legged intersections by crash severity (injury and PDO) for all impact types 
combined together and individually for the three prominent impact types (angle, rear-end, 
and turning movement). Models were further disaggregated by time period (daily, 
weekday morning peak, and weekday afternoon peak - and for 4-legged intersections by 
environment class i.e. semi urban, and rural). In level 2, models were estimated for 4-
legged intersections for 12 prominent multi-vehicle and 3 single-vehicle crash patterns 
defined by the movements of involved vehicles before collision. Only daily models were 
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calibrated, but separate models were estimated for the two environment classes. The final 
models were:  
Level 1 and single-vehicle level 2,  P = α Sβ
Level 2 multi-vehicle,    P = α S1β1 S2β2
where P is the expected number of crashes of a given type and α and β’s are regression 
parameters to be estimated. For level 1, S is the sum of all entering flows for the 
corresponding time period. For level 2 single-vehicle, S is the sum of the daily flows, as 
appropriate to the crash pattern of interest. For level 2 multi-vehicles, S1 and S2 are 
AADT for the smaller and larger conflict flows, respectively. 
  
Vogt et al. (1998) used poison and negative binomial models to study the three-legged 
and four-legged intersections’ crashes. The data were obtained from Highway Safety 
Information System (HSIS) files for the states of Minnesota and Washington. Minnesota 
files were for the time period 1985 to 1989, and Washington files for the period 1993 to 
1995. Intersections in Minnesota were selected from a population of HSIS observations 
divided into four bins, with random selection from each bin. The bins were defined by 
median values of mainline traffic and minor road traffic. In case of Washington, no HSIS 
intersection file was available, but an intersection database was developed through 
combining video-log information with data provided by the state of Washington. The 
results showed that right-turn lanes on the mainline increase the likelihood of crashes at 
three-legged intersections. For the four-legged intersections, fewer crashes result at right-
angled intersections. The worst case was at α = 15 degrees.   
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Al-Turk et al. (1996) developed a series of regression equations that could be used to 
predict the effects of changes in the volume-to-capacity ratio and traffic volumes on the 
average number of crashes. This study tried to determine the nature of the relationship 
between the degree of congestion, as reflected by the traffic volume to road capacity 
ratio, and level of safety at signalized intersections. Variables were crash frequency, 
crash type (rear end, left-turn leaving, left-turn entering, cross traffic collision), volume to 
capacity ratio, and time of day (a.m., p.m., off peak). Negative Binomial probability 
distribution was used since the crash variance was greater than crash mean for all three 
crashes categories.  
 
Poch et al. (1996) attempted to present an appropriate statistical modeling approach to 
study the relationship between roadway geometric/traffic-related elements and crash 
frequencies at intersections.  Four different crash frequencies were estimated; (i) total 
crash frequency, (ii) rear-end crash frequency, (iii) angle crash frequency, and (iv) 
approach-turn crash frequency.  Variables were traffic volumes (total entering, left, right, 
opposing), number of lanes (through, through-right, right turn), signal control (two phase 
signal, eight phase signal, protected left turn), and approach speed limit.  
 
King et al. (1975) established the relationship between crash patterns and intersection 
control. The change in crash patterns corresponding to a change in intersection control 
was investigated by means of previous studies, before and after analysis, and statistical 
analysis of nationwide crash data. The comprehensive database used in the project was 
created by the distribution of data forms to traffic engineers throughout the country. In 
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order to evaluate the impact of intersection control on crash patterns, they developed ten 
measures of effectiveness: crash evaluation index, injury and fatality ratio, rear-end ratio, 
severity index, right angle ratio, normalized crash total, volume crash rate, crash 
disutility, right angle frequency, right angle crash rate. The statistical tests performed on 
the crash data included analysis of variance, multiple linear regression and hypothesis 
testing. It was found that intersection signalization reduced the number of right-angle 
crashes but increased rear-end crashes. 
 
Yiu-Kuen et al. (1987) developed crash prediction models for signalized intersections on 
the basis of intersection characteristics (geometric design elements, traffic control 
measures, traffic demand patterns, environmental factors, and crash history).  The data 
used was derived from the Traffic Crash Surveillance and Analysis System of California. 
Only injury crashes were addressed because of the different reporting levels of property 
damage crashes and rarity of fatal crashes. In order to find an appropriate derivative of 
injury crashes for comparison, the data was normalized by time.  A base model was 
developed, with injury crashes per year as the response variable and average daily traffic 
as the predictor variable. The intersections were grouped in order of crash risk. Three 
levels of prediction were developed from these models. The power and logarithm 
transformation was used to fit the data, and a straight-line relationship was selected for 
analysis purposes. Variables were injury crashes, entering traffic, intersection type, 
number of lanes, and control type. It was concluded that the proposed methodology was 
very suitable for the development of macroscopic models.  
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Rodriguez et al. (1999) developed crash prediction models for estimating the safety 
performance of urban unsignalized intersections. The models are developed using the 
generalized linear modeling (GLIM) approach that addresses and overcomes the 
shortcomings associated with conventional linear regression. The safety predictions 
obtained from the models are refined using the empirical Bayes approach to provide more 
accurate, site-specific safety estimates. The study made use of sample crash and traffic 
volume data corresponding to unsignalized (both T and 4-leg) intersections located in 
urban areas of the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) and Vancouver Island, 
British Columbia. Four applications of the models are described: identification of crash-
prone locations, developing critical crash frequency curves, ranking the identified crash-
prone location, and before and after safety evaluation. These applications showed the 
importance of using crash prediction models to reliably assess the safety of unsignalized 
intersections. 
 
Bonneson et al (1993) used a generalized linear modeling approach to develop a model 
that links intersection traffic demands and crash frequency. To do this, the SAS 
program’s nonlinear regression procedure (NLIN) was applied. Various procedures for 
evaluating model fit were used, and the most trust was placed on the prediction ratio 
versus expected number of crashes plot. Variables were time period, average daily traffic 
(major/minor), environmental (urban/rural), traffic control (signal/sign), intersection 
geometry (number of legs, two-lane major Roads with/without median). The models 
developed in this study were fit using prediction ratios. The plotted prediction ratio 
versus expected number of crashes indicated the amount of dispersion in the models. The 
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two-way stop-controlled intersections were analyzed, and the form of this model 
suggested that the mean crash frequency increases in a nonlinear fashion with increasing 
major or minor road demand. The results indicated that a negative binomial distribution 
could explain the distribution of the crash counts.  Also, the mean crash frequency for the 
assembly of similar intersections was found to be gamma distributed.  
 
Worsey (1985) established whether the different crash patterns observed on many 
roadway elements comprising two urban routes could be explained, in statistical terms, 
by relationships between road and traffic variables. From these relationships regression 
equations were developed that could be used to predict crash rates. For the purpose of 
distinguishing intersection crash rates, crashes occurring within 20 meters of an 
intersection were analyzed. The multiple regression equations obtained in this study were 
derived in a stepwise manner, in which an independent variable was added or removed at 
each step until addition of further variables gave no improvement in the explanation of 
the model. The variables used in this study were the number of legal maneuvers at 
intersection, the total number of conflict points at intersection, the number of vehicle 
conflict points at intersections, the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflict points at 
intersection, the number of lanes entering intersection, and the number of branches at 
intersection. It was found that stratifying intersection crash first by form of intersection 
control and second by intersection alignment, a fairly good statistical explanation of 
crashes per vehicle throughout was obtained. The final outcome of this research was 15 
multiple regression equations, which may be used to predict urban crash rates. 
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Turner (1998) reviewed models used in practice to relate crashes to traffic flow with 
particular emphasis on the appropriateness of the model form and the statistical analysis 
technique employed for parameter estimation. The development of generalized linear 
models for predicting individual crash types at intersections in New Zealand was then 
described. The use of covariate analysis to identify the effect of intersection location, an 
investigation of the effect of non-collision flows, and the use of the models for predicting 
intersection crashes in three networks, were also described. It was concluded that 
generalized linear models for estimating different crash types (based on the conflicting 
flows) were better than models for estimating total crashes (based on the approach flows), 
especially when the cost of different crash types was known. It was also found that 
intersection location affects the number of different crash types. It was important to 
consider the interactions between turning flows (to take better account of the mechanisms 
of crash occurrence) as well as non-collision flows. Comparison of the predicted and 
observed numbers of crashes showed that there was poor agreement for individual 
intersections, but fairly good agreement for networks. 
 
2.3 Factors influencing crash patterns 
 
Ogden et al. (1997) conducted a study of signalized intersections in Melbourne, focusing 
on the differences in site and operational characteristics between sites with a "high", 
"normal" and "low" crash frequency over the 5 years 1987-91, based on an analysis of 
crash data and entering traffic volumes. The study indicated that the majority of the 
variation in crashes was not explained by traffic volumes, but by other factors. While no 
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single factor was identified which would lead to a dramatic improvement in safety at 
signalized intersections, a range of measures were identified which would likely 
contribute to improved safety, if applied at specific sites where relevant. Some of these 
measures included avoidance of use of narrow lanes at intersections where possible, 
provision of a median where possible, conversion of signals to roundabouts where 
relevant guidelines are met, continued use of fully controlled right turns where the 
relevant guidelines are met, use of exclusive right turn lanes where space exists or can be 
cost-effectively provided, etc. 
 
Hoque et al (1986) identified the predominant crash types occurring on the road network 
in Victoria, Australia. Their study focused on vehicle crashes from streets and the 
intersections they occurred at, since they were so prevalent. They classified intersections 
into four classes as primary/secondary, primary/local, secondary/local, and local/local. 
They used Metro Melbourne data to demonstrate a technique for determining the 
performance of road networks by using road class and crash types. The predominant 
crash types in the whole network were identified and the type with the greatest frequency 
was used to show the phenomenon of clustering at intersections along the various road 
classes. The study showed that the higher-level class of intersections had the higher crash 
rate. The most frequent crash type was “vehicles from two streets” which comprised of 
17.5% of all crashes and 30% of intersection crashes. The average number of these 
crashes at intersections varied according to road class as follows: primary arterials 1.6, 
secondary arterials 1.5, collector roads 1.4 and local streets 1.2 with a network average of 
1.5.  
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Bhesania (1991) summarized the crash statistics and characteristics observed in Kansas 
City, Missouri. Intersection crashes, pedestrian crashes and midblock crashes were the 
main focus in this study. Information such as type of collision, severity, and date and time 
of occurrence was entered into the database. A total of 11,451 crashes at 3,137 
intersections were reported. It was determined that signalized locations experienced the 
largest number of crashes when compared to other forms of traffic control. In Kansas 
City, the average number of crashes occurring at signalized intersections was 9.6 
compared to an average of 2 per year at stop sign or yield-sign locations. The most 
frequent type of collision was the right-angle followed by rear-end and left-turn crashes. 
It was noted that implementing mast-mounted signal indication, 12-inch signal lenses and 
all-red clearance intervals could reduce right-angle crashes at signalized intersections. 
Overall, it was suggested that using the crash rate method (physically collecting approach 
volume information) and the database method to arrive at a list of high crash locations. A 
cut-off point in the number of crashes was then established to identify high-crash 
locations requiring further study.  
 
Datta et al. (1990) studied how the installation of traffic signals had been found to 
influence crash patterns at intersections. Their paper focused on different studies 
conducted at signalized intersections in urban and rural areas. A 1959 study performed at 
29 intersections in Michigan demonstrated that the total number of crashes increased by 
23%, whereas injuries and fatalities decreased by 20% and 50% respectively. A 1964 
study by Clyde analyzed 52 intersections in Michigan. Right-angle crashes decreased by 
45% while rear-end, left-turn and other type crashes increased by 98%, 66%, and 46% 
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respectively. Overall, crashes increased by 33%. In a 1976 Virginia study of 2,301 
intersection crashes, rear-end and total crashes also increased as a result of traffic signals. 
In general, signalized intersections were found to have higher crash rates, but these were 
usually offset by less severity per crash. In all cases, mean crash rates were significantly 
different before and after signal installations for all locations. 
 
2.4 Red light running behavior 
 
The study of red light running continues to need theoretical and conceptual effort. It is a 
behavior that occurs in a very complex environment of an intersection. Many factors play 
a role in drivers' decisions to run red or stop at a light, complicating efforts to increase 
intersection safety. Even with the need for additional research, it seems clear from this 
literature that red light running interventions must increase consequences for violations. 
Whether it is with photo enforcement cameras or consistent police enforcement, 
programs must find ways to teach drivers that red light running will not be accepted. 
Perhaps such programs would also reduce the level of urban-driving frustration. Without 
increasing negative consequences, there is no reason to expect red light running rates will 
decrease at most intersections in the near future. The dangers of red light running have 
led to an increasing interest in understanding people who run red lights (Porter et al. 
2000), where and when red light running occurs (Retting et al., 1995), and what 
interventions exist to reduce this risky driving behavior (Retting et al., 1999 b, c). These 
studies found that red light runners did more than run red lights. They are less likely to 
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wear safety belts and tend to have more driving violations on their records (Porter et al., 
2000). 
 
Retting et al. (1997) demonstrated that the red-light compliance could be increased by 
lengthening yellow signals, and the safety benefits associated with longer change 
intervals could be sustained. The results of this study also suggested that increasing 
yellow signal length might decrease late exits (vehicles exiting the intersection after the 
onset of a conflicting green signal). Retting et al. (1999 a) also found that 3% of all fatal 
crashes in the US between 1992 and 1996 involved red light running. Red light running 
related fatalities increased approximately 15% during this time period (from 702 in 1992 
to 809 in 1996). Perhaps not surprisingly, urban areas are at greater risk for red light 
running crashes. Retting et al. (1995) reported that 56% of urban crashes occurred at 
intersections; and running traffic controls accounted for 22% of urban crashes. Red-light 
running is particularly relevant to urban crashes, presumably because urban areas are 
more dominated by signal light intersections than other localities. Retting et al. (1996) 
studied the actual driver behaviors at intersections. They collected demographic data as 
well. In an eight-week field study at one intersection in Arlington County, Virginia, 
Retting and Williams (1996) found that 33.6% of 1,373 light-cycle observations included 
at least one red-light runner (i.e., defined as entering the intersection after the light turned 
red). Violators were more likely to be under 30 years of age with poorer driving histories 
than drivers who stopped. The observations also indicated that there were as many as two 
red-light runners per hour. Unbuckled drivers were more likely to run red lights.  
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Porter et al., (2000) extended the previous effort to observe actual driving behaviors at 
intersections. The authors provided a study with 5,112 observations of drivers entering 
six traffic-controlled intersections in three Southeast Virginia cities. Overall, 35.2% of 
observed light cycles had at least one red-light runner prior to the onset of opposing 
traffic. This rate represented approximately 10 violators per observation hour. City 
differences emerged as important for predicting red-light runners. Higher red-light 
running rates were observed in cities with larger intersections and higher traffic volumes. 
After controlling for city and time differences, adjusted odds ratio revealed that drivers 
who were unbuckled were 1.32 times as likely as those who were buckled to run the red 
light. Unlike the Retting and Williams (1996) study, this study failed to find support for 
age as a red-light running predictor. 
 
Porter et al., (2001) through a nationwide telephone survey of 880 self reported red light 
running concluded that almost a fifth (19.4%) had run a red light when entering the 
previous ten signalized intersections. Analyses of age group revealed that the 36¯45, 
46¯55, and 56+ age groups were less likely than 18¯25-year-olds to report recent red light 
running. Drivers aged 56 and older were only 0.30 times as likely as the youngest age 
group to report recent red light running. Drivers with 26¯35 years of age were not 
significantly different from the youngest group. This study showed also that passengers 
reduced drivers' tendencies to run red lights. When alone, 25.6% of drivers reported 
being at least somewhat likely to run a red light. This percentage drops sharply when 
passengers are in the vehicle. Only 15.8% of respondents reported being at least 
somewhat likely to run red lights when one adult passenger was present and only 4.8% 
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admitted being likely when there were children in the car.  Respondents of this study 
agreed that increased law enforcement was important for reducing red light running; 
providing cameras, giving the public more education about red light running were the 
most repeated suggestions of the respondents.  
 
2.5 Effect of clearance interval timing and signal phasing 
 
A study by Zador et al. (1985) analyzed traffic flow and crash data from 91 intersections 
in eight metropolitan areas throughout the United States to assess the effect caused by 
departures from the recommended signal-timing practice, on the rate of intersection 
crashes. The interpretation of the overall pattern of association between intersection 
characteristics, clearance intervals, traffic flow and crash rates was that the increasing 
deficiency of clearance interval timing sharply increased the proportion of drivers who 
entered intersections and did not clear them during the clearance interval. 
 
Stamatiadis et al. (1997) studied the safety of left-turning vehicles at signalized 
intersections and developed guidelines for the installation of left-turn phasing. The 
guidelines were based on crash data collected for 408 approaches in Kentucky and delay 
data simulated for a variety of intersection characteristics. The recommendations made 
take into account many variables, including left turn volumes, crash rates, product of 




2.6 Pedestrian safety at signalized intersections 
 
Andersen (2001) established goals to double the percentage of total trips made by 
bicycling and walking and to reduce the number of bicyclists and pedestrians killed or 
injured in traffic crashes by ten percent. Kentucky Uniform Police Traffic Collision 
Reports were obtained for all traffic collisions involving bicycles and pedestrians during 
2000 and 2001 in the city of Louisville. These collisions were entered into a database, 
Pedestrian and Bicycle Crash Analysis Tool (PBCAT), developed by the Federal 
Highway Administration and the University of North Carolina Highway Safety Research 
Center. The first step in reducing deaths and injuries to pedestrians and bicyclists is to 
analyze the situations where these deaths and injuries occur so specific countermeasures 
can be developed. Collision reports were obtained for all traffic collisions involving 
bicycles and pedestrians during the years 2000 and 2001 in the city of Louisville, 
Kentucky. These collisions were entered into a database and analyzed.  
 
The analysis provided insight for establishing a community program to address education 
on behaviors that promote safety for bicyclists and pedestrians, enforcement of traffic 
rules, and engineering improvements that promote safe cycling and walking. According 
to police collision reports, there were 484 traffic collisions involving one or more 
pedestrians in the city of Louisville during the years 2000 and 2001.Pedestrian collisions 
were most likely to occur between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM. Ninety-two pedestrian 
collisions (or 19%) occurred during these two hours. Thirty-nine percent of all the 
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pedestrian collisions occurred between 2:00 PM and 7:00 PM. Also most collisions 
occurred on or near roadways with one or two lanes in a travel direction.  
 
Leden  (2002) studied the safety of pedestrians at signalized intersections using a unique 
database provided information on pedestrian crashes, intersection geometry and estimates 
of pedestrian and vehicle flows for the years 1983¯1986 for approximately 300 signalized 
intersections in Hamilton, Ont., Canada. Pedestrian safety at semi-protected schemes, 
where left-turning vehicles face no opposing traffic but have potential conflicts with 
pedestrians, were compared with pedestrian safety at normal non-channelized signalized 
approaches, where right-turning vehicles have potential conflicts with pedestrians. Four 
different ways of estimating hourly flows for left- and right-turning vehicles were 
explored. Hourly flows were estimated for periods of 15 min, hours, two periods a day 
(a.m. and p.m.) and the daily period (7 h). The situation for left- and right-turning traffic 
was similar (no opposing traffic, no advanced green or other separate phases and no 
channelization). A multiple regression analysis was used after transforming the 
pedestrian and vehicle flows and the observed number of pedestrian-vehicle crashes into 
logarithmic values. Left-turning vehicles caused higher risks for pedestrians than right-
turning vehicles. At low vehicular flows right turns and semi-protected left turns seemed 
to be equally safe for pedestrians. When risks for pedestrians were calculated as the 
expected number of reported pedestrian crashes, risk decreased with increasing 
pedestrian flows and increased with increasing vehicle flow. Leden concluded that 





Developed through an extensive literature search, the findings can be summarized as 
follows: 
• A sample size of 30 pertaining to each intersection type was found to be most 
appropriate size. Sample sizes of 30 or larger generally assured an accurate 
estimate of the population standard deviation and provided a sample mean closely 
approximating the population mean. 
• The traffic related and geometric variables that were most significant for 
modeling intersection crashes were traffic volume (ADT), land use (urban/rural), 
traffic control (signalized in our case), and number of intersection legs (4-leg or 
T), collision type, number of lanes, left-turn arrangements and time of day. 
• The standard models for modeling crash rate or crash frequency are mostly 
regression analysis, negative binomial, and Poisson models. The empirical 
Bayesian framework was generally adopted to estimate the safety of an individual 
intersection.  
• Tables were developed to produce crash statistics for each intersection and the 
90th and 95th percentile and mean were calculated to evaluate the relative safety 
and operational problems at intersections. 
• The number of lanes or traffic volume (ADT) was used as an intersection 
classification parameter, ADT being the most often used. 
• The various conflict types identified were left-turn, right-turn, through, weave, 
and rear-end. These, along with monitoring of Red Light Running, were used as a 
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means to measure crash potentials at intersections and also to understand the 
causes of crashes. 
• High traffic volume and the population were contributing factors for the crashes. 
Right-angled crashes, left-turn crashes and rear-end crashes accounted for the 
largest percentages, with a high ratio of rear-end crashes and comparatively low 
ratios of right-angled crashes that were mostly observed at signalized 
intersections. 
• The interpretation of the overall pattern of association between intersection 
characteristics, clearance intervals, traffic flow and crash rates was that the 
increasing deficiency of clearance interval timing sharply increased the proportion 
of drivers who entered intersections and did not clear them during the clearance 
interval. 
• When risks for pedestrians were calculated as the number of reported pedestrian 
crashes, risk decreased with increasing pedestrian flows and increased with 
increasing vehicle flow. 
• Right-turn lanes on the mainline increased the likelihood of crashes at three-
legged intersections. 
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3. STUDY AREA AND DATA 
 
3.1 Study Area 
 
The area covered in this thesis involves Orange County, Seminole County and the City of 
Orlando. The mentioned counties and city thus represent Central Florida as the big 
picture. Figure 3-1 shows the map of Central Florida, of which, numbers 4 and 5 
represent Seminole and Orange Counties respectively. Figure 3-2 illustrates a slightly 






4. Seminole County- Altamonte Springs - Casselberry - Sanford - Winter Springs 
5. Orange County- Lake Buena Vista - Orlando - Winter Park 
 
  






Figure 3-2: Detailed Central Florida map 
 
3.2 Data and Data Collection Efforts 
 
Data collection began with Orange County. In an effort to expand the database, other 
counties were contacted, the first of which was Seminole County and then followed by 
City of Orlando.  
 
Each county/City essentially provided data that consisted of signalized intersection 
drawings that were either in the form of electronic or hard copies, the county’s extensive 
crash database and a list of intersections that underwent modifications during the study 
period. Orange County was able to provide information for the years 1999 and 2000, 
Seminole County for the years 1999, 2000 and 2001, City of Orlando for the years 2000, 
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2001 and 2002. Some of the crashes that occurred on State roads and that were not made 
available by the county were looked up from the FDOT mainframe and entered in an 
access database. Finally, the Average Annual Daily Traffic values for every intersection 
leg included in this study were obtained from the respective county’s AADT reports.  
 
3.3 Data Preparation 
3.3.1  Geometry and Average Annual Daily Traffic 
 
From the signalized intersection drawings obtained from the respective county’s traffic 
engineering department, a geometry database was created to classify all intersections by 
the number of through lanes, number of left turning lanes, Average Annual Daily Traffic 
and Posted Speed limits on the Major road of the intersection. A prototype of the 
geometry spreadsheet is included in Appendix I. In addition, several other geometric 
characteristics such as if the leg of the intersection was divided or not, if channelization 
existed on the Right-turn lanes, if the Left-turn lanes were protected or not were collected 
and input into a specially created database. The k-factors were also entered for the 
counties that had this information readily available.  
 
Since the data for Orange County was first collected and tabulated, the same was used to 
determine if the AADT per lane was to be evaluated for either the Major road, Minor 
road or for the entire intersection. Calculated AADTs per lane for a total of 232 
intersections from Orange County (2x2, 2x4, 4x4, 6x2, 6x4/6x6, Ts) were tabulated and 
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frequencies and cumulative frequencies of intersections for major road, minor road and 
the entire intersection were determined as follows: 
Table 3-1 Frequency table (AADT/lane for Major road) 
 
 
AADT/lane for Major Road 
Pt. AADT per lane 
No. 
Intersections 
(Frequency) Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 1000 <1250 4 4 
2 ≥ 1250 <1500 6 10 
3 ≥ 1500 <1750 0 10 
4 ≥ 1750 <2000 5 15 
5 ≥ 2000 <2250 3 18 
6 ≥ 2250 <2500 1 19 
7 ≥ 2500 <2750 7 26 
8 ≥ 2750 <3000 14 40 
9 ≥ 3000 <3250 25 65 
10 ≥ 3250 <3500 16 81 
11 ≥ 3500 <3750 19 100 
2 ≥ 3750 <4000 10 110 
13 ≥ 4000 <4250 23 133 
14 ≥ 4250 <4500 20 153 
15 ≥ 4500 <4750 15 168 
16 ≥ 4750 <5000 11 179 
17 ≥ 5000 <5250 10 189 
18 ≥ 5250 <5500 8 197 
19 ≥ 5500 <5750 8 205 
20 ≥ 5750 <6000 6 211 
21 ≥ 6000 <6250 6 217 
22 ≥ 6250 <6500 8 225 
23 ≥ 6500 <6750 3 228 
24 ≥ 6750 <7000 2 230 
25 ≥ 7000 <7250 0 230 
26 ≥ 7250 <7500 1 231 
27 ≥ 7500 <7750 1 232 
 


























































































































Figure 3-3 Frequency plot for AADT/lane (Major road) 
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Table 3-2 Frequency table (AADT/lane for Minor road) 
 
DT/lane for inor Road Avg. AA  M
Pt. AADT per lane 
N
Intersections 
(Freq cy) Cumu  Fqy. 
o. 
uen lative
1 ≥ 500 <1000 2 2 
2 ≥ 1000 <1500 4 6 
3 ≥ 1500 <2000 6 12 
4 ≥ 2000 <2500 11 23 
5 ≥ 2500 <3000 6 29 
6 ≥ 3000 <3500 6 35 
7 ≥ 3 0 500 <400 7 42 
8 ≥ 4000 <4500 7 49 
9 ≥ 4500 <5000 5 54 
10 ≥ 5000 <5500 8 62 
11 ≥ 5500 <6000 7 69 
12 ≥ 6000 <6500 8 77 
13 ≥ 6500 <7000 1 78 
14 ≥ 7000 <7500 8 86 
15 ≥ 7500 <8000 6 92 
16 ≥ 8000 <8500 7 99 
17 ≥ 8500 <9000 2 101 
18 ≥ 9000 <9500 3 104 
19 ≥ 9500 <10000 4 108 
20 ≥ 10000 <10500 4 112 
21 ≥ 10500 <11000 1 113 
22 ≥ 11000 <11500 0 113 
23 ≥ 11500 <12000 1 114 
24 ≥ 12000 <12500 1 115 
25 ≥ 12500 <13000 1 116 
26 ≥ 13000 <13500 0 116 
27 ≥ 13500 6 122 
 
 




























































































































































































Figure 3-5 Frequency plot for Avg. AADT/lane (Minor road) 
 

















































































































Table 3-3 Fr ency t /lane for En re intersectio
 
lane for the e re intersection 
equ able (AADT ti n) 
Avg. AADT/ nti
Pt. A  
N
Intersections 
(Freq ncy) Cumu  Fqy. vg AADT per lane
o. 
ue lative
1 ≥ 1000 <1500 1 1 
2 ≥ 1500 <2000 3 4 
3 ≥ 2000 <2500 3 7 
4 ≥ 2500 <3000 4 11 
5 ≥ 3000 <3500 7 18 
6 ≥ 3500 <4000 12 30 
7 ≥ 4000 <4500 16 46 
8 ≥ 4500 <5000 25 71 
9 ≥ 5000 <5500 15 86 
10 ≥ 5500 <6000 16 102 
11 ≥ 6000 <6500 29 131 
12 ≥ 6500 <7000 11 142 
13 ≥ 7000 <7500 14 156 
14 ≥ 7500 <8000 14 170 
15 ≥ 8000 <8500 8 178 
16 ≥ 8500 <9000 9 187 
17 ≥ 9000 <9500 9 196 
18 ≥ 9500 <10000 8 204 
19 ≥ 10000 <10500 2 206 
20 ≥ 10500 <11000 1 207 
21 ≥ 11000 <11500 1 208 
22 ≥ 11500 <12000 1 209 
23 ≥ 12000 <12500 1 210 
24 ≥ 12500 <13000 1 211 
25 ≥ 13000 <13500 1 212 
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Figure 3-7 Frequency plot for AADT/lane (entire intersection) 
 





































































































Figure 3-8 Cumulative frequency plot for AADT/lane (entire intersection) 
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Further, frequency and cumulative frequency plots were plotted for each type of 
intersection as shown in Appendix II.  
 
Looking at the frequency plots, it can be seen that it is fairly reasonable to deduce that 
AADT/lane for the major road follows a somewhat normal distribution and hence the 
reason for its deployment in all our future analysis. After it was decided to use 
AADT/lane for major road as the volume parameter, the intersections were further 
classified based on major road AADT/lane. In order to do this, the cut-off volume point 
was to be determined. Therefore, the “Cut-off volume” would result in a clear cut 
division of intersections below and above the respective Cut-off volume point and 
thereby facilitate an appropriate balance of the total number of intersections under each 
intersection type. The cumulative frequency plots for each type of intersection were 
carefully looked into and the 50  percentile volumes were estimated as follows in Table 
3-4: 
 





Cut-off volume  
(AADT/lane – Major 
Road) 
2 x 2 5,000 
4 x 2 7,000 
4 x 4 7,500 
6 x 2 7,500 





It was checked if a balance was reached, after each type of intersection was classified as 
er AADT per lane for major road, i.e. as explained above, if more or less, an equal 
number of intersections fel ts. The cut-off  volu
p r 2 x 2 inte s set  th t
intersections below and above 5,000 fairly equal. Since an ap  balance was n
seen in the case of 4 x 2 intersection type, th ut-off  and th
resu ed in a fair split o er of intersecti s abo ve cut-
point. For the remaining types, 7,500 seemed  be the best s off volume.  
 
ntersect ther classif based on num ft turning lane . 
2). ns w ombined tog d this resulted i
tota f 28 intersections. This was too less a ber to furthe  based on volu  
nd also, since they were huge intersections, all the intersections had an average 
f 298 
in Orange County. 
p
l in the below and above cut-off poin me 
ion of oint fo rsection type wa at 5,000 as is resulted in the distribu
propriate ot 
e c  volume was set to 7,000 is 
lt f numb on ve and below the respecti off 
 to uited cut-
Also, 4 x 2 i
 an
ions were fur ied ber of le s (i.e
≤ 2 d > 6 x 4 and 6 x 6 intersectio ere c eth  aner n a 
l o num r classify me.
A
AADT/lane for major road volume to be more than 7,500. 
 
 Table 3-5 summarizes the intersection classification and sub-classification based on their 
respective cut-off volumes and geometry (number of left turning or LT lanes). As it can 
be seen, a total of thirteen classification types were attained for a random sample o






Table 3-5 Intersection classification based on volume and geometry for Orange 
County 
 
Classification for Orange County 
Size M
No
InIncludes Sizes Category J AADT/ MJ Lane 
. 
tersections 
2 x 2 ≥ 283 x 4, 3 x 3 1 5,000  
  < 8 2 x 4, 2 x 3, 2 x 2 2 5,000 
4 x 2 ≥ 27 4 x 3 3 7,000 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 
  ≥ 574 x 2 4 7,000 (Total LTL > 2)  
  < 11 4 x 1 5 7,000 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 
  < 29  6 7,000 (Total LTL > 2)  
4 x 4 ≥ 235 x 4, 5 x 3 7 7,500  
  < 18 5 x 2, 4 x 4 8 7,500 
6 x 2 ≥ 216 x 3 9 7,500  
  < 11 6 x 2, 6 x 1 10 7,500 
6 x 4 and 6 x 
8x4, 8x2, 6x6, 6x5, 6x4 286 11 -  
3-Legged All zes ≥ 22si 12 7,500  
    13 <7,500 14 
Total  297 
 
Now that the cut off volumes and categorization criteria were determined, intersections 
ere classified in a similar way for Seminole County as well as City of Orlando as per 
range County. An interesting feature of City of Orlando was the abundance of One-way 
reets. These One-way streets were classified based on either the Major road, Minor road 
ay. The following tables illustrate the 












Table 3-6 Intersection classification based on volume and geometry for Seminol
County 
e 
Classification for Seminole County 
 
Size Includes Sizes Category MJ AADT/ MJ Lane 
No. 
Intersections 
2 x 2 3 x 4, 3 x 3 1 ≥5,000 26 
  2 x 4, 2 x 3, 2 x 2 2 <5,000 5 
4 x 2 ≥7,000 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 4 x 3 3 1 
  4 x 2 4 ≥7,000 (Total LTL > 2) 33 
  4 x 1 5 <7,000 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 0 
    6 <7,000 (Total LTL > 2) 26 
4 x 4 5 x 4, 5 x 3 7 ≥7,500 10 
  5 x 2, 4 x 4 8 <7,500 9 
6 x 2 6 x 3 9 ≥7,500 17 
  6 x 2, 6 x 1 10 <7,500 5 
6 x 4 and 6 x 6 8x4, 8x2, 6x6, 6x5, 6x4 11 - 7 
3-Legged All sizes 12 ≥7,500 28 
    13 <7,500 27 


















Classification for City of Orlando 




2 x 2 3 x ≥5,000 12  4, 3 x 3 1 
  2 x 4, <5,000 22 x 3, 2 x 2 2 6 
4 x 2 ≤ 2 1 4 x 3 3 ≥7,000 (Total LTL ) 
  4 x 2 4 ≥7,000 (Tot TL > 2 7al L ) 5 
  4 x 1 5 ,000 (To L ≤ 2 0<7 tal LT )  
    6 ,000 (Tot TL > 2 2<7 al L ) 3 
4 x 4 5 x 4, 5 x 3 7 ≥7,500 19  
  5 x 2, 4 x 4 8 <7 5 ,500  
6 x 2 6 x 3 9 ≥7,500 15 
  6 x 2, 6 x 1 10 <7,500 2  
6 x 4 and 6 x 6 8x4, 8x2, 6x6, 6x5, 6x4 11 - 7 
3-Legged All sizes 12 ≥7,500 13 
    13 <7,500 28 
Major road One-way 14 - 33 
Minor road One-way - 21 15 
Both Major and Mino - r road One-way 16 9 
Total  289 
  
The crashes per tersection type are tabulated for Oran ounty, Se le C y and




 in ge C mino ount  






Table 3-8 Crashes per intersection type in Orange County 
Classification for Orange County 
I No. ntersection details Crashes per year 






egory M ADT/ MJ Lane Int sections en A le turn 
2 x 2 1 ≥5,0 28 24 16 16 00 
  2 <5,0 8 2 5 2 00 
4 x 2 3 ≥7,0 27 75 49 33 00 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 
  4 ≥7,0 57 88 55 39 00 (Total LTL > 2) 
  5 <7,0 11 11 17 8 00 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 
  6 <7,0 29 16 19 18 00 (Total LTL > 2) 
4 x 4 7 ≥7,5 23 122 53 35 00 
  8 <7,5 18 35 34 27 00 
6 x 2 9 ≥7,5 21 50 29 15 00 
  10 <7,5 11 10 9 8 00 
6 x 4 and 6 x 6 11 - 28 172 63 43 
3-Legged 12 ≥7,5 22 30 12 13 00 
  13 <7,5 14 14 6 4 00 
Total  297 646 297 258 
 
Table 3-9 Crashe r intersection type in Seminole County 
Classification for Seminole County 
s pe
Intersection details No. Crashes per year 
Size Category MJ AADT/ MJ Lane Intersections Rear-end Angle Left-turn
No. 
2 x 2 1 ≥5,000 26 127 42 34 
  2 <5,000 5 11 5 6 
4 x 2 3 ≥7,000 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 1 0 0 0 
  4 ≥7,000 (Total LTL > 2) 310 82 33 61 
  5 <7,000 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 0 0 0 0 
  6 <7,000 (Total LTL > 2) 26 95 27 24 
4 x 4 7 ≥7,500 10 124 33 27 
  8 <7,500 9 76 12 17 
6 x 2 9 ≥7,500 17 245 63 29 
  10 <7,500 5 25 9 6 
6 x 4 and 6 x 6 11 - 7 100 24 9 
3- 4 Legged 12 ≥7,500 28 158 32 2
  13 <7,500 27 104 23 16 
Total  200 1375 194 254 
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Table 3-10 Crashes per intersection type in City of Orlando 
Classification for City of Orlando 
Intersection Details No. Crashes per year 
Size Category MJ AADT/ MJ Lane No. Intersections
Rear-
end Angle Left-turn
1 ≥5,000 12 59 24 24 2 x 2 
2 <5,000 26 44 20 17 
3 ≥7,000 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 1 0 0 0 
4 ≥7,000 (Total LTL > 2) 75 613 206 116 
5 <7,000 (Total LTL ≤ 2) 0 0 0 0 4 x 2 
7,000 (To 57 47 34 6 < tal LTL > 2) 23 
7 ≥7,500 19 339 133 62 4 x 4 
<7,500 5 14 13 10 8  
9 ≥7,5 15 228 72 43 00  6 x 2 2 38 17 14 10 <7,500 
6 x 4 and 6 x 6 213 40 31 11 - 7 
12 ≥7,500 13 118 23 21   3-Legged 
<7,500 28 100 23 23 13   
Major road One-Way 14 - 33 70 83 15  
Minor road One-Way - 21 89 127 25 15  
Both Major and Minor 
roads One-Way - 9 26 28 1 16 
Total 289 2007  434 289
 
Once the intersec  individual counties were classified, the next step was to 
combine all the three counties together and come up with a final classification. By doing 
s ppropri sample sizes under each i rsection category were 
achieved. Owing to a large number of intersections in the 4 x 2 category, intersections 
ere further classified based on the posted speed limits on the Major road. Another class 
of intersections that was included in this classification was Ramps (intersections which at 





o, a ate and adequate nte
w
count of twenty such intersections from all the three counties put together. The followin
table illustrates the final classification of Orange County, Seminole County and City 
Orlando combined, based on volume and geometry. It may be observed that cut-off
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volume for 4 x T2, 5 x T2 and 2 x T4 type of intersections was taken to be 7,000 unlike 
7,500 as in the individual counties, as these type of intersections were similar to 4 x 
intersections, for which the cut-off point was 7,000. 
 
County, Seminole County and City of Or
2 
Table 3-11 Intersection classification based on volume and geometry for Orange 
lando 
 
City of Orlando, Orange and Seminole Counties Summary 
No. Intersection Type Cut-off volume ADT/lane on MJ Road 
No. 
Intersections 
1 5,000 ≥5,000 66 
2 
2 x 2 
5,000 < 5,000 39 
3 3,000 – 5,000 ≤ 5,000 36 
4 5,000 – 7,000 > 5,000 ≤ 7,000 53 
5 
4 x 2 
7,000 > 7,000 194 
6 7,500 ≥ 7,500 52 
7 
4 x 4 
7,500 < 7,500 32 
8 7,500 ≥ 7,500 53 
9 
6 x 2 
7,500 < 7,500 18 
10 6 x 4 and 6 x 6 ─ 42 
11 2 x T2 and 3 x T2 ─ 30 
12 7,000 ≥ 7,000 42 
13 
4 x T2, 5 x T2 and 2 x T4 
7,000 < 7,000 23 
14 4 x T4 ─ 14 
15 6 X T2 ─ 16 
16 6 x T4, 6 x T6 and 8 x T4 ─ 7 
17 MJ road One-way ─ 33 
18 MN road One-way ─ 21 
19 Both MJ and MN One-way ─ 9 
20 Ramps ─ 27 
Total 807 
 
3.3.2 Crash Data Assembly and Database Preparation: 
 
urthermore, crash information that occurred at the above mentioned intersections was 
eceived and collected for each county from different sources. The different sources 





photocopied crash reports, and F-DOT website. In order to evaluate the crashes, it was 
necessary for all the sources to be linked together, therefore, different sources were 
linked by the intersection name and the crash report number. A SAS/SQL code was 
developed to link th e that has 

































Table 3-12 Master database for each county: 
4 AADT
6 category
8 number of through lanes
10 cras
 
Field # Field Caption
3 intersection (routes names)
5 type
7 speed on major road







27 1st contributing cause-environment
28 2nd contributing cause-environment
29 1st traffic control
30 2nd traffic control
41 total number of injuries
at
11 time of crash







15 total property damage
17 fist harmful event
18 subsequent harmful event
19 road system identifier
20 location type
21 lighting condition
22 road surface condition
23 weather
24 road surface type
25 1st contributing cause-road








33 type of shoulder
34 state road crash
35 day of week
36 rural/urban
37 crash injury severity
38 alcohol/drugs
39 total number of vehicles








4. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
4.1 Orange County 
 
Crashes were mainly obtained from the county’s crash database. Crash characteristics 
such as type, time, date of crash, weather, road surface, lighting condition, which are 
basically components of the Event’s file, were extracted from the DHSMV database 
using the crash report numbers and tabulated into an excel spreadsheet. Long form 
crashes were extracted for the years 1999 and 2000 for Orange County (the county did
not maintain short forms). Crashes were reported as Long form if there was an injury 
involved and significant collision damage where as minor crashes that did not involve 
injuries of any kind and that resulted only in property damage were reported as Short 
forms. Both long and short form crashes were extracted for the years 1999, 2000 and 
2001 for Seminole County. Also, both long and short form crashes were extracted for the
years 2000, 2001 and 2002 for City
 
 
 of Orlando. Orange County only maintained long 




Crashes that occurred within a radius of 250 feet from the intersection were extracted for
Seminole County and City of Orlando databases. Crashes that occurred either at the 
intersection or which were influenced by the intersection were extracted for Orange 
County as the distance criteria was not specified in the county’s crash database.  
 
The next step was the process of determining means and standard deviations of crashes 
for each intersection type for each County. The Expected Crash Analysis tables were 
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prepared for each of the counties individually (Appendices III – V) and then for all three 
combined counties (Appendix VI). These tables had eight (8) different sections, which 
consisted of collision type, crash severity, light conditions, weather and surface 
conditions. Collision type is categorized into rear end, head on, angle, left turn, right turn, 
sideswipe, fixed object, Pedestrian/bike and other collisions. 
 
Another category, severity crash, was subcategorized into property damage, injury and 
fatal. Injury severity was further broken down into possible, non-incapacitating and 
incapacitating injury. The third and fourth categories are light and weather conditions. 
Light condition was branched off to daylight, dusk, dawn, dark (with street lights), dark 
(without street lights) and unknown. Weather condition was sub divided into dry, cloudy, 
rain, fog, others and unknown. The fifth category, Surface conditions, was separated into 
dry, wet, other and unknown. 
 
Also another group of categories which was included in the Expected Annual Crash 
Value tables was month of the year, day of the week, and time of the day. Months of the 
year consisted of months January through December. Each day of the week was a 
separate category and time of the day was divided into seven groups. The groups consist 
of 00:00-06:00, 06:01-09:00, 09:01-11:00, 11:01-13:00, 13:01-15:00, 15:01-18:00, and 
18:01-24:00. 
 
A versatile code was written in SAS to compute crash statistics like mean and standard 
deviation for all the thirteen classification tables (Table 3-5) that contained the above 
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mentioned categories and their respective crash summary.  Expected Annual Crash Value 
tables in Appendix III illustrate the crash profiles for the 13 identified types in Orange 
ounty. The numbers in the first column indicate the total number of crashes pertaining 
 their respective crash criteria (Collision type, Severity etc.) for the years 1999 and 
econd column represent the mean crashes per intersection per 






2000. The numbers in the s
y
category. Similar Expected Value tables were prepared for Seminole County and City of 
Orlando which are included in Appendices IV and V, respectively.  It may be note
that Seminole County and City of Orlando maintained both long and short forms an
hence more number of crashes. Also, crashes in Seminole County were extracted for the
years 1999, 2000 and 2001 and crashes in City of Orlando for the years 2000, 2001 and 
2002 (depending on availability). 
 
4.2 Long Form and Short Form Problem Description: 
 
It may be noted that since Orange County only maintained long form crash records, the
crash numbers, especially PDO crashes, tend to be under-represented when compared
Seminole County and City of Orlando as these two counties maintained both long and




, while combining all the three counties together, it had 
to be made sure that only long form crashes ysis. The process of 
eliminating s eded some 
onsideration. Correspondence with the county/state officials (City of Orlando, FDOT 
was 
be considered for anal
hort form crashes from Seminole County and City of Orlando ne
c
and FHP) helped differentiate between the two forms and the following information 
collected. 
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4.2.1 Long form report: 
 
The long form is used for all crashes minor to severe, injury crashes, hit and runs and 
anything involving criminal activity. It consists of 4 pages. The long form holds all the
information as the short form but it is more detailed. Page 1 contains information such as 
number of lanes, if the road is divided or not, driver action (hit and run, phantom e








t or claimed, due to D.U.I, Hit and Run to attended 




performed and results if alcohol was used. Drivers' license requirement endorsements, 
physical defects of the driver, residence of driver (county of crash, else where in stat
state, foreign), injury severity, safety equipment in use (seatbelt, helmet etc.) was also 
noted in long forms. Other information such as if the driver was ejected from the vehic
or not, posted speed, whether the vehicle was functional or not, trailer or towed vehicle 
information (as well as damage amount) were included. On the 2nd page the long form 
has all the information as the short except it includes room for a third driver and s
carrier information. The 3rd page holds the narrative, passenger information, witness 
information, and other citations issued. On the 4th page is the diagram of the crash. To 
summarize, a long form crash report was essentially completed if the crash resulted in 
either a fatality, was injury eviden
v
investigative leads (i.e. tag number, vehicle in custody, known driver), crashes involvi
any City, County, State or Federally owned vehicle. 
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4.2.2 Short form report: 
 
The short form is primarily used for minor, non-injury crashes. It consists of 2 pages. The 
ort form holds information of drivers (DOB, DL# & LIC TYPE), vehicles, and 
removed by, citations issued, area hicle, dat on of the 
crash as well as the county and city (or nearest city) the crash occurred, and county and 
city codes. On the back, a brief narrative (w/diagram opt.), contributing causes of the 
accident, vehicle fect (if any), veh t, vehicle function int of collision, 
if within a work area or not, pedestrian action, location type, first/sub harmful event, road 
system identifier, lighting conditions, road conditions, if vision was obstructed, traffic 
control device, site location, traffic way character, type of shoulder are also entered. 
FDOT, DHSMV  sev ge County) do not include data from 
short forms into r dat
4.3 Orange County, Seminole County and City Of Orlan o:
sh
insurance information, estimated amount of vehicle damage, who the vehicle was 
 of damage on the ve e, time, locati
 de icle movemen s, po








With the assistance of the above information, in order to maintain consistency with 
Orange County with respect to long forms, only long form crashes were extracted for 
Seminole County and City of Orlando. This was done by comparing the county crashe
with the FDOT and Department of Highway Safety’s Events file and filtering out th
short forms as the DHSMV crash database only contained long form crashes and al
checking the short form data to make sure that there were no injuries reported, which 
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might indicate a long form not reported in FDOT or DHSMV databases. Also because of 
the adequate number of intersections under each category, the 80th, 90th and 95th 
percentiles were also calculated to detect abnormally high crashes in that category.  
 
It is worth mentioning, that the objective is to have a sample of at least 30 intersections 
representing each type of intersections to achieve (approach) a normal distribution. 
s 
combined three counties that are included in 
ppendix VI. The expected value analysis tables will be very useful in determining if an 
e 
re 
 across the three counties for long form crashes only and the following graphs 




However, as only Orange county was presented earlier, for which only 298 intersection
were available, most types would have less than the required number of intersections. 
When databases from Seminole county and City of Orlando were merged, an adequate 
number of intersections were guaranteed for each type. Similar Expected Annual Crash 
Values tables were prepared for the 
A
intersection has an abnormally high number of severe or fatal crashes. The tables will b
used in assisting the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) in identifying serious 
safety problems at intersections.  
 
Tables in Appendix VI as explained earlier are based on only long form crashes. The 
crashes for Orange County, City of Orlando and Seminole County were extracted for the 
year 2000 in order to maintain consistency. Rear-end, angle and left-turn crashes we
contrasted
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Table 4-1 Intersection Classifica bined counties 
 
Category Intersection Type No. crashes 
tion for all three com
 
1 2x2, 3x2, 3x3 289 
2 4x2, 4x3, 5x2 1359 
3 4x4, 5x4 807 
4 6x2, 6x3 502 
5 6x4, 6x6, 6x5, 7x3, 8x2 540 
6 2xT2 45 
7 2xT4, 4xT2, 4xT3, 5xT2 189 
8 4xT4, T5x4 73 
9 6xT2 73 
10 6xT4, T6x4 39 
11 Major road One-way 79 
12 Minor road One-way 130 
13 ad One-way 32 
Both Major and Minor ro
14 Ramp Intersections 114 
Total crashes 4271 
 
 
The expected annual accident tables in Appendices III, IV and V indicate that the mean
crashes for Seminole County and City of Orlando are fairly similar. This comparison 
could be made as both Seminole County and City of Orlando had both long and short 
form crashes. Since crash data was available for the years 1999, 2000 and 2001 for 
Seminole County, the mean was averaged for three years and similarly for City of 




long form crashes and therefore, the mean crashes for every type cannot 
as PDO crashes were under 
 
be contrasted against Seminole County and City of Orlando 
represented in the case of Orange County. Tables in Appendix III for Orange County had
the means calculated for two years worth crash data (1999 and 2000).  
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5. MODELING TECHNIQUES AND METHODOLOGY 
 
The main objective of this thesis is to estimate models for predicting the frequency of 
intersections and also to identify significant factors that contribute to safety. Statistical 
could be obtained by Poisson 
and Negative Binomial regression. 
 
Accident models are typically of Poisson . The number of 
ts in a given space-time region is regarded as a random variable that takes values 
0, 1, 2, ... with probabilities following the Poisson distribution. A characteristic feature of 
this distribution is that the variance, or mean squared deviation of this variable, is equal 
to its mean. The mean number of accidents is assumed to be an exponential applied to a 
suitable linear combination of highway variables. Thus the model falls under the heading 
of a generalized linear model. The exponential function guarantees that the mean is 
positive. 
various types of crashes, i.e. rear-end, angle, left turn, side-swipe crashes at signalized 
modeling of crash frequency at the signalized intersections 
and generalized linear form
acciden
5.1 Poisson Model: 
Poisson regression is often used to analyze count data. It can be used to model the 
 
number of occurrences of an event of interest or the rate of occurrence of an event of 
interest, as a function of some independent variables.  
 
In Poisson regression it is assumed that the dependent variable Y, number of occurrences
of an event, has a Poisson distribution given the independent variables X1, X2, ...., Xm: 
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P(Y=k| X1, X2, ..., Xm) = e- µ µk / k!, for k=0, 1, 2, ......, where the log of the mean µ is 
assumed to be a linear function of the independent variables. That is, 
log (µ) = intercept + b1*X1 +b2*X2 + ....+ b3*Xm, 
which implies that µ is  the exponential function of independent variables,  
µ = exp (intercept + b1*X1 +b2*X2 + ....+ b3*Xm). 
 
In man f an event needs to be modeled instead of the 
number of occurrences. For example, suppose that we know the number of occurrences 
 
 
ed to adjust for the number of intersections 





 by the Poisson regression is based on the assumption that 
e variance of dependent variable is equal to its mean. 
y situations the rate or incidence o
of certain type of crash and we want to find out if frequency of occurrence depends on
certain variables such as AADT or intersection geometry. Since more at risk intersections
result in more occurrences of the crash, we ne
at risk in each county. For such data, we can write 
following form: 
log (µ) = log (N) + intercept + b1*X1 +b2*X2 + ....+
where N is the total number of crashes. The logarithm of variable N is used as an offse
that is, a regression variable with a constant coefficient of 1 for each observation. The lo
of the incidence, log (µ / N), is modeled now as a linear function of independent 
variables. 
 
The maximum likelihood method is used to estimate the parameters of Poisson regressi




5.2 Negative Binomial Model: 
itation of the Poisson distribution is that the mean equals the variance of the 
distribution. Previous work in the field of accident research has shown that this is not 
always the case. Suppose a Poisson model is used for modeling accidents and the 
d










variance, or dispersion, of the data exceeds the estimated mean of the accident data 
istribution. The data are then said to be overdispersed, and the underlying assumption of 
n for the Poisson dis
binomial, which is a discrete distribution, provides an alternative model to deal with 
overdispersion in count data such as accident frequencies.  
 
Deviance and Pearson Chi-Square divided by the degrees of freedom are used to det
overdispersion or underdispersion in the Poisson regression. Values greater than 1 
indicate overdispersion, that is, the true variance is bigger than the mean, values sma
than 1 indicate underdispersion, the true variance is smaller than the mean.  Evidence of 
underdispersion or overdispersion indicates inadequate fit of the Poisson model. We can 
test for overdispersion with a likelihood ratio test based on Poisson and negative bino
distributions. This test tests equality of the mean and the variance imposed by the Poisson 
distribution against the alternative that the variance exceeds the mean. For the negati
binomial distribution, the variance = mean + k mean  (k≥ 0, the negative binomial 
distribution reduces to Poisson when k=0). The null hypothesis is: 
H0: k=0 
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Fitting negative binomial regression is very similar to fitting Poisson regression. It i
assumed that the model is the same as the Poisson mode
s 
l, that is, the log of the mean, µ, 
 a linear function of independent variables, 
....+ b3*Xm). 
stead of assuming as before that the distribution of Y, number of occurrences of an 
 
egative binomial is equal to µ + 
kµ2 , where k>= 0 is a dispersion parameter.  
he maximum likelihood method is used to estimate k as well as the parameters of the 
gression model for log (µ). 
is
log (µ) = intercept + b1*X1 +b2*X2 + ....+ b3*Xm, 
which implies that µ is the exponential function of independent variables,  
µ = exp (intercept + b1*X1 +b2*X2 + 
In
event, is Poisson, we will now assume that Y has a negative binomial distribution. That
means, in particular, relaxing the assumption about equality of mean and variance 











6. MODELING THE FREQUENCY OF CRASHES AT SIGNALIZED 
INTERSECTIONS USING POISSON AND NEGATIVE BINOMIAL 
REGRESSION 
 per the theory behind Poisson and Negative Binomial regression discussed in the 
previous chapter, a number of statistical models were developed. The final crash database 
orm crashes that happened at signalized intersections within a 
50 ft radius for the year 2000 in Orange County, Seminole County and the City of 
Orlando. The types of crashes introduced in the analysis are as follows: total crashes, 
rear-end crashes, angle crashes and left-turn crashes. A rear-end crash involves two 
vehicles moving one behind the other and collide, regardless of what movements either 
vehicle was in the process of making. This would include a collision in which the leading 
vehicle spun out and became turned 180 degrees around such that the resulting same 
direction collision had it strike front end to front end with the following vehicle. An angle 
crash involves two vehicles approaching from non-opposing angular directions and 
collide, typically resulting as one vehicle failed to either stop or yield right of way from a 
Stop or Yield sign, ran a red light, or was not cleared from the intersection upon the onset 
of the conflicting movement's green signal. A left-turn crash involves two vehicles 
approaching from opposite directions and collide as a result of at least one vehicle 
attempting to turn left in front of the opposing vehicle. 
 
Models were validated for only the above types of crashes as they were the most frequent 
in the crash database for the year 2000. The variables considered in the analysis were 
categorized as shown in Figure 6-1. 
As




Two classes of variables were sorted: geometric variables and traffic variables. All the 
ariables were introduced as independent variables in the models while the frequency of 































Number of left turnin
lanes on Major road
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Total left turning
lanes on Minor road
Number of through
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6.1 Models for total crashes at signalized intersections: 
6.1.1 Intersection Type 
irst, models were developed for total crashes as the dependent variable and the type of 
es of 
intersections were analyzed (for e.g., all 14 intersection types as illustrated in Table 6-1), 
four leg/T/other intersec r of through lanes on 
major road, int lassified as per num  of t th hat included 
through, right turn and left turn lanes) and the 
determining th section es d fu nalysis. Table 




intersection as the independent variable. Various combinations of grouping the typ
tions, intersections classified as per numbe
ersections c ber  lanes a e approach t
model that fit the data best was chosen for 
e categorization of inter  typ  to be use rther in a
he base classification e inte section typ which is













Table 6-1 Base intersection type classification 
 
Category Intersection Type 
1 2x2, 3x2, 3x3 
2 4x2, 4x3, 5x2 
3 4x4, 5x4 
4 6x2, 6x3 
5 6x4, 6x6, 6x5, 7x3, 8x2 
6 2xT2 
7 2xT4, 4xT2, 4xT3, 5xT2 
8 4xT4, T5x4 
9 6xT2 
10 6xT4, T6x4 
11 Major road One-way 
12 Mi o ay nor r ad One-w
13 Both Major and Minor road One-way 
14 R In s amp tersection
 
The models were developed using the statistical software SAS and the Poisson regression 
was first carried out. The output when the above 14 intersection types were input as a set 








Table 6-2 Goodness of fit Poisson regression output for 14 intersection types 
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 633 2903.54 4.5869 
Scaled Deviance 633 2903.54 4.5869 
Pearson Chi-Square 633 3583.52 5.6612 
Scaled Pearson X2 633 3583.52 5.6612 
Log Likelihood   4157.28   
 
Deviance and Pearson Chi-Square divided by the degrees of freedom are often used to 
detect overdispersion or underdispersion. For Poisson distribution the mean and the 
variance are equal, which implies that the deviance and the Pearson statistic divided by 
the degrees of freedom should be approximately equal one. Values greater than one 
an one indicate underdispersion, the true variance is smaller than the mean.  Evidence 
of underdispersion or overdispersion indica odel. 
Corrective measures include using the Deviance or Pearson Chi-Square divided by 
degrees of free stimate of the disp n r in etting it to one 
in the case of overdispersion, running the neg e egr stead of the 
Poisson regression.  
 
or the above model, the Deviance is 4.5869 and the Pearson’s Chi-Square value is 
e Poisson 
indicate overdispersion that is, the true variance is bigger than the mean, values smaller 
th
tes inadequate fit of the Poisson m
dom as an e ersio  paramete stead of s
ativ binomial r ession in
F
5.6612 which are both greater than one, so it can be concluded that the fit of th
model is inadequate. 
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Next, the negative binomial regression is run to see if it fits the data better. Table 6-3 
illustrates the goodness-of-fit for the above model: 




Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 633 648.018 1.0237 
Scaled D 0237 eviance 633 648.018 1.
Pearson Chi-Square 812.737 633 1.2839 
Scaled Pearson X2 633 812.737 1.2839 
Log Likelihood   4864.2   
 
To carry out th io) test f n f ov sion, that is, to 
test the hypoth
Ho: k=0 
against the alternative hypothesis: 
Ha: k>0, 
the test statistic  -2( LL (Poisson) – LL (negative binomial)) needs to be computed. In the 
above model, it is equal to –2(4157.28 – 4864.2) = 1413.84, which corresponds to a 
critical value = 0.9667 with 1 degree of freedom and 95% confidence level. Hence, the 
null hypothesis Ho: k=0 is rejected and can be concluded that the mean and variance are 
not equal and that the Poisson distribution assumption has to be abandoned. The 
goodness-of-fit statistics, presented in the Table 6-3, contains information on assessment 
of fit for the negative binomial distribution. Since the values of Pearson Chi-sq and 
e LR (Likelihood Rat or sig ificance o erdisper
esis 
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deviance divided by the number of degrees of freedom (1.2839 and 1.0237 respectively
are close to 1.
) 
0, each with 633 degrees of, the fit is adequate. 
 6-1 Base intersection type classification grouped together as the four 
leg intersections as one classification, categories 6-10 which are T intersections as the 
second classification an d One-way streets and 
ramps as the third classification. The Poisson es  ru
following results wer
Table 6-4 Goodness of fit Poisson regressio t ur leg, T and Other 
intersection ty
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
 
The second model tested basically consisted of the first five categories of intersections 
presented in Table
d finally, all other intersections that include
 regr sion was n on this model and the 
e obtained and are tabulated in Table 6-4. 
n ou put for Fo
pes  
 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 644 3482.64 5.4078 
Scaled Deviance 644 3482.64 5.4078 
Pearson 0628  Chi-Square 644 4548.42 7.
Scaled Pearson X2 4548.42 7.0628 644
Log Likelihood   3867.72   
 
The results in T  that th isson regression output has 
considerably higher values for deviance (5.407) and Chi-Square (7.062) which are both 
gnificantly greater than 1.0. Hence, the model was once again run using Negative 
Binomial regression. 
 
able 6-4 again indicate e Po
si
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Negative Binomial regression produced the following results: 
Table 6-5 Goodness of fit Negative Binomial regression output for Four leg, T and 
Other intersection types 
 
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 644 660.834 1.0261 
Scaled Deviance 644 660.834 1.0261 
Pearson Chi-Square 644 858.135 1.3325 
Scaled Pearson X2 644 858.135 1.3325 
Log Likelihood   4806.31   
 
The deviance and Chi-Square values indicated in Table 6-5 are close to 1.0 and suggest 
2(3867.72 – 4806.31) = 1877.18 which corresponds to a critical value of 0.9667 with 1 
 and 95% confidence level. Hence, the null hypothesis Ho: k=0 is 
rejected and can be concluded that the mean and variance are not equal and that the 
Poisson distribution assumption has to be abandoned. 
 
The third type of classification used for the m l w ing  number of 
through lanes on the m




the fit to be adequate.  Further, the test statistic for the model was computed to be    
- 
degree of freedom
ode as group the total
ajor road that were less than or equal to four as one type and 
g
regression and Negative Binomial regression are tabulated in Table 6-6 and Table 6-7
re
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Table 6-6 Goo  Poisson regressio tput for total through lanes on Major 
road ≤ 4 and > 4 
 
Assess o f F
dness of fit n ou
Criteria For ing G odness O it 
Criterion D  Value/DF F Value 
Deviance 645 3454.67 5.3561 
Scaled Deviance 645 3454.67 5.3561 
Pearson Chi-Square 645 4671.25 7.2423 
Scaled Pearson X2 645 4671.25 7.2423 
Log Likelihood   3881.71   
 
Table 6-7 Goodness of fit Negative Binomial regression output for total through 
lanes on Major road ≤ 4 and > 4 
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 645 661.587 1.0257 
Scaled Deviance 645 661.587 1.0257 
Pearson Chi-Square 645 919.536 1.4256 
Scaled Pearson X2 645 919.536 1.4256 
Log Likelihood   4806.91   
 
It may be observed that once again, the Negative Binomial model performs better than 
e Poisson model with the deviance/DF value (1.0257) and Pearson Chi-Square value 
(1.4256) both close to 1.0. The test statistic for the model was computed to be    
2(3881.71 – 4806.91) = 1850.4 which corresponds to a critical value of 0.9667 with 1 
degree of freedom and 95% confide e null hypothesis Ho: k=0 is 
th
- 
nce level. Hence, th
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rejected and can be concluded that the mean and varianc re not eq l and 
Po s to be abandoned.
T l  l e M ad 




e a ua that the 
isson distribution assumption ha  
he fourth model tested basically contained the tota
 the intersection that is the sum
number of anes on th ajor ro
a
turning lanes if they were present at the intersection. The results obtained using the 
Poisson and Negative Binomial regression are tabulated in Table 6-8 and Table 6-9. 
Table 6-8 Goodness of fit Poisson regression output for total lanes on Major roa
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value/DF Value 
Deviance 643 342 5.3223 2.26 
Scaled Deviance 34 5.322643 22.26 3 
Pearson Chi-Square 45 6.999643 00.52 3 
Scaled Pearson X2 450 6.999643 0.52 3 
Log Likelihood   38   97.37 
 
Table 6-  of fit Negative Bin egres
Major r tersection 
 
 
9 Goodness omial r sion output for total lanes on 
oad at the in
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 643 657.282 1.0222 
Scaled Deviance 643 657.282 1.0222 
Pearson Chi-Square 643 870.913 1.3545 
Scaled Pearson X2 643 870.913 1.3545 
Log Likelihood   4813.47   
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Once again, the Negative Binomial model fits the data better than the Poisson model as 
the values of deviance/DF (1.02) and Pearson Chi-Square/DF value (1.35) are close to 1.0
compared to significantly high values produced by the Poisson model. The test statistic 
for the model was computed to be - 2(3897.37 – 4813.47) = 1832.2 which correspon





each one of these classifications at a 
me. In order to choose the best intersection classification, the Log Likelihood values 
arger difference 
ignifies a better model. The following Table 6-10 illustrates the test: 
Table 6-10 Negative Binomial Model selection for Intersection type 
o: k=0 is rejected and can be concluded that the mean and variance
not equal and that the Poisson distribution assumption has to be abandoned. 
 
Four Negative Binomial models were fitted using 
ti
corresponding to these models were compared with the Log Likelihood value of the 
model fitted with only the intercept. The difference indicates the contribution of 





Classification Lk Lo 2(Lk – Lo) 
All 14 intersection types 4864.2 4791.96 144.48 
Four leg, T, Other intersections 4806.31 4791.96 28.7 
Total through lanes on Major road ≤ 4 and > 4 4806.31 4791.96 28.7 
Total lanes on Major road ≤ 4 and > 4 (Through, 4813.47 Left and Right turning lanes) 4791.96 43.02 
 
It may be observed that the first category which contained all the 14 intersection types 
has the highest 2(Lk – Lo) value which is 144.48. This suggests that the data fits the model 
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best when categorized as above. The following Table 6-11 illustrates the parameter 
estimates when all 14 intersection types were grouped together: 
Table 6-11 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for 14 Intersection types (total crashes) 
Parameter Estimate Standard Error Pr > ChiSq 
 
Intercept 1.5261 0.2209 <.0001 
2x2, 3x2, 3x3 -0.1081 0.2442 0.6579 
4x2, 4x3, 5x2 0.2237 0.2274 0.3252 
4x4, 5x4 0.9046 0.2394 0.0002 
6x2, 6x3 0.5851 0.243 0.0161 
6x4, 6x6, 6x5, 7x3, 8x2 1.0519 0.2514 <.0001 
2xT2 -0.6638 0.3132 0.0341 
2xT4, 4xT2, 4xT3, 5xT2 -0.0514 0.2549 0.8402 
4xT4, T5x4 0.2795 0.3247 0.3893 
6xT2 0.1726 0.3087 0.5761 
6xT4, T6x4 0.3457 0.4003 0.3877 
Major road One 0.1109 -way -0.4524 0.2838 
Minor road One 0.122 -way 0.4511 0.2917 
Both Major and Minor road 
One-w 0.14 2 ay 79 0.407 0.7164 
Dispersion 0.51   47 0.0363
 
It may be seen that the values highlighted in bold for intersection types 4x4, 6x2 and 
6x4/6x6 showe The estim  w ive ggests that the 
mber of total crashes increases as the intersection configuration increases. Intersections 
t 
rsections. This can be argued that 2xT2 being a very small intersection are less 
prone to crashes as the n t these intersections. 
In the case of m g intersections lik , 6  an ections, they 
are more vulnerable to crashes than other int ti In order to look at this 
phenomenon m ction types
estimates were  treated as one category and the others as one. 
d significant results. ates ere posit which su
nu
of the type 2xT2 showed a negative estimate, thus suggesting that crashes reduced a
these inte
umber of vehicles are considerably fewer a
ajor four le e 4x2 x2, 6x4 d 6x6 inters
ersec on types. 
ore closely, interse  which had significant p-values and positive 
 grouped together and
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Therefore, in th total crashes, du ble rep senting the 
tersection taking the value 1 if the type of intersection is 4x2, 6x2, 
6x4 and 6x6 and 0 otherwise, will be introduced. 
 
It is worth mentioning that ramp intersections was the 14  dummy not shown in the 
model and is defined by the intercept. This variable turned out to be statistically 
significant and will be attempted in the final model for total crashes. 
e final model for  a mmy varia re
configuration of the in
th
 
6.1.2 Average Annual Daily Traffic 
 
Models were next developed for the Average Annual Daily Traffic. Models were initially 
tion and 
nally, AADT per lane on the Major road. But these models were later discarded as 
AADT not necessarily follows a linear distri ould be to 
introduce the natural log (AADT) as the independent variable.  
 
The first mode og (AA





run for AADT on Major road, AADT on Minor road, Total AADT at the intersec
fi
bution, so a better approach w
l comprised of natural l DT on Major road), for which, the Poisson 





Table 6-12 Goodness of fit Poisson regression output for ln (Major AADT) 
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 637 2954.17 4.6376 
Scaled Deviance 637 2954.17 4.6376 
Pearson Chi-Square 637 3619.51 5.6821 
Scaled Pearson X2 637 3619.51 5.6821 
Log Likelihood   4123.18   
  
Table 6-13 Goodness of fit Negative Binomial regression output for ln (Major 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
AADT) 
 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 637 641.106 1.0064 
Scaled D 0064 eviance 637 641.106 1.
Pearson Chi-Square 637 776.429 1.2189 
Scaled Pearson X2 637 776.429 1.2189 
Log Likelihood   4857.26   
 
It may be observed that the i ms better th on 
model with the deviance/DF value (1.006) and Pearson Chi-Square value (1.218) close to 
odel was computed to be - 2(4123.18 – 4857.26) = 1468.12 
and can be concluded that the mean and variance are not equal and that the Poisson 
distribution assumption
Negative Binom al model perfor an the Poiss
1.0. The test statistic for the m
which corresponds to a p-value of 0.0000. Hence, the null hypothesis Ho: k=0 is rejected 
 has to be abandoned. 
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The next model was tested for natural log (AADT on the Minor road). The results 
obtained by the Poisson and Negative Binom g ode ulated in Table 
6-14 and Table 6-15 respectively. 
Table 6-14 Goodness of fit Poisson regression output for ln (Minor AADT) 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
ial re ression m ls are tab
 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 442 2088.95 4.7261 
Scaled Deviance 442 2088.95 4.7261 
Pearson Chi-Square 442 2412.72 5.4587 
Scaled Pearson X2 442 2412.72 5.4587 
Log Likelihood     3935.84 
 
Table 6-15 Go it Negative Binom eg  ou Minor 
AADT) 
 
Assess o f F
odness of f ial r ression tput for ln (
Criteria For ing G odness O it 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 442 1.0301 455.318 
Scaled Deviance 442 455.318 1.0301 
Pearson Chi-Square 442 507.901 1.1491 
Scaled Pearson X2 442 507.901 1.1491 
Log Likelihood   4444.72   
 
It can be observed that the Negative Binomial model performed better than the Poisson 
regression model with the values for devianc  b  and  Chi-Square/DF 
being 1.14. It m at owing t  f larg r of values for 
AADT were mi ny concrete conclusion cannot be made 
e/DF eing 1.03  Pearson
ay also be noted th o the act that a e numbe
ssing for the Minor road, a
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regarding the f  and Negative ino ession odels were also run 
r natural log (Total AADT) and natural log (AADT per lane on Major road) and the 
it of data. Poisson  B mial regr m
fo
results are tabulated in Table 6-16, Table 6-17 and Table 6-19 respectively. 
Table 6-16 Goodness of fit Poisson regression output for ln (Total AADT) 
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 639 2454.63 3.8414 
Scaled Deviance 639 2454.63 3.8414 
Pearson Chi-Square 639 2901.21 4.5402 
Scaled Pearson X2 639 2901.21 4.5402 
Log Likelihood   4376.7   
 
Table 6-17 Goodness of fit Negative Binomial regression output for ln (Total AADT) 
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 639 641.152 1.0034 
Scaled Deviance 639 641.152 1.0034 
Pearson Chi-Square 639 760.614 1.1903 
Scaled Pearson X2 639 760.614 1.1903 






Table 6-18 Goodness of fit Poisson regression output for ln (AADT per lane on 
Major road) 
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 637 3286.46 5.1593 
Scaled Deviance 637 3286.46 5.1593 
Pearson Chi-Square 637 4200.58 6.5943 
Scaled Pearson X2 637 4200.58 6.5943 
Log Likelihood   3957.04   
 
 
Table 6-19 Goodness of fit Negative Binomial regression output for ln (AADT per 
lane on Major road) 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 637 649.437 1.0195 
Scaled Deviance 637 649.437 1.0195 
Pearson Chi-Sq 8  uare 637 26.928 1.2982
Scaled Pearson 826.928 1.2982 X2 637




O o re  AA ma  AAD inor 
road, total AADT at the intersection and AADT per he ad, th
model was to be selected. The Log Likelihood values for all the four above models were 
bulated and the difference 2(Lk – Lo) was calculated as well. The following table 
nce the Negative Binomial m dels we  run for DT on jor road, T on m
lane on t major ro e best 
ta
illustrates the results obtained: 
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Table 6-20 Negative Binomial Model selection for Average Annual Daily Tr
 
affic 
Average Annual Daily Traffic (Negative Binomial model) 
Classification Lk Lo 2(Lk – Lo) 
ln (Major road AADT) 4857.26 4791.96 130.6 
ln (Minor road AADT) 4444.72 4385.68 118.08 
ln (Total AADT) 4485.03 4385.68 198.72 
ln (AADT per lane on Major 
road) 4822.04 4791.96 60.16 
 
 
It can be observed from Table 6-20 that the 2(L – L ) value for ln (Total AADT) is the
highest value and therefore can be chosen as the independent variable to be input in the 
final model. But since the AADT on minor roads were not available for all intersections, 
ln (major road AADT) was chosen as the most appropriate variable as all the values were 
available for the major road. The variable ln (Major AADT) will be included in all the 
models for all types of crashes here on. 
k o   
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6.1.3 Number of Left turning lanes 
Models were first tested using the Poisson regression and eventually the Negative 
Binomial regression for the number of left turning lanes as all models showed 
overdispersion when the Poisson regression was initially used. Various classifications 
ere tried with the cut-off for number of left turning lanes (either for the Major road, 
resented in Table 6-21 
Table 6-21 Negative Binomial output for rning lanes (Major road, Minor 















Lk Lo Lk – Lo
To
Du  25 48
tal LT lanes on MJ road. 
mmy "1" if > 2 and "0" if ≤ 2 1.021 1. 13 29.21 4791.25 75.92 
To nes on MJ road. 
Du ≤ 3  1.0252 1.3117 4814.91 4791.25 47.33 
tal LT la
mmy "1" if > 3 and "0" if 
To
Du " if > 4 and "0" if ≤ 4  1.3 4
tal LT lanes on MJ road. 
mmy "1 1.0292 975 791.25 4791.25 0.000 
To
Du  1. 4
tal LT lanes on MN road. 
mmy "1" if > 2 and "0" if ≤ 2 1.0231 2075 818.94 4791.25 55.39 
To nes on MN road. 
Dummy "1" if > 3 and "0" if ≤ 3  1.0241 1.2254 4822.97 4791.25 63.45 
tal LT la
Total LT lanes on MN road. 
Dummy "1" if > 4 and "0" if ≤ 4  1.0292 1.3975 4791.25 4791.25 0.000 
Total LT lanes at intersection. 
Dummy "1" if > 3 and "0" if ≤ 3  1.0255 1.3438 4804.66 4791.25 26.82 
Total LT lanes at intersection. 
Dummy "1" if > 4 and "0" if ≤ 
4  
1.0186 1.2218 4835.51 4791.25 88.53 
Total LT lanes at intersection. 
Dummy "1" if > 5 and "0" if ≤ 5  1.0223 1.2382 4825.70 4791.25 68.90 
 
It may be observed that the values for Deviance/DF (1.0210) and Pearson Chi-Square/DF 
(1.2513) were significantly closer to 1.0 when the total number of left turning lanes on 
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the major road was ≤ 2 and > 2. The 2(Lk – Lo) value was 75.92. The values for 
Deviance/DF (1.0241) and Pearson Chi-Square/DF (1.2254) were significantly closer to 
1.0 when the total number of left turning lanes on the m
2( viance/DF (1.0186) and Pearson Chi-
Square/DF (1.2218) were significantly closer to 1.0  to er of ing 
lan  entire intersection was ≤ 4 and > 4. – L turned o  to be 
8.53. The best model would be the one with the most significant value for 2(Lk – Lo) 
which is 88.53 as it was the highest value among the rest. Therefore, the variable which 





Parameter Estimate Standard Error Pr > ChiSq
inor road was ≤ 3 and > 3. The 
Lk – Lo) value was 63.45. The values for De
when the tal numb  left turn
es on for the The 2(Lk o) value ut
8
represents the total number of left turn
introduced as the independent variable for number of left turning lanes in the case of to
crashes. The analysis of parameter estimates for the total number of left turning lanes
the intersection are tabulated in Table 6-22 which turned out to be
Table 6-22 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for no. of LT lanes at t
 
Intercept 1.7047 <.0001 0.0373 
A dummy v iabl
the intersection ta
of LT lanes at intersection > 4 and 0 
otherwise.……………………………………
<.0001 
ar e representing the size of 
king the value 1 if total no. 0.7948 0.0865 
 
Dispersion 0.5696   0.039 
 
6.1.4 Speed limit 
odels were next developed to incorporate the variable Speed limit as the independent M
variable. Various possibilities were tried with different speed limits both on the major 
road as well as the minor road and the best model was selected. Initially, Poisson 
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regression models were run but since they all showed overdispersion, Negative Binomial 
regression was estimated on the same data set as for the Poisson model to account for t
overdispersion criteria. The following Table 6-23 illustrates the results obtained from 
running various Negative Binomial models. 
 











Speed on MJ road            
if ≤ 30  
Dummy "1" if > 30 and "0" 1.0208 1.3503 4820.1 4791.250 57.74 
Speed on MN road            
Dummy "1" if > 30 and "0" 
if ≤ 30 
1.0193 1.3069 4817.1 4791.250 51.86 
Speed on MJ road            
if ≤ 40  
Dummy "1" if > 40 and "0" 1.0237 1.3134 4809.8 4791.250 37.21 
Speed on MN road            
Dummy "1" if > 40 and "0" 
if ≤ 40 
1.0265 1.318 4805.3 4791.250 28.11 
Speed on MJ road            
if ≤ 50  
Dummy "1" if > 50 and "0" 1.0291 1.387 4797.3 4791.250 12.24 
Speed on MN road            
Dummy "1" if > 50 and "0" 
if ≤ 50 
1.0306 1.4026 4792.1 4791.250 1.73 
 
As shown in Table 6-23, the variable which represents the speed on major road ≤ 30 and 
> 30, has the highest 2(L - L ) value thus suggesting the best fit of speed data in the 
model. This significant variable will therefore be included in the final model while 
modeling total crashes at signalized intersections. The analysis of parameter estimates for 
speed limit on the major road > 30 and ≤ 30 are tabulated in Table 6-24 which turned out 





Table 6-24 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for Speed limit (Total crashes) 
 
Parameter Estima Standard Pr > ChiSqte Error 
Intercept 1.6572 39 01 0.04 <.00
A dummy variable representing the speed 
lim taking the value 1 if 
the speed lim
oth …….
05 06 01 it at the intersection it on major road > 30 and 0 
erwise.………………………………
0.54 0.07 <.00
Dispersion 0.6046  0.0404  
 
6.1.5 Final model for Total crashes: 
After  determine the independent variables that 
were s ed in th od al crashes. The 
variab  tabulated as follows: 




the above models were run in order to
ignificant, they were all incorporat e final m el for tot
les considered for the final model are
del for T l crashe
1 Natural logarithm of AADT on Major road 
2 Dummand "0"
y "1" if no. of through lanes on Minor road > 3 
if ≤ 3.  
3 Speed limit on Major road. Dummy "1" if speed > 30 and "0" if speed ≤ 30. 
4 Total no. of Left turning lanes. Dummy "1" if total no. of left turning lanes > 4 and "0" if ≤ 4. 
5 and "0" if other. 
Dummy "1" if intersection types 4x4, 6x2, 6x4 and 6x6 
 
Once the above variables were introduced in the overall Negative Binomial model for 
total crashes, the following results were produced and are tabulated in Table 6-26. It can 
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be observed that the estimate for the dummy variable representing the type of intersection 
taking the value 1 if the intersection type was either 4x4, 6x2, 6x4 and 6x6 type and 0 
otherwise was  positive (0.1734). This indicates that major four leg intersections have a 
greater potential for crashes since the exposure is more and is adversely affected by 
traffic congestion and high speeds. When the dummy for ramp intersections was 
introduced in the final model for total crashes, it turned out to be insignificant and 
therefore was excluded from the model and was rerun again. The dummy variable 
g the value 1 if speed limit > 30 mph 





 are a 
sm of crashes cannot be explained. That is the reason crashes need to be looked 
t more closely by the type of collision, i.e. rear-end crashes, left-turn crashes and angle 
rashes. 
 
representing the speed limit on the major road takin
a
on major roads, the number of total crashes increased. The dummy variable repre
the size of the intersection taking the value 1 if total no. of LT lanes at intersection >
and 0 otherwise was positive and significant (0.3455) suggesting that the total number of 
left turning lanes at the intersection increases the number of total crashes. The estimate
for the dummy variable representing the number of through lanes on the minor road 
taking the value 1 if total no. of through lanes > 3 and 0 otherwise turned out to be 
positive (0.2162). This suggests that the number of through lanes on the minor road is 
significant factor that contributes to an increase in total crashes. Since total crashes







Table 6-26 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for the final model for total crashes 
 
Paramete ate Standard r > Cr Estim Error P hiSq 
Intercept -4.2034 0.6316 <.0001 
Ln (Major AADT) 0.5547 0.0617 <.0001 
A dummy variab
number of throug
le representing the 
h lanes o inor 
 if total no. of 
 0 
……… ….....
0.2162 0.0975 0.0267 
n the m
road taking the value 1
through lanes > 3 and
otherwise.………… ……
A dummy variable representing the 
speed limit on the major road taking 0.3112 0.0657 <.0001 the value 1 if speed limit > 30 mph 
and 0 otherwise. 
A dummy variable representing the 
size of the intersection taking the 
value 1 if total no. of LT lanes at 0.3455 0.0897 
intersection > 4 and 0 otherwise. 
0.0001 
A dummy variable representing the 
type of intersection taking the value 1 
if either 4x4, 6x2, 6x4 and 6x6 type 
and 0 otherwise. 
0.1734 0.0929 0.062 




lihood = 4913.92 
DF = 625 
Deviance/DF =
Pearson C 65 
Log Like
2 (Lk – Lo) = 245.34 
 
 
6.2 Models for Rear-en Left-tu ngle at signaliz sectionsd, rn and A crashes ed inter  
 
Mode ed for  crash  were the m mmon and 
freque ash and then follow ngle cr d left-turn crashes. Rear-end 
crashes were the most frequent of all crashes as 44% of the total crashes were rear-end 
ls were similarly develop  rear-end es which ost co
nt type of cr ed by a ashes an
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crashes and therefore more or less resembles the overall final model for total crashes. The 
next type of frequent crash was Angle crash which constituted about 24% of the t
crashes followed by Left-turn crashes which were about 15% of the total crashes. Other 
types of crashes were not modeled as they were very few in number and very unlik
produce analytical results. The following sections of this chapter focuses on developing 




6.2.1 Preliminary models for Rear-end crashes 
 
As in the case of total crashes, various models were developed for selecting the 
ppropriate independent variables that had to be introduced in the final model with 
respect to the intersection type, number of left turning lanes at the intersection and speed 
a
limit at the intersection. As discussed in the previous chapter, the natural logarithm of 
Annual Average Daily Traffic on the major road was selected as the independent variable 
for AADT which will later on be introduced in the final model. Initially models were run 
using the Poisson regression and the values for Deviance/DF and Pearson Chi Square 
turned out to be much greater than 1.0 in each case. Therefore Negative Binomial 












Lk Lo 2(L  – Lo)DF Chi-Square 
k
A 1.0768 671.144 608.441 125.4064 ll 14 intersection types 1.1474 
F
in 1.0616 1.1765 625.294 608.441 33.705 
our leg, T, Other 
tersections 
T
M 1.0632 1.2008 623.004 608.441 29.125 
otal through lanes on 





otal lanes on Major road ≤ 
 and > 4 (Through, Left 
nd Right turning lanes) 
.0595 1.1442 633.138 608.441 49.395
 
As 7, k – L  fo  m ch co
of tion e hig lue 5 e p r 
coe odel were t ulate tud llo
Table 6-28 Parameter coefficients for all in tion ea ash
Parameter Estimate Standard Pr > ChiSq 
 it may seen from Table 6-2 the 2(L o) value r the first odel whi nsisted 
all the 14 types of intersec s had th hest va  being 12 .4064. Th aramete
fficients for this m hen tab d and s ied as fo ws: 
tersec  types (r r-end cr es) 
 
Error 
Intercept 0.7259 0.3221 0.0242 
2x2, 3x2, 3x3 -0.4746 0. 0.1883 3608 
4x2, 4x3, 5x2 0.127 .3 3 0 317 0.7011 
4x4 0.8044 0.34, 5x4  91 0.0212 
6x2 51 0.3543 , 6x3 0.54  0.124 
6x4 165 0.36, 6x6, 6x5, 7x3, 8x2 1.2  52 0.0009 
2xT2 -1.0313 0.48 0.0321 13 
2xT4, 4xT2, 4xT3, 5xT2 -0.1979 0.374 0.5968 
4xT4, T5x4 0.3155 0.4717 0.5036 
6xT2 -0.1018 0.4593 0.8246 
6xT4, T6x4 0.1214 0.5949 0.8383 
Major road One-way -1.6239 0.4841 0.0008 
Minor road One-way -0.2151 0.4434 0.6276 
Both Major and Minor 
road One-way -1.1314 0.7297 0.121 
Dispersion 1.0723 0.0918   
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It can be seen from Table 6-28 that larger intersections (4x4, 6x4, 6x6 etc.) have a greater 
potential for rear-end crashes. This discloses the fact that larger intersections are 
significant and influences the num r of ear-end rashes po ively. 
reason is because the larger the intersection, more the traffic and thereby more the 
congestion thus resulting in more rear-end crashes, adversely affected by high speeds and 
qu ns. Cr t 2xT2 i tions se h th  
road being one-way turned out to have negative coefficients thus suggesting that rear-end 
crashes were considerably milder at these smaller intersections. The dummy representing 
ra ll be i ed as o e inde va the
m ashes ned out ignif
 
odels were next developed for determining the variable for left turning lanes. Various 
classifications were tried and the results for each have been tabulated in Table 6-29. The 
results show that the dummy variable representing the size of the intersection taking the 
value 1 if the total number of left turning lanes at the intersection was > 4 and 0 otherwise 
was the most significant variable with the highest 2(Lk – Lo) value 80.336 and a positive 
estimate of 1.0888 as illustrated in Table 6-30. This suggests that the total number rear-
end crashes increased as the total number of left turning lanes increased at the 
intersection. Number of left turning lanes indicates the size of the intersection i.e. the 
exposure on both major and the minor roads is substantial. As argued before, this 
exposure contributes towards a high number of rear-end crashes, as larger the 
intersection, the more prone it is to rear-end crashes. 
 
be frequent r  c sit The main 
euing at intersectio ashes a ntersec and inter ctions wit e major
mp intersections wi ntroduc ne of th pendent riables in  final 
odel for rear-end cr  as it tur  to be s icant. 
M
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Table 6-29 Negative Binomial output for Left-turning lanes (Major road, Minor 
oad and Entire intersection) 
 








Dumm 64 608. 64.224 
T lanes on MJ road        
y "1" if > 2  "0" if  ≤ 2 1.0681 1.1436 0.5528 4407 
Total L road        
Dummy "1" if >3 "0" if ≤ 3 1.0651 1 62 608.4407 31.140 
T lanes on MJ .1919 4.0107  
Total LT lanes on MJ road        
Dummy "1" if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 1.0603 1.1619 608.4407 608.4407 0 
Total LT lanes on MN road       1.1086 632.2234 608.4407 47.565 Dummy "1" if > 2 "0" if ≤ 2 1.0658 
Total LT lanes on MN road       
Dummy "1" if > 3 "0" if ≤ 3 1.0686 1.1054 634.2228 608.4407 51.564 
Total LT lanes on MN road       1.0603 1.1619 608.4407 608.4407 0 Dummy "1" if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 
Total LT lanes at intersection  
Dummy "1" if > 3 "0" if ≤ 3 1.0613 1.1402 622.8818 608.4407 28.882 
Total LT lanes at 
Dummy "1" if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 
intersection 1.0687 1.145 648.609 608.4407 80.336 
Total LT lanes at intersection 
Dummy "1" if > 5 "0" if ≤ 5 1.0678 1.1357 636.7626 608.4407 56.643 
 
rashes) 
Parameter E Standard Pr > ChiSq 
 
Table 6-30 Parameter coefficients for left turning lanes (rear-end c
 
stimate Error 
Intercept 0.7014 0.0557 <.0001 
Tot T l
Dum y "1 <.0001 
al L
m
anes at intersection 
" if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 1.0888 0.1253 
Dispersion 1.1816 0.0989  
 
Models were t  de  
speed limit at which t and 
bulated as follows: 
hen veloped integrating various speed limits in order to determine the









Classification Deviance/DF PChi-Square k – Lo) 
 
earson Lk Lo 2(L
Speed li
road. Du
if > 30 "
529 1.1 64 608 79.699 
mit on MJ 
mmy "1" 
0" if ≤ 30 
1.0 388 8.2902 .4407 
Speed lim
road. Du
> 30 "0" 
1. 6 608 38.476 
it on MN 
mmy "1" if 
if ≤ 30 
1.0628 223 27.679 .4407 
Speed lim
road. Du
> 40 "0" 
1.2 63 608 60.072 
it on MJ 
mmy "1" if 1.061 
if ≤ 40 
636 8.4771 .4407 
Speed lim
road. Du
> 40 "0" 
1.16 619. 608.440 21.368 
it on MN 
mmy "1" if 1.0631 
if ≤ 40 
15 125 7 
Speed lim n MJ 
road. Du
> 50 "0" 
1.0634 1.169 615.9991 608.4407 15.116 
it o
mmy "1" if 
if ≤ 50 
Speed lim
road. Du
> 50 "0" 
1.1687 609.9731 608.4407 3.064 
it on MN 
mmy "1" if 1.0623 






It may be observed from Table 6-31 that the dummy variable representing the speed limit 
taking that value 1 if the speed limit on major road was greater than 30 mph and 0 
otherwise had the highest 2(Lk – Lo) value which was 79.699. Therefore, there is a 
possibility that higher speeds on the major road resulted in more rear-end crashes given 
the fact that rear-end crashes increased particularly at larger intersections or intersec
with greater number of through lanes on the major road. Also the parameter estimate for





Table 6-32 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for Speed limit (rear-end crashes) 
 
Parameter Estimate Error Pr > ChiSq 
Standard 
Intercept -0.0947 0.1222 0.4384 
Speed limit on MJ road. 1.267 0.1343 <.0001 Dummy "1" if > 30 "0" if ≤ 30 
Dispersion 1.2145 0.0988   
 
 
6.2.2 Final model for Rear-end crashes 
 
On developing numerous models as explained in the previous section of this chapter, th
variables that turned out to be significant were then introduced as independent variables 
while developing the final model for rear-end crashes. The variables included in the fi
model are tabulated in Table 6-33 and the analysis of parameter estim
e 
nal 





Table 6-33 Variables included in the final model for Total crashes 
1 Natural logarithm of AADT on Major road. 
2 oth
Dummy "1" if intersection types 4x4, 6x4, 6x6 and "0" if 
er. 
3 Speed lim"0
it on Major road. Dummy "1" if speed > 30 and 
" if spe  ed ≤ 30.
4 Totleft
al no. of Left turning lanes. Dummy "1" if total no. of 





Table 6-34 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for the final model for Rear-end 
 
Parameter Estimate Standard Pr > ChiSq 
crashes 
Error 
Intercept -9.7725 0.9572 <.0001 
ln (Major AADT) 0.9445 0.0945 <.0001 
Dummy “1” if intersection 
if other. 
<.0001 type 4x4, 6x4 and 6x6 and “0” 0.5278 0.1245 
Speed limit on MJ road. 0.7092 0.1329 <.0001 Dummy "1" if > 30 "0" if ≤ 30
Total LT lanes at intersection. 
Dummy "1" if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 0.4966 0.1251 <.0001 
Dispersion 0.714 0.0721  
 
DF = 6
DF = 1.0699 
uare/DF = 1.10
 = 748.019 
– Lo) = 279.14 
36 
Deviance/





It may be vari ose th  out to be 
significan hes. As explaine  since  crash ituted most 
of the total crashes, the argument can be d by ng that it is nothing but 
normal to expect the same trend in the m he on f inter hat does not 
experience end crashes com  to total crashes is the 6x2 type of 
tersection. The minor legs of this intersection type are very small and insignificant as 
s 
 for 
observed that most of the ables were similar to th at turned
t for total cras d earlier,  rear-end es const
supporte mentioni
odels. T ly type o section t
 significant rear- pared
in
they are two lane roadways with comparatively lower AADT and therefore lesser 
congestion and lesser queuing thereby resulting in fewer crashes. Ramp intersections 
turned out to be insignificant in the final model for rear-end crashes and therefore, thi
variable was dropped and the model was rerun. The speed limit variable was the same
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total and rear-end crashes, which was a dummy variable taking the value 1 if the speed 
limit on major road was > 30 and 0 otherwise, and it may be seen from the results that the
significant intersections in the rear-end model were all major four leg intersections (4x4, 
6x4, 6x6) and wider the intersection, more the exposure for high speeds. Through lanes
on the minor road did not turn out signific
 
 
ant in the rear-end model and further proves the 
bove argument and thereby not included in the final model.  a
 
6.2.3 Preliminary models for Angle crashes 
 
Models were next developed for angle crashes which was the second frequent type of 
crash after rear-end crashes. As in the case of total crashes and rear-end crashes, Poisson 
regression models failed to fit the data well and therefore Negative Binomial models 
ere developed, the results being tabulated in the following tables.  
able 6-35 Negative Binomial model selection for Intersection type (Angle crashes) 
 








Lk Lo 2(Lk – Lo) 
All 14 intersection 
types 1.0447 1.0751 -380.42 -421.37 81.88 
Four leg, T, Other 
intersections 1.0204 1.0938 -412.95 -421.37 16.83 
Total through lanes 
on Major road ≤ 4 
and > 4 
1.0199 1.1381 -418.52 -421.37 5.70 
Total lanes on Major 
road ≤ 4 and > 4 
(Through, Left and 
Right turning lanes) 
1.0204 1.1041 -418.51 -421.37 5.71 
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It can be observed from Table 6-35 that once again, like in the case of total and rear-end 
crashes, the 14 intersection types turned out to be the most significant as the 2(Lk - Lo) 
value was the highest being 81.88. In order to look at the various types of intersections 
more closely, the parameter estimates w ied for the above model and the particular 
inter d signi t estim ed accord
and the odel epe iab
 
Table 6-36 Parameter coefficients for all intersection types (Angle crashes) 
 
ter Estimate arError ChiS
ere stud
section types that had positive an fican ates were group ingly 
later introduced into  final m  as ind ndent var les. 
Parame Stand d Pr > q 
Intercept -0.5108 0.4094 0.2121 
2x2, 3x2, 3x3 0.467 0.4412 898  0.2
4x2, 4x3, 5x2 0.6692 0.418 0.1094 
4x4 1.4899 99 005 0.42  0.0
6x2, 6x3 1.1628 0.4355 0.0076 
6x4, 6x6, 6x5, 7x3, 8x2 1.204 0.4477 0.0072 
2xT2 -0.4877 58 131 0.59  0.4
2xT4, 4xT2, 4xT3, 5xT2 0.1787 0.4651 0.7008 
4xT4, T5x4 0.3285 15 722 0.58  0.5
6xT2 0.7985 0.5235 0.1272 
6xT4, T6x4 0.3285 0.7133 0.6451 
Major road One-way 0.1054 0.5045 0.8346 
Minor road One-way 1.5325 0.4844 0.0016 
Both Major and Minor 
road One-way 1.6094 0.6036 0.0077 
Dispersion 0.8472 0.1028   
 
Table 6-36 illustrates the parameter coefficients for angle crashes. It can be seen that 4x4 
type of intersectio as highly s the p being 0.0005) which was 
not in th he ection types 6x2, 6x4 and 6x6 had 
nearly th icients (1.16 for 6x2 and 1.2 for 6x4, 6x6) and can therefore be 
oduced as one of the independent variables 
n by itself w ignificant ( -value 
e case of total and rear-end cras s. Inters
e same coeff
grouped together as one category and then intr
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while developing the final model. Another interesting feature that may be noticed is that
one-way streets had the highest positive estimates and were grouped together as another
category and introduced as another independent variable in the final model. Models w
next developed to gauge how and if the number of left turning lanes at the intersection 




tes the negative binomial output for various combinations of left 
turning lanes either on the m  or r road r at the enti  interse  
c  dummy variable repr  the size of the intersection taking the 
v ber of ning la was > 4 and 0 otherwise 




















ajor road,  the mino
esenting
o re ction. It
an be seen that the
alue 1 if the total num  left tur nes at the intersection 














Table 6-37 Negative Binomial output for Left-turning lanes (Major road, Minor 
















23 1.1 -411.717 .3657 .29 
l LT lanes on MJ 
. Dummy "1" if > 2  1.0
f  ≤ 2 
074  -421  19
Total LT lanes on MJ 
road. Dummy "1" if >3 
"0" if ≤ 3 
1.0233 1.121 -412.991 -421.3657 16.74 
Total LT lanes on MJ 
1.1089 -421.366 -421.3657 0 road. Dummy "1" if > 4 
"0" if ≤ 4 
1.0175 
Total LT lanes on MN 
road. Dummy "1" if > 2 1.0212 1.0716 -415.591 -421.3657 11.55 
"0" if ≤ 2 
Total LT lanes on MN 
road. Dummy "1" if > 3 
"0" if ≤ 3 
1.0224 1.1147 -414.585 -421.3657 13.56 
Total LT lanes on MN 
road. Dummy "1" if > 4 
"0" if ≤ 4 
1.0175 1.1089 -421.366 -421.3657 0 
Total LT lanes at 
intersection. Dummy 1.0193 1.1028 -420.121 -421.3657 2.48 
"1" if > 3 "0" if ≤ 3 
Total LT lanes at 
"1" if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 
intersection. Dummy 1.0226 1.0802 -411.452 -421.3657 19.82 
Total LT lanes at 
intersection. Dummy 
"1" if > 5 "0" if ≤ 5 
1.0229 1.1131 -412.576 -421.3657 17.57 
 
ate of 0.5852 as illustrated in Table 6-38. 
Parameter Estimate Pr > ChiSq 
The parameter coefficients for the above dummy variable turned out to be significant 
with a positive estim




Intercept 0.2142 0.0589 0.0003 
Total LT lanes at intersection 
Dummy "1" if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 0.5852 0.1327 <.0001 
Dispersion 1.0644 0.1174   
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Table 6-39 illustrates the negative binomial output for various speed limits on both the 
major and minor roads. The dummy variable representing the speed on the mino




k o k o  
k – Lo) 
value which was 19.54 and will therefore be introduced as one of the independent 
variables in the final model for angle crashes.  






L L 2(L  – L )
Speed on MJ road. 
Dummy "1" if > 30 
"0" if ≤ 30 
1.0196 1.1301 -416.21 -421.37 10.30 
Speed on MN road. 
Dummy "1" if > 30 1.0214 1.0987 -411.59 -421.37 19.54 
"0" if ≤ 30 
Speed on MJ road. 
"0" if ≤ 40 
Dummy "1" if > 40 1.0204 1.1095 -413.22 -421.37 16.29 
Speed on MN road. 
.69 Dummy "1" if > 40 
"0" if ≤  40 
1.0209 1.1165 -416.02 -421.37 10
Speed on MJ road. 
Dummy "1" if > 50 
"0" if ≤ 50 
1.0191 1.114 -421.31 -421.37 0.11 
Speed on MN road. 
Dummy "1" if > 50 
"0" if ≤ 50 
1.0191 1.1152 -421.2 -421.37 0.32 
 
he parameter coefficients for speed limit on minor road taking the value 1 if speed > 30 
ich further supports the above finding that 
is variable was indeed significant and had a positive estimate of 0.477. 
 
T







Table 6-40 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for Speed limit (Angle crashes) 
 
r Estimate rd  Paramete
Standa
Error Pr > ChiSq 
Intercept 0.1378 85 0.0444 0.06
Speed on MN road. Dummy 
 30 "1" if > 30 "0" if ≤ 0.4777 0.1076 <.0001 
Dispersion 1.0681 0.1174   
 
 
6.2.4 Final model for Angle crashes 
 
The final model for angle crashes was developed inc g all of t les that 
turned out to be significant as discussed in the previous section of this chapter. The 
variables introduced in the final model were natural logarithm of AADT on the major 
road, a dummy variable representing 6x2, 6x4/6x6 types of intersections, another variable 
representing 4x4 intersections alone, a  repre inor roads which were one-
way an r and minor roads being one-way roadways, a dummy representing the 
size of 
intersection was > 4 and 0 otherwise and a dummy variable representing the speed limit 
n the minor road taking the value 1 if speed was > 30 mph and 0 otherwise. 
 in Table 6-41 indicate that speed 
mits > 30 mph positively influenced the number of angle crashes on the minor road 
which had an estimate of 0.242. Unlike the final models for total crashes and rear-end 
ere 
influenced by the speed limit on the minor road. One way of reducing the number of 
orporatin he variab
 dummy senting m
d both majo
the intersection taking the value 1 if number of left turning lanes at the 
o
 
Results obtained from the final model as illustrated
li
crashes where the speed limit was more significant on the major road, angle crashes w
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angle crashes at the significant intersections would be by reducing the speed limits on
minor road. The natural logarithm of AADT on 
 the 
the major road turned out to be 
sed 
 AADT on the major road was high. But this phenomenon cannot be argued 
because the AADT on all the minor roads was not available to see if there was a 
correlation between the speed on the mino  AADT on the major road. The total 
number of left turning lanes at the intersec ot turn out to be significant in the 
case of angle crashes. As explained earlier, e o
si -value bein 1) wh not se and d 
crashes. Intersections that had six through the ad 4 an ) 
in  of the independent variables, resulted in a significant positive estimate 
of y stre rience hest  o ash h 
a udy conducted by the Portland Office of 
 
 




 4x4 typ f intersection by itself was highly 
gnificant (the p g < 0.000 ich was  in the ca  of total rear-en
lanes on  major ro  (6x2, 6x d 6x6
troduced as one
 0.334. Also, one-wa
d a positive estimate of 1.14. A st
ets expe d the hig  number f angle cr es whic
h
Transportation (2001) revealed that angle crashes were most frequent at one-way 
intersections as drivers usually tend to disregard the signal or because of driver 
confusion. The final model for angle crashes further proves this claim as this variable had








Table 6-41 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for the final model for Angle crashes 
 
ameter E Standard E Pr > ChiSq Par stimate rror 
Intercept -4.4579 1.0889 <.0001 
ln (Major AADT) 0 0.4256 .1063 <.0001 
I s with Major 
ro




ad = 6 lanes. Dummy 
ajor road = 6 and “0” 
therwise.  
0.334 0.1487 0.0246 
4x4 type of intersection 0 0.7426 .1585 <.0001 
Minor road One-way and 
b
ro
0oth Major and Minor 
ad One-ways 
1.14 .2317 <.0001 
S
Dummy "1" if > 30 "0" if 
≤
0.242 0.1075 0.0244 
peed limit on MN road. 
 30 
Total LT lanes at 
intersection. Dummy "1" 
if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 
0.1851 0.1393 0.184 
Dispersion 0.806 0.1007   
 
DF = 634 
Pearson Chi-Square/DF = 1.0723 
2 (L
Deviance/DF = 1.0382 
Log Likelihood = -369.54 




6.2.5 Preliminary models for Left-turn crashes 
 
Models were next developed for left-turn crashes which were the third severe type of 
crash after angle crashes. As in the case of total crashes, rear-end crashes and angle 
crashes, Poisson regression models failed to fit the data well for left-turn crash models as 
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well and therefore Negative Binomial models were developed. The following tables
explain the variable selection models in depth. 




Left-turn crashes - Intersection Type (Negative Binomial model) 
Classification Deviance/DF
Pearson 
Chi- L L 2(L  – L
Square 
k o k o) 
All 14 intersection 
types 0.9126 1.0187 -487.04 -522.84 71.59 
Four leg, T, Other 0.8928 0.9885 -507.17 -522.84 31.33 intersections 
Total through lanes 
on Major road ≤ 4 
and > 4 
0.8951 0.9925 -518.49 -522.84 8.70 
Total lanes on 
) 
 54  15.47 Major road (Through, Left and 
Right turning lanes
0.8962 1.06 -515.1 -522.84 
 
Table 6-42 illustrates that once again, all the 14 types of individual intersections turned 
out to have the highest 2(Lk – Lo) value being 71.59. As in the case for total, rear, angle 
an ese tion t re fu alyz he para eter 







d left-turn crashes, th intersec ypes we rther an ed based t m
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Table 6-43 Parameter coefficients for all intersection types (Left-turn crashes) 
 
Standard 
Error Parameter Estimate Pr > ChiSq 
Intercept -1.6094 0.6399 0.0119 
2x2, 3x2, 3x3 0.8267 0.6761 0.2214 
4x2, 4x3, 5x2 1.4412 0.6475 0.026 
4x4, 5x4 2.083 0.6591 0.0016 
6x2, 6x3 1.6567 0.6658 0.0128 
6x4, 6x6, 6x5, 7x3, 8x2 2.1585 0.6719 0.0013 
2xT2 0.2744 0.8183 0.7374 
2xT4, 4xT2, 4xT3, 5xT2 1.3072 0.681 0.0549 
4xT4, T5x4 1.3218 0.7848 0.0921 
6xT2 1.2993 0.7594 0.0871 
6xT4, 0 1. 0T6x4 .5108 0488 .6262 
Major road One-way -0.077 0.80 0.9241 74 
Minor road One-way 0 0.78 0.39.665 48 68 
Both Major and Minor 
road One-way -21.203 36700.78 0.9995 
Dispersion 1. 0.1646   1428 
 
As observed in Table 6-43, four leg intersections with fewer through lanes on the minor 
road (4x2 and 6x2) had positive estimates 1.44 and 1.65 respectively and were grouped 
together as one dummy variable that was later introduced in the final model for left-turn 
crashes. Next, the larger four leg intersections which had more through lanes on the
minor road were grouped together (4x4, 6x4 and 6x6) as they all had almost the sa
positive coefficients which were 2.08 and 2.15 respectively. The other T intersec
which displayed positive and significant coefficients were grouped together as another 
variable that was later introduced in the final model. In all of the cases, positive estimates 




d pertaining to 
e type of intersection.  th
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Models were next developed for determining the classification of left turning lanes 
present either on the major road, the minor road or at the entire intersection. This variable 
would thereby represent the size of the int  and will decide whether or not the 
num s at the intersection will help toward the safety of the 
inte zing the number of left-turn crashes.  
Ta inom put for urni s (M oad,  
road and Entire intersection) 
 
Deviance/DF Pearson Chi-Sq Lk Lo 2(Lk – Lo) 
ersection
ber of left turning lane
rsection by minimi
ble 6-44 Negative B ial out  Left-t ng lane ajor r Minor
Classification uare 
T
ro 1" if > 2  
"
0.8958 1.0361 -518.03 -522.8406 9.61 
otal LT lanes on MJ 
ad. Dummy "
0" if  ≤ 2 
T
ro 1" if >3 
"
0.8989 1.0548 -515.60 -522.8406 14.49 
otal LT lanes on MJ 
ad. Dummy "




0 .0 -522   
otal LT lanes on MJ 
ad. Dummy "1" if > 4 
≤ 4 
.8911 1 185 .84 -522.8406 0
Total LT lanes on MN 
road. Dummy "1" if > 2 0.895 1.0417 -519.11 -522.8406 7.46 
"0" if ≤ 2 
Total LT lanes on MN 
road. Dummy "1" if > 
3 "0" if ≤ 3 
0.8996 1.0549 -515.06 -522.8406 15.55 
Total LT lanes on M
road. Dummy "1" if > 4 
"0" if ≤ 4 





"1" if > 3 
1 -5 -522 4.07 
lanes at 
n. Dummy 0.8934 
"0" if ≤ 3 
.0655 20.80 .8406 
Total LT 
intersection. Dummy 
"1" if > 4 "0" if ≤ 4 
0.8957 1.0516 -517.81 -522.8406 10.05 
lanes at 
Total LT lanes at 
.0585 -515.60 -522.8406 14.48 intersection. Dummy 
"1" if > 5 "0" if ≤ 5 
0.8981 1
 
Table 6-44 illustrates that the dummy variable representing the size of the intersection 
taking the value 1 if the total left-turning lanes on the minor road was > 3 and 0 otherwise 
had the highest 2(L  – L ) value which was 15.55. It can be seen in  k o
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Table 6-45 that the parameter coefficient for this variable turned out to be significant 
(0.0002) and also had a positive estimate of 0.99 thus suggesting that the number of left-
turn crashes increased as the number of left-turn lanes on the minor road increased. This 
variable was later introduced in the final model for left-turn crashes to check the validity 
of this variable.  
 
Table 6-45 Parameter coefficients for left turning lanes (Left-turn crashes) 
 
Standard 
Error Parameter Estimate Pr > ChiSq 
Intercept -0.2179 0.066 0.001 
Total LT lanes on MN road. 
Dummy "1" if > 3 "0" if ≤ 3 0.9937 0.2647 0.0002 
Dispersion 1.4453 0.1915   
 
Models were then devised to determine the speed limit that influenced left-turn crashes 
either positively or negatively. Various mod dev d t at fit the 
data best turned out to be the dummy variable representing speed limit on the minor road 
taking the v eater than 30 m
variable h alue bein 1. Th eter coefficients 
tabulated in Table 6-47 further supports the above argument as the p-value was 
significan e es te of 0.6539 thus sugg
number of left-turn crash e speed limit on the minor road increased. This 




els were eloped an he model th
alue 1 if the speed limit was gr ph and 0 otherwise. This 
ad the highest 2(Lk – Lo) v g 25.5 e param
t (< 0.0001) and also had a positiv
es increased as th










Classification Deviance/DF Lk Lo 2(Lk – Lo) 
Speed on MJ road. 
Dummy "1" if > 30 
"0" if ≤ 30 
0.8945 1.1805 -515.39 -522.84 14.89 
Speed on MN 
road. Dummy "1" 0.8992 1.0392 -510.08 -522.84 25.51
if > 30 "0" if ≤ 30 
 
Speed on MJ road. 
"0" if ≤ 40 
Dummy "1" if > 40 0.8959 1.137 -514.73 -522.84 16.21 
Speed on MN road. 
"0" if ≤  40 
Dummy "1" if > 40 0.8949 1.0321 -519.16 -522.84 7.37 
Speed on MJ road. 
Dummy "1" if > 50 
"0" if ≤ 50 
0.8929 1.0224 -522.23 -522.84 1.22 
Speed on MN road. 
Dummy "1" if > 50 
"0" if ≤ 50 
0.8926 1.0211 -522.72 -522.84 0.23 
 
Table 6-47 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for Speed limit (Left-turn crashes) 
Parameter Estimate Standard Pr > ChiSq 
 
Error 
Intercept -0.4325 0.0842 <.0001 
Speed on MN road. Dummy 
"1" if > 30 "0" if ≤ 30 0.6539 0.1282 <.0001 
Dispersion 1.3876 0.1861   
 
 
6.2.6 Final model for Left-turn crashes 
 
The variables that turned out to be significant in the preliminary models developed for 
ft-turn crashes were introduced in the final model. The variables that turned out to be 
significant in the final model were natural logarithm of AADT on the major road, a 
le
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dummy representing the intersection type taking the value 1 if the type was 4x4, 6x4 and
6x6 intersection and 0 otherwise, a dummy representing another category of intersection 
type (intersections with fewer through lanes on the minor road) taking the value 1 if the 
intersection type was 4x2 or 6x2 and 0 otherwise, a dummy representing T intersection
taking the value of 1 if the intersectio
 
s 
n was three-legged and 0 otherwise, a dummy 






turning lanes on the minor road was greater than 3 and 0 otherwise and a dummy 
representing the speed limit on the minor road taking the value 1 if the speed limit was
greater than 30 mph and 0 otherwise. The parameter coefficients produced by the fina
model are tabulated in Table 6-48. 
Table 6-48 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for the final model for Left-turn 
crashes 
Parameter Estimate Standard Pr > ChiSq 
Intercept -2.1022 1.3845 0.1289 
ln (Major road AADT) 0.0867 0.1402 0.5365 
4x4, 6x4 and 6x6 intersection type 1.2471 0.2322 <.0001 
4x2 and 6x2 intersection type 0.9131 0.2033 <.0001 
T intersections 0.773 0.261 0.0031 
Speed on MN road. Dummy "1" if > 
30 "0" if ≤ 30 0.4576 0.1311 0.0005 
Total LT lanes on MN road. Dummy 
"1" if > 3 "0" if ≤ 3 0.4197 0.2706 0.1209 
Dispersion 1.0978 0.1619   
 
DF = 634 
Deviance/DF = 0.9087 
Pearson Chi-Square/DF = 1.0404 
 
Log Likelihood = -479.14 
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Results obtained in the final model for left-turn crashes tabulated in Table 6-48 in
that the AADT on the major road did not affect left-turn crashes as this value turned out 
to be insignificant (0.5365). Another finding that supports this argument is that smaller 
intersections like 4x2 and 6x2 (fewer through lanes on the minor leg) when grouped 
together as one category and T
dicate 
 intersections by itself as another category, showed 
significance thus suggesting that the number of left-turn crashes increased at these 
tersections with a positive estimate of 0.9131 and 0.773 respectively. This phenomenon 
was not observed in the case of total, rear-end or angle crashes. One of the reasons might 
be due to the fact that i  with fe hro s r road have a 
potential for left-turn crashes especially if po he ad was 
significantly high. pecially during peak hours, 
the drivers on the m et re r all their maneuvers thereby 
increasing the risk of potential red light running followed by left-turn crashes. This 
ll minor roads. Due to this data limitation, the above argument could not be supported. 
 
It is worth noting that T intersections re  be nt in  of left-turn 
crashes. Alt ctions e li ters it is  for the 
variable representing ramps to be significant as well. But when this variable was 
introduced ft- rn crashes,
mp intersection and “0” otherwise, it turned out to be insignificant and was therefore 
in
ntersections wer t ugh lane  on the mino
 the ex sure on t  major ro
 As the minor roads approach capacity es
inor road will comp e for g en time fo
hypothesis could have been tested if the AADT and daily traffic data were available on 
a
 we  found to significa  the case
hough ramp interse  ar kely T in ections, expected
in the final model for le tu  where a dummy “1” represented a 
ra
dropped and the final model for left-turn crashes was retained. 
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The number of left-turning lanes would normally appear to have a significant effect on 
left-turn crashes. But, the final model failed to display these results. The estimate for the 
dummy variable representing the size of the intersection taking the value 1 if the number 
of left turning lanes on the minor road was greater than 3 and 0 otherwise was 0.4197 
which turned out to be insignificant. 
 
High speeds on the minor road also positively influenced the number of left-turn crashes 
at the intersection. Also, as seen earlier, intersections with fewer through lanes on the 
minor road positively influenced the number of left-turn crashes. This may be due to 
vehicles traveling at very high speeds have a greater potential for running red lights 
thereby increasing the risk of left turn crashes. Also, geometric deficiencies on the major 
road such as inappropriate super elevation may increase the number of left-turn crashes 
r road try to make a 
left turn onto the major road.  
 
In order to further inve t effect a cular
another database was created which compr  3 sh
database i.e. rea rashe ef es sh frequencies 
per type were ta  intersection and a SAS code was written introducing 
two dummy variables representing the type of crash. Since there were three types of 
rashes (rear-end, angle and left-turn), two dummy variables were introduced in the 
model along with an interaction term as independent variables in the model.  
 
especially when vehicles traveling with very high speeds on the mino
stigate wha parti  variable had on the type of crash, 
ised of  sets of cra  data merged into one 




First, a Negative Binomial model was run by introducing the variable for natural 
logarithm of AADT on the major road and checking for its interaction with the dummy 
representing rear-end crashes and another d r g e 
Goodness of fit and Analysis of param r c ts re e tab  Table 6-49 
and Table 
Table 6-49 Goodness of fit test for ln AADT on major road 
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
ummy rep esenting an le crashes. Th
ete oefficien sults ar ulated in
6-50 respectively. 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 1919 1925.89 1.0036 
Scaled Deviance 1919 1925.89 1.0036 
Pearson Chi- 1919 2217.91 1.1558 Square 
Scaled Pearson X2 1919 2217.91 1.1558 
Log Likelihood  -228.94  
 
Parameter DF Estimate Pr > ChiSq 




Intercept 1 -7.9636 0.6291 <.0001 
ln (Major AADT) 1 0.7546 0.0608 <.0001 
ln (Major 
AADT)*reardummy 1 0.1002 0.0075 <.0001 
ln (Major 
AADT)*angledummy 1 0.0462 0.0078 <.0001 
Dispersion 1 1.1114 0.0685   
 
It may be seen from Table 6-50 that the variable ln (Major AADT) representing the 
natural logarithm of AADT on the major road has a positive estimate (0.7546) that 
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thereby indicates that the number of crashes increased when the AADT on the major r
was more. Also, when the AADT on major roa
oad 
d interacted with the dummy variable that 
nt 
s an 
dependent variable and its interaction was checked with left-turn crashes and angle 
crashes to see which type of crash speed limit on the minor road influenced the most. The 
Goodness of fit and parameter estimate results are tabulated in Table 6-51 and Table 6-52 
respectively. 
Table 6-51 Good eed n or 
 
represented rear-end crashes and angle crashes, rear-end crashes had a higher significa
estimate (0.1002) compared to angle crashes (0.0462). It can therefore be concluded that 
AADT on the major road positively influences rear-end crashes more compared to angle 
and left-turn crashes.   
Next, another model was developed incorporating the speed on the minor road a
in
ness of fit test for sp  limit o the min road 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 1937 1910.097 0.9861 
Scaled Deviance 1937 1910.097 0.9861 
Pearson Chi-Square 23 .1 1937 22 .571 1 479 
Scaled Pearson X2 1937 2223.571 1.1479 






Table 6-52 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for speed limit on the minor road 
Parameter DF Estimate Standard Error Pr > ChiSq 
Intercept 1 0.8418 0.051 <.0001 
Speed on minor road > 
30 mph 1 0.1486 0.0848 0.0796 
Speed on minor 
road*ltdummy 1 1.1256 0.1082 <.0001 
Speed on minor road 
*angledummy 1 0.5554 0.1004 <.0001 
Dispersion 1 1.3948 0.0772   
 








traffic is comparatively less than the major 
A
limit on the minor road (>30 mph) is 0.1486, thereby suggesting that speed on the minor
road positively affects the crashes. Greater the speed on the minor road, more are the left 
turn crashes that are affected when compared to angle and rear-end crashes. This can b
concluded by studying the estimates when speed limit on minor road interacted with
either a dummy representing left-turn crashes or angle crashes. The estimate for the 
interaction term between the speed limit on minor road and dummy representing left-tu
crashes was the highest (1.1256) compared to the interaction term between speed limit on
minor road and dummy representing angle crashes (0.5554). Therefore, it can be 
concluded that left-turn crashes are most influenced by the speed limit on the minor ro
compared to angle crashes and then followed by rear-end crashes. This phenomenon 
could be due to the fact that most of the left-turn and angle crashes, unlike rear-end 
crashes (which are more rampant on major roads than minor roads as major roads have
more traffic) result on minor roads as the 
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road, thereby giving more room to driver inefficiency and reckless driving especially 
while maneuvering turns at the intersections.  
Another model was developed integrating the total number of left turning lanes at an 
intersection as an independent variable and also checking for its interaction with rear-e
crashes and angle crashes. The goodness of fit and parameter estimate analysis results
tabulated in Table 6-53 and Table 6-54 respectively. 
nd 
 are 
Table 6-53 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for total left turn lanes at the 
tersection in
 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 1937 1920.35 0.9914 
Scaled Deviance 1937 1920.35 0.9914 
Pearson Chi-Square 1937 2131.8 1.1006 
Scaled Pearson X2 1937 2131.8 1.1006 
Log Likelihood   -323.05   
  
Table 6-54 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for total left turn lanes at the   
intersection 
 
DF ima i-are  ChiSq Parameter  Est te 
Ch
Squ  Pr >
Intercept 1 1.1542 259.41 <.0001 
Total LT lanes at the 
intersection 1 -0.9399 97.1 <.0001 
Total LT lanes at the 
intersection *reardummy 1 0.4872 32.3 <.0001 
Total LT lanes at the 
intersection *ltdummy 1 -0.4632 24.36 <.0001 
Dispersion 1 1.333     
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As illustrated in Table 6-54 the estimate for the total number of left turn lanes at an 
 value, thus indicating that w mber of left turn 
lanes at the intersection increased, cra eased and thereby m  
intersec riab was  intera rear-en , the 
estimat 72, w h su at wh tal nu left turn 
lanes in tion, reby ng th the intersection, the 
number of rear-end crashes increased. Wh ared rn crash total 
number e inte ctio ced r rashes n left-
turn cra
 
nce the variables were fitted in the model individually, a final overall model was next 
onsists of fitting a sequence of models, beginning with a simple model with only an 
intercept te ontinuing pe d c y, f
ad  step. Like  statistics, that is, twice the difference of 
the log likelihoods, are computed between successive models. This type of analysis is 
so s of deviance since, if the dispersion parameter is held fixed 
fo alent to computing differences of scaled deviances. The 
as n of the likelihood ratio statistics, under the hypothesis that the 
ad ters included in t e equal to 0, is a chi-square with degrees of 
fre ference in t of param ers e d in the sive 
odels. Thus, these statistics can be used in a test of hypothesis of the significance of 
intersection has a negative hen the total nu
the shes decr aking the
tion safer. When this va le  made to ct with d crashes
e turned out to be 0.48 hic ggests th en the to mber of 
creased at the intersec the  increasi e size of 
en comp to left-tu es, the 
 of left turn lanes at th rse n influen ear-end c  more tha
shes (-0.4632).  
O
fitted, integrating most of the variables using Type 1 analysis in SAS. A Type 1 analysis 
c
rm, and c through a model of s cifie omplexit itting one 
ditional effect on each lihood ratio
metimes called an analysi
r all models, it is equiv
ymptotic distributio
ditional parame he model ar
edom equal to the dif he number et stimate  succes
m
each additional term fit.  
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If the dispersion parameter Φ is known, it can be included in the models; if it is unknown, 
it can be estimated from a maximal model by the deviance or Pearson's chi-square 
divided by degrees of freedom, and this value can be used in all models. An alternative is
to consider the dispersion to be an additional unknown paramet
 
er for each model and 
stimate it by maximum likelihood on each step. By default, SAS estimates scale by 
hey are 
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit 
e
maximum likelihood at each step. A table of likelihood ratio statistics is produced, along 
with associated p-values based on the asymptotic chi-square distributions.  
 
This Type 1 analysis has the general property that the results depend on the order in 
which the terms of the model are fitted. The terms are fitted in the order in which t
specified. The results for the final model fitted using Type 1 analysis are tabulated in 
Table 6-55, Table 6-56 and Table 6-57 respectively. 
Table 6-55 Goodness of fit output for the final overall model 
 
Criterion DF Value Value/DF 
Deviance 1916 1936.95 1.0109 
Scaled Deviance 1916 1936.95 1.0109 
Pearson Chi-Square 1916 2157.95 1.1263 
Scaled Pearson X2 1916 2157.95 1.1263 











Table 6-56 Analysis of Parameter Estimates for the final overall model 
 
Standard 
Error Parameter DF Estimate Pr > ChiSq 
Intercept 1 -6.7462 0.6432 <.0001 
Ln (AADT on major 
road) 1 0.6763 0.0605 <.0001 
Total LT lanes at the 
intersection > 4 1 -0.1827 0.0892 0.0406 
No. through lanes on 
the minor road > 3 1 0.5307 0.0821 <.0001 
Ln (AADT on major 
road)*reardummy 1 0.0308 0.0112 0.006 
Total LT lanes at the 
intersection > 
4*ltdummy 
1 -0.3598 0.0858 <.0001 
reardummy*four leg 
intersection 1 0.396 0.1189 0.0009 
Dispersion 1 0.9841 0.064   
 
Table 6-57 Log Likelihood Statistics for Type 1 analysis for the final overall model 
Source 2*Log Likelihood DF Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 
 
Intercept -825.5914       
Ln (AADT on major 
road) -630.7798 1 194.81 <.0001 
Total LT lanes at the 
intersection > 4 -568.1878 1 62.59 <.0001 
No. through lanes on the 
minor road > 3 -530.0126 1 38.18 <.0001 
Ln (AADT on major 
road)*reardummy -390.7274 1 139.29 <.0001 
Total LT lanes at the 
intersection > 
4*ltdummy 
-374.4204 1 16.31 <.0001 
reardummy*four leg 
intersection -363.5466 1 10.87 0.001 
 
The variables used in the above model were the natural logarithm of AADT on the major 
road, a dummy representing the size of the intersection (total left turning lanes at the 
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intersection) taking the value 1 i mmy representing the number 
 
 
itive (0.6763) thus indicating that the number of crashes increased as 
e AADT on the major road increased. The estimate for total left turning lanes at the 
 
e 
ostly rear-end) would increase, contrary to the decrease in crashes. This finding 
ons. The 
307) which 
ggests that when the crashes increased as the number of through lanes on the minor 
ad increased. When these variables were made to interact with the dummies that 
presented rear-end and left-turn crashes, it can be seen that when the AADT on the 
ajor road increased, the number of rear-end crashes increased (as the estimate for this 
teraction term was 0.0308). When the total number of left turning lanes at the 
tersection interacted with the dummy that represented left turn crashes, the estimate 
rned out to be -0.3598 which implies that when the size of the intersection increased 
f > 4 and 0 otherwise, a du
of through lanes on the minor road taking the value 1 if > 3 and 0 otherwise, a dummy 
representing the type of intersection taking the value 1 if four leg and 0 otherwise. Their
interactions were checked with rear-end and left-turn crashes.  
 
Various other variables were also included in the model initially, but were eliminated as 
per the Type 1 analysis. It may be seen in Table 6-56  that the estimate for ln (AADT on
major road) was pos
th
intersection, representing the size of the intersection was negative (-0.1827), thus 
indicating that the number of crashes decreased as the size of the intersection increased.
As more than 50% of the total crashes are rear-end crashes, it is expected that more th
number of lanes at the intersection, thereby increasing the size, the number of crashes 
(m
suggests that left turn lanes have a dominating effect on the safety at intersecti









that is by increasing the number of left turn lanes at the intersection, the number of left-
rn crashes decreased. Also, the interaction for major four leg intersections and rear-end 
crashes resulted in e 0.3960 estimate ges  the r o  
crashes increased at major four leg intersections like 6x4, 6x6 etc. The variable 
re ot inc s an en  by itse s this va le 













 a positiv thus sug ting that  numbe f rear-end









In this research, crashes like rear-end, left-turn, angle and total crashes were inve
Numerous models were developed first using the Poisson regression and then using the 
Negative Binomial approach as the data did not appear
stigated. 
 to fit well when the Poisson 
as used. The modeling process aimed to relate geometric and traffic factors 
to the frequency of severe crashes at intersections. The models were developed with the 
goal of selecting the best approach to conduct crash analysis at signalized intersections 
for further studies. 
 
First, preliminary models were developed for total, rear-end, angle and left-turn crashes 
in order to select the appropriate variables to be introduced as independent variables in 
the final models. Due to data limitations and the categorical nature of the variables, a 
large number of dummy variables had to be introduced in the analysis.  
 
The summary of all the variables and their corresponding estimates that were 










Table 7-1 Parameter Estimates of various significant independent variables 
 
introduced in Total, Rear-end, Angle and Left-turn crashes 







Ln (Major AADT) 0.5547 0.9445 0.4256 0.0867 
A dummy variable representing the number of 
through lanes on the minor road taking the 
value 1 if total no. of through lanes > 3 and 0 
otherwise.…………………………..... 
0.2162 ─ ─ ─ 
A dummy variable representing the speed limit 
on the major road taking the value 1 if speed 
limit > 30 mph and 0 otherwise. 
0.3112 0.7092 ─ ─ 
A dummy variable representing the size of the 
intersection taking the value 1 if total no. of LT 
lanes at intersection > 4 and 0 otherwise. 
0.3455 0.4966 0.1851 ─ 
A dummy variable representing the type of 
intersection taking the value 1 if either 4x4, 
6x2, 6x4 and 6x6 type and 0 otherwise. 
0.1734 ─ ─ ─ 
Dummy “1” if intersection type 4x4, 6x4 and 
6x6 and “0” if other. ─ 0.5278 ─ ─ 
6x2, 6x4 and 6x6 type of intersection ─ ─ 0.334 ─ 
4x4 type of intersection ─ ─ 0.7426 ─ 
Minor road One-way and both Major and Minor 
road One-ways ─ ─ 1.14 ─ 
Speed limit on MN road. Dummy "1" if > 30 ─ ─ 0.242 0.457"0" if ≤ 30 6 
4x4, 6x4 and 6x6 intersection type ─ ─ ─ 1.2471 
4x2 and 6x2 intersection type ─ ─ ─ 0.9131 
T intersections ─ ─ ─ 0.773 
Total LT lanes on MN road. Dummy "1" if > 3 
"0" if ≤ 3 ─ ─ ─ 0.4197 
 
 
Higher speeds on the major road positively influenced the total crashes and rear-end 
crashes as indicated in Table 7-1 where as higher speeds on the minor road influenced 
angle and left-turn crashes.  
 
The number of through lanes on the minor road as a variable by itself was only 
significant in the case of total crashes. An increase in the total number of left-turning 
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lanes at the intersection significantly increased the number of total, rear-end and angle 
crashes. Contrary to the expectation, number of left turning lanes did not have a 
significant effect on left-turn crashes in the individual models, but was not the case when 
teraction terms were introduced in the final model.  
he only type of intersection that does not experience significant rear-end crashes 
ompared to total crashes is the 6x2 type of intersection. The minor legs of this 
tersection type are very small and insignificant as they are two lane roadways with 
omparatively lower AADT and therefore lesser congestion and lesser queuing thereby 
sulting in fewer crashes.  
 the case of angle crashes, 4x4 type of intersection by itself was highly significant with 
 positive estimate of 0.7426 which was not in the case of total and rear-end crashes. 
tersection types 6x2, 6x4 and 6x6 were grouped together as one category and then 
troduced as one of the independent variables which resulted in a significant positive 
stimate of 0.334. Also, one-way streets experienced the highest number of angle crashes 
hich had a positive estimate of 1.14. Angle crashes were most severe at one-way 
tersections as drivers usually tend to disregard the signal or because of driver 
onfusion. 
he AADT on the major road did not affect left-turn crashes as this value turned out to be 
significant and was therefore not included in the model. Comparatively, intersections 


























left-turn crashes than rear-end and angle crashes.  
 
Individual models concluded that AADT on the major road positively influences rear-end 
crashes more compared to angle and left-turn crashes. When the speed increases on the 
minor road, the left turn crashes are affected ore when compared to angle and rear-end 
crashes, therefore it can be concluded that left-turn crashes are most influenced by the 
speed limit on the minor road compared to angle crashes and then followed by rear-end 
crashes. When the total number of left turn lanes increased at the intersection, thereby 
increasing the size of the intersection, the number of rear-end crashes increased. When 
compared to left-turn crashes, the total number of left turn lanes at the intersection 
influenced rear-end crashes more than left-turn crashes.  
 
In the final overall model illustrated in Table 6-56, when the variables were made to 
interact with dummies representing rear-end and left-turn crashes in the final model, 
results further proved that when the AADT on the major road increased, the number of 
rear-end crashes increased compared to left-turn and angle crashes and also that when the 
size of the intersection increased that is by increasing the number of left turn lanes at the 
intersection, the number of left-turn crashes decreased. Also, crashes increased when the 
number of through lanes on the minor road increased. Multicollinearity might exist in the 
final model eliminating some of the significant factors.  
 
ry and T intersections as another category, showed significantly higher results for
m
Another valuable result obtained from the final Negative Binomial model output using 
Type 1 analysis was that the number of rear-end crashes increased at major four leg 
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2 x 2 type: 
Table B-1: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Major road – 2 x 2 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Major Road 
Pt.  AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 0 0 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 0 0 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 2 2 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 6 8 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 0 8 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 0 8 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 2 10 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 0 10 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 4 14 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 3 17 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 4 21 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 1 22 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 2 24 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 0 24 
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500 2 26 
17 ≥ 8500 < 9000 3 29 
18 ≥ 9000 < 9500 1 30 
19 ≥ 9500 < 10000 0 30 
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Figure B-1: Frequency plot (AADT/lane fo ajor road – 2 x 2 typ
 
r M e) 
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Table B-2: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Minor road – 2 x 2 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Minor Road 
Pt.  AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 1 1 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000  2 1
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500  3 1
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000  3 0
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500  3 0
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000  6 3
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500  7 1
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000  8 1
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500  11 3
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000  11 0
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500  12 1
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000  12 0
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500  14 2
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000  15 1
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500  19 4























Figure B-3: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Minor road – 2 x 2 type) 
 





































Ta -3: Fr (AADT/lan e intersecti  
 
 
AADT/lane for Entire intersection 
ble B equency table e for Entir on – 2 x 2 type)
P A Frequency Cumu qy. t. ADT per lane lative F
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 0 0 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 2 2 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 2 4 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 3 7 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 3 10 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 3 13 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 3 16 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 2 18 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 4 22 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 1 23 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 2 25 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 2 27 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 2 29 
15 ≥ 7500 2 30 
 



































































4 x 2 Type: 
 
Table B-4: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Major road – 4 x 2 type) 
 
Pt. AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy.
1 = 500 <1000 0 0
2 = 1000 < 1500 0 0
3 = 1500 < 2000 0 0
4 = 2000 < 2500 0 0
5 = 2500 < 3000 4 4
6 = 3000 < 3500 0 0
7 = 3500 < 4000 3 7
8 = 4000 < 4500 0 0
9 = 4500 < 5000 1 8
10 = 5000 < 5500 1 9
11 = 5500 < 6000 9 18
12 = 6000 < 6500 11 29
13 = 6500 < 7000 6 35
14 = 7000 < 7500 15 50
15 = 7500 < 8000 8 58
16 = 8000 < 8500 3 61
17 = 8500 < 9000 8 69
18 = 9000 < 9500 7 76
19 = 9500 < 10000 3 79
20 = 10000 <10500 2 81
21 = 10500 <11000 4 85
22 = 11000 <11500 4 89
23 = 11500 <12000 4 93
24 = 12000 <12500 3 96
25 = 12500 <13000 2 98
26 = 13000 2 100
 AADT/lane for Major Road
 
 


















Figure B-7: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Major road – 4 x 2 type) 
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Figure B-8: Cumulative Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Major road – 4 x 2 type) 
 
Table B-5: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Minor road – 4 x 2 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Minor Road 
Pt. AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 2 2 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 1 3 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 3 6 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 6 12 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 3 15 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 3 18 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 1 19 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 1 20 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 1 21 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 3 24 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 5 29 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 5 34 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 0 34 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 3 37 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 2 39 
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500 1 40 
17 ≥ 8500 < 9000 0 40 
18 ≥ 9000  2 42 
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Figure B-9: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Minor road – 4 x 2 type) 
 
 

































Table B-6: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Entire intersection – 4 x 2 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Entire intersection 
Pt. AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 0 0 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 1 1 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 1 2 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 1 3 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 0 3 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 9 12 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 11 23 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 15 38 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 5 43 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 11 54 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 9 63 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 6 69 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 6 75 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 7 82 
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500 5 87 
17 ≥ 8500 < 9000 2 89 
18 ≥ 9000 < 9500 5 94 
19 ≥ 9500 < 10000 2 96 
20 ≥ 10000 <10500 1 97 
21 ≥ 10500 <11000 1 98 
22 ≥ 11000  1 99 
 















Figure B-11: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Entire intersection – 4 x 2 type) 
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4 x 4 Type: 
 
Table B-7: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Major road – 4 x 4 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Major Road 
Pt.  AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 0 0 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 0 0 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 2 2 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 1 3 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 0 3 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 0 3 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 0 3 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 0 3 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 1 4 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 1 5 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 6 11 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 4 15 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 1 16 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 1 17 
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500 1 18 
17 ≥ 8500 < 9000 3 21 
18 ≥ 9000 < 9500 2 23 
19 ≥ 9500 < 10000 3 26 
20 ≥ 10000 <10500 1 27 
21 ≥ 10500 <11000 2 29 
22 ≥ 11000 <11500 0 29 
23 ≥ 11500 <12000 1 30 
24 ≥ 12000 <12500 2 32 
25 ≥ 12500 <13000 5 37 
26 ≥ 13000 <13500 1 38 
27 ≥ 13500 <14000 0 38 
28 ≥ 14000 <14500 1 39 

























Figure B-13: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Major road – 4 x 4 type) 
 
 































Table B-8: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Minor road – 4 x 4 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Minor Road 
Pt.  AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 1 1 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 2 3 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 1 4 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 2 6 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 0 6 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 0 6 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 2 8 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 2 10 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 1 11 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 1 12 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 2 14 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 1 15 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 1 16 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 1 17 
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500 0 17 
17 ≥ 8500 < 9000 2 19 
18 ≥ 9000 < 9500 3 22 
19 ≥ 9500 < 10000 3 25 
20 ≥ 10000 <10500 3 28 
21 ≥ 10500  1 29 
 















Figure B-15: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Minor road – 4 x 4 type) 
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Figure B-16: Cumulative Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Minor road – 4 x 4 type) 
 
Table B-9: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Entire intersection – 4 x 4 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Entire intersection 
Pt.  AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 1 1 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 0 1 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 0 1 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 0 1 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 4 5 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 0 5 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 1 6 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 3 9 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 3 12 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 3 15 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 7 22 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 1 23 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 2 25 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 4 29 
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500 2 31 
17 ≥ 8500 < 9000 2 33 
18 ≥ 9000 < 9500 2 35 
19 ≥ 9500 < 10000 3 38 
20 ≥ 10000 <10500 1 39 























Figure B-17: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Entire intersection – 4 x 4 type) 
 
 































6 x 2 Type: 
 
Table B-10: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Major road – 6 x 2 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Major Road 
Pt. AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 0 0 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 0 0 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 0 0 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 0 0 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 0 0 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 0 0 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 0 0 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 0 0 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 0 0 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 0 0 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 1 1 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 1 2 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 1 3 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 1 4 
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500 8 12 
17 ≥ 8500 < 9000 1 13 
18 ≥ 9000 < 9500 0 13 
19 ≥ 9500 < 10000 1 14 
20 ≥ 10000  3 17 
 















Figure B-19: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Major road – 6 x 2 type) 
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Figure B-20: Cumulative Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Major road – 6 x 2 type) 
 
Table B-11: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Minor road – 6 x 2 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Minor Road 
Pt.  AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 0 0 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 0 0 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 1 1 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 0 1 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 1 2 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 1 3 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 1 4 


























Figure B-21 Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Minor road – 6 x 2 type) 
 







































Table B-12: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Entire intersection – 6 x 2 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Entire intersection 
Pt. AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 0 0 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 0 0 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 0 0 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 0 0 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 0 0 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 0 0 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 0 0 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 2 2 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 0 2 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 0 2 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 7 9 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 1 10 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 2 12 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 2 14 
16 ≥ 8000 2 16 
 
 


















































Figure B-24 Cumulative Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Entire intersection – 6 x 2 
type) 
 
6 x 4 and 6 x 6 Type: 
 
Table B-13: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Major road – 6 x 4 and 6 x 6 type) 
 
AADT/lane for Major Road 
Pt. AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 6500 < 7000 2 2 
2 ≥ 7000 < 7500 0 2 
3 ≥ 7500 < 8000 0 2 
4 ≥ 8000 < 8500 4 6 
5 ≥ 8500 < 9000 3 9 
6 ≥ 9000 < 9500 3 12 
7 ≥ 9500 < 10000 1 13 























Figure B-25: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Major road – 6 x 4 and 6 x 6 type) 
 










































Table B-14: Frequency table (AADT/lane for Major road – T intersection) 
 
AADT/lane for Major Road 
Pt.  AADT per lane Frequency Cumulative Fqy. 
1 ≥ 500 <1000 0 0 
2 ≥ 1000 < 1500 0 0 
3 ≥ 1500 < 2000 0 0 
4 ≥ 2000 < 2500 0 0 
5 ≥ 2500 < 3000 0 0 
6 ≥ 3000 < 3500 0 0 
7 ≥ 3500 < 4000 0 0 
8 ≥ 4000 < 4500 1 1 
9 ≥ 4500 < 5000 0 1 
10 ≥ 5000 < 5500 1 2 
11 ≥ 5500 < 6000 1 3 
12 ≥ 6000 < 6500 1 4 
13 ≥ 6500 < 7000 4 8 
14 ≥ 7000 < 7500 1 9 
15 ≥ 7500 < 8000 0 9 
16 ≥ 8000 < 8500 4 13 
17 ≥ 8500 < 9000 2 15 
18 ≥ 9000 < 9500 2 17 
19 ≥ 9500 < 10000 3 20 
20 ≥ 10000 <10500 1 21 
21 ≥ 10500 <11000 1 22 
22 ≥ 11000 <11500 1 23 
23 ≥ 11500 <12000 0 23 
24 ≥ 12000 <12500 1 24 






























Figure B-27: Frequency plot (AADT/lane for Major road – T intersection) 
 










































APPENDIX C: EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE 
































Collision Type Rear End 25 0.89 1.23 1.98 2.00 10.23
Head On 3 0.11 0.25 0.48 0.50 1.33
Angle 16 0.55 0.50 1.00 1.50 5.56
Left Turn 16 0.55 0.70 1.00 2.00 5.91
Right Turn 4 0.13 0.22 0.50 0.50 1.31
Sideswipe 2 0.05 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.91
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.05 0.16 0.00 0.50 0.66
Fixed Object 4 0.13 0.29 0.48 0.65 1.49
Other 2 0.05 0.16 0.00 0.15 0.66
Severity PDO Crashes 19 0.68 0.71 1.50 1.65 7.05
Possible Injury 26 0.91 0.65 1.98 2.00 8.99
Non-Incapacitating Injury 21 0.73 0.84 1.48 2.50 7.71
Capacitating Injury 4 0.13 0.22 0.50 0.50 1.31
Fatal Crashes 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.41
Light Conditions Daylight 47 1.68 1.39 3.48 3.65 17.03
Dusk 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.15 0.50
Dawn 2 0.05 0.21 0.00 0.15 0.91
Dark (w/street lights) 9 0.32 0.39 0.98 1.00 3.28
Dark (wo/street lights) 11 0.38 0.59 1.00 1.15 4.11
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 55 1.95 1.41 3.48 4.50 19.46
Cloudy 10 0.36 0.69 0.98 1.45 4.13
Rain 5 0.16 0.31 0.50 0.65 1.81
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 62 2.21 1.66 4.00 4.65 22.43
Wet 7 0.25 0.37 0.50 1.00 2.63
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 7 0.25 0.52 0.50 0.65 3.15
February 5 0.18 0.31 0.50 0.65 1.98
March 9 0.30 0.37 0.50 0.65 3.29
April 10 0.34 0.47 0.50 1.00 3.79
May 6 0.20 0.28 0.50 0.50 2.14
June 4 0.13 0.22 0.50 0.50 1.31
July 5 0.18 0.46 0.48 1.00 2.33
August 8 0.27 0.35 0.50 1.00 2.79
September 7 0.23 0.29 0.50 0.50 2.46
October 6 0.20 0.25 0.50 0.50 1.96
November 5 0.18 0.43 0.50 0.65 2.33
December 5 0.18 0.28 0.50 0.50 1.80
Day of week Monday 10 0.36 0.69 0.98 1.00 1.98
Tuesday 5 0.16 0.31 0.50 0.50 0.82
Wednesday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 5 0.16 0.59 0.00 0.00 1.30
Sunday 55 1.95 1.41 3.48 3.80 4.50
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 4 0.13 0.26 0.50 0.50 1.49
06:01 - 09:00 10 0.34 0.49 0.98 1.00 3.79
09:01 - 11:00 3 0.09 0.24 0.00 0.50 1.16
11:01 - 13:00 7 0.25 0.42 0.50 1.00 2.80
13:01 - 15:00 9 0.30 0.34 0.50 1.00 3.11
15:01 - 18:00 19 0.66 0.53 1.00 1.50 6.54
18:01 - 24:00 25 0.89 1.00 1.50 3.00 9.52
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation 85th Percentile 90th Percentile 95th Percentile
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
2 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  5000 







Collision Type Rear End 2 0.25 0.38 0.50 0.65 0.83
Head On 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 5 0.63 0.79 1.48 1.65 1.83
Left Turn 2 0.19 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
Right Turn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
Other 1 0.13 0.35 0.00 0.30 0.65
Severity PDO Crashes 4 0.44 0.56 0.98 1.15 1.33
Possible Injury 3 0.31 0.37 0.50 0.65 0.83
Non-Incapacitating Injury 4 0.50 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.00
Capacitating Injury 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 6 0.75 0.80 1.00 1.45 1.98
Dusk 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
Dawn 1 0.13 0.23 0.48 0.50 0.50
Dark (w/street lights) 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
Dark (wo/street lights) 3 0.31 0.46 0.98 1.00 1.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 8 0.94 1.08 1.95 2.30 2.65
Cloudy 3 0.31 0.37 0.50 0.65 0.83
Rain 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 9 1.06 1.05 1.98 2.30 2.65
Wet 2 0.19 0.37 0.48 0.65 0.83
Others 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 1 0.13 0.23 0.48 0.50 0.50
February 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
March 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
April 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
May 3 0.31 0.46 0.98 1.00 1.00
June 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
July 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
August 3 0.31 0.59 0.95 1.15 1.33
September 2 0.19 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
October 1 0.13 0.23 0.48 0.50 0.50
November 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
December 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 3 0.31 0.37 0.50 0.65 0.83
Tuesday 1 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.15 0.33
Wednesday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sunday 8 0.94 1.08 1.95 2.30 2.65
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 2 0.19 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
06:01 - 09:00 3 0.31 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
09:01 - 11:00 2 0.19 0.37 0.48 0.65 0.83
11:01 - 13:00 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13:01 - 15:00 1 0.13 0.23 0.48 0.50 0.50
15:01 - 18:00 2 0.19 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
18:01 - 24:00 4 0.44 0.32 0.50 0.65 0.83
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
2 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 5000 
Total number Intersections - 8 (Type 2)





Collision Type Rear End 55 2.02 2.45 5.05 5.90 7.55
Head On 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 36 1.31 1.46 2.50 2.70 3.70
Left Turn 25 0.93 1.21 2.10 3.00 3.00
Right Turn 4 0.15 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sideswipe 5 0.19 0.40 0.50 0.70 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 3 0.09 0.20 0.50 0.50 0.50
Fixed Object 2 0.07 0.23 0.00 0.20 0.50
Other 3 0.09 0.20 0.50 0.50 0.50
Severity PDO Crashes 25 0.91 0.93 2.00 2.20 2.85
Possible Injury 46 1.70 1.92 3.10 4.00 6.10
Non-Incapacitating Injury 41 1.50 1.43 3.00 3.40 4.00
Capacitating Injury 5 0.19 0.34 0.50 0.70 1.00
Fatal Crashes 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.35
Light Conditions Daylight 87 3.22 3.18 5.50 6.90 10.75
Dusk 4 0.15 0.23 0.50 0.50 0.50
Dawn 1 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 21 0.76 0.92 1.50 1.70 2.35
Dark (wo/street lights) 20 0.74 1.06 2.00 2.20 2.50
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 85 3.13 2.69 5.20 7.20 7.50
Cloudy 24 0.87 1.09 1.60 2.70 3.00
Rain 9 0.31 0.56 0.55 1.20 1.50
Fog 1 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 100 3.69 3.41 6.15 7.90 9.55
Wet 17 0.61 0.74 1.50 1.50 1.85
Others 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.35
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 11 0.39 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.35
February 9 0.33 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.35
March 15 0.56 0.75 1.50 1.70 2.00
April 13 0.48 0.58 1.00 1.00 1.70
May 9 0.31 0.57 0.55 1.00 1.70
June 10 0.35 0.52 1.00 1.20 1.50
July 11 0.41 0.61 1.00 1.20 1.85
August 10 0.35 0.41 1.00 1.00 1.00
September 11 0.39 0.58 1.00 1.00 1.70
October 12 0.44 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.35
November 14 0.52 0.69 1.05 1.70 2.00
December 10 0.35 0.43 1.00 1.00 1.00
Day of week Monday 24 0.00 1.09 1.60 2.70 3.00
Tuesday 9 0.00 0.56 0.55 1.20 1.50
Wednesday 0.5 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 15 0.00 1.76 0.00 1.40 3.50
Sunday 85 0.00 2.69 5.20 7.20 7.50
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 12 0.43 0.58 1.00 1.20 1.50
06:01 - 09:00 12 0.43 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.35
09:01 - 11:00 6 0.22 0.42 0.50 0.50 0.50
11:01 - 13:00 12 0.44 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.35
13:01 - 15:00 17 0.61 0.64 1.50 1.50 1.85
15:01 - 18:00 24 0.89 1.38 1.50 1.90 2.85
18:01 - 24:00 53 1.94 2.72 4.00 4.20 8.35
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7000 (LT lanes ≤  2)
Total number Intersections - 27 (Type 3)







Collision Type Rear End 176 3.09 3.29 5.80 7.60 9.90
Head On 6 0.11 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
Angle 83 1.45 1.63 3.00 3.50 4.20
Left Turn 57 1.00 1.27 2.00 2.50 3.30
Right Turn 5 0.09 0.21 0.30 0.50 0.50
Sideswipe 17 0.29 0.45 0.50 1.00 1.50
Pedestrian/Bicycle 8 0.13 0.32 0.50 0.50 1.00
Fixed Object 6 0.11 0.26 0.30 0.50 0.60
Other 4 0.06 0.17 0.00 0.50 0.50
Severity PDO Crashes 69 1.20 1.41 2.00 2.50 4.00
Possible Injury 98 1.71 2.09 3.30 4.70 5.80
Non-Incapacitating Injury 87 1.53 1.81 3.50 4.20 4.60
Capacitating Injury 15 0.26 0.41 0.50 0.50 0.70
Fatal Crashes 2 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.10
Light Conditions Daylight 242 4.24 4.10 8.10 9.50 12.20
Dusk 5 0.09 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.60
Dawn 2 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.50
Dark (w/street lights) 64 1.12 1.37 2.00 3.70 4.10
Dark (wo/street lights) 52 0.90 1.24 2.30 2.70 3.10
Unknown 3 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.20 0.50
Weather Dry 183 3.21 3.30 6.80 8.20 9.50
Cloudy 62 1.09 1.60 1.50 2.20 4.10
Rain 24 0.41 0.60 1.00 1.50 1.50
Fog 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 235 4.12 4.52 7.80 9.50 11.40
Wet 33 0.58 0.80 1.50 1.70 2.10
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 22 0.38 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.50
February 33 0.58 0.74 1.50 1.50 2.00
March 31 0.54 0.58 1.00 1.50 1.50
April 31 0.54 0.66 1.00 1.50 2.00
May 30 0.53 0.59 1.00 1.20 1.50
June 26 0.46 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.50
July 35 0.61 0.81 1.50 1.50 1.50
August 38 0.67 0.86 1.00 1.50 2.50
September 28 0.49 0.70 1.50 1.50 2.00
October 31 0.54 0.82 1.00 1.50 2.00
November 32 0.55 0.73 1.50 1.50 1.60
December 32 0.56 0.87 1.00 1.20 2.00
Day of week Monday 62 1.09 1.60 1.50 2.20 4.10
Tuesday 24 0.41 0.60 1.00 1.50 1.50
Wednesday 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 98 1.71 2.91 4.10 5.00 8.40
Sunday 183 3.21 3.30 6.80 8.20 9.50
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 28 0.48 0.73 1.00 1.50 1.60
06:01 - 09:00 26 0.46 0.62 1.00 1.50 1.50
09:01 - 11:00 18 0.31 0.52 0.80 1.00 1.50
11:01 - 13:00 29 0.50 0.71 1.00 1.50 2.00
13:01 - 15:00 35 0.61 0.77 1.30 1.50 2.10
15:01 - 18:00 57 1.00 1.22 2.00 2.70 4.00
18:01 - 24:00 177 3.10 3.51 5.60 7.40 10.30
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road  ≥  7000 (LT lanes > 2)
Total number Intersections - 57 (Type 4)









Collision Type Rear End 6 0.55 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.25
Head On 1 0.02 0.20 0.25 0.50 0.50
Angle 14 0.24 1.60 2.00 2.50 4.00
Left Turn 7 0.11 0.74 1.50 1.50 1.75
Right Turn 1 0.02 0.20 0.25 0.50 0.50
Sideswipe 2 0.04 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.02 0.20 0.25 0.50 0.50
Fixed Object 2 0.14 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.75
Other 1 0.01 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.25
Severity PDO Crashes 9 0.77 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.75
Possible Injury 10 0.18 1.00 2.25 2.50 2.50
Non-Incapacitating Injury 12 0.21 1.30 2.25 3.00 3.50
Capacitating Injury 3 0.04 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 20 1.82 1.81 4.00 5.00 5.00
Dusk 2 0.04 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
Dawn 1 0.02 0.20 0.25 0.50 0.50
Dark (w/street lights) 8 0.13 0.87 1.00 1.50 2.25
Dark (wo/street lights) 3 0.04 0.47 0.50 0.50 1.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 23 2.05 2.41 4.25 5.50 6.50
Cloudy 7 0.12 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.25
Rain 3 0.05 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
Fog 1 0.01 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.25
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 30 2.68 2.60 5.75 7.00 7.25
Wet 4 0.06 0.46 0.50 0.50 1.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 3 0.27 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
February 2 0.03 0.32 0.25 0.50 0.75
March 3 0.04 0.41 0.75 1.00 1.00
April 4 0.06 0.51 0.75 1.00 1.25
May 4 0.06 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
June 3 0.05 0.61 0.50 0.50 1.25
July 3 0.04 0.47 0.50 0.50 1.00
August 2 0.04 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
September 4 0.07 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00
October 3 0.05 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
November 3 0.04 0.41 0.75 1.00 1.00
December 2 0.04 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
Day of week Monday 7 0.64 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.25
Tuesday 3 0.27 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
Wednesday 0.5 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.25
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sunday 23 2.05 2.41 4.25 5.50 6.50
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 2 0.14 0.23 0.50 0.50 0.50
06:01 - 09:00 4 0.07 0.45 0.50 0.50 1.00
09:01 - 11:00 4 0.06 0.51 0.75 1.00 1.25
11:01 - 13:00 2 0.03 0.32 0.25 0.50 0.75
13:01 - 15:00 5 0.08 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.25
15:01 - 18:00 5 0.08 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.25
18:01 - 24:00 15 0.25 1.08 2.00 2.50 3.25
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road  < 7000 (LT lanes ≤  2)
Total number Intersections - 11 (Type 5)









Collision Type Rear End 26 0.88 1.02 1.50 1.70 3.10
Head On 2 0.05 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.30
Angle 23 0.79 0.70 1.40 1.50 2.10
Left Turn 19 0.66 1.13 1.00 1.60 2.30
Right Turn 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 2 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.10 0.50
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.12 0.22 0.50 0.50 0.50
Fixed Object 4 0.14 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
Other 3 0.10 0.21 0.50 0.50 0.50
Severity PDO Crashes 16 0.55 0.57 1.00 1.10 1.50
Possible Injury 26 0.88 0.85 1.50 2.10 2.50
Non-Incapacitating Injury 30 1.03 1.02 1.90 2.00 2.30
Capacitating Injury 3 0.09 0.27 0.00 0.10 0.80
Fatal Crashes 1 0.03 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.30
Light Conditions Daylight 50 1.71 1.42 2.90 3.40 5.00
Dusk 2 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.10 0.50
Dawn 3 0.09 0.23 0.00 0.50 0.50
Dark (w/street lights) 15 0.50 0.69 1.00 1.10 1.80
Dark (wo/street lights) 15 0.52 0.70 0.90 1.20 2.30
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 49 1.69 1.42 2.50 3.20 4.30
Cloudy 20 0.67 0.68 1.50 1.50 1.80
Rain 5 0.17 0.28 0.50 0.50 0.50
Fog 1 0.03 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.30
Others 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 65 2.22 1.78 3.00 3.50 5.80
Wet 9 0.31 0.34 0.50 0.60 1.00
Others 1 0.03 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.30
Unknown 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 9 0.29 0.45 0.50 0.60 1.00
February 6 0.21 0.28 0.50 0.50 0.50
March 10 0.33 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00
April 5 0.17 0.41 0.50 0.50 1.10
May 8 0.26 0.39 0.50 0.60 1.00
June 7 0.24 0.39 0.50 0.60 1.00
July 6 0.21 0.39 0.50 0.60 1.00
August 8 0.26 0.37 0.50 0.50 0.80
September 8 0.28 0.37 0.50 1.00 1.00
October 8 0.28 0.41 0.50 1.00 1.00
November 6 0.21 0.39 0.90 1.00 1.00
December 4 0.14 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
Day of week Monday 20 0.67 0.68 1.50 1.50 1.80
Tuesday 5 0.17 0.28 0.50 0.50 0.50
Wednesday 1 0.03 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.30
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 9 0.29 1.07 0.00 0.10 2.00
Sunday 49 1.69 1.42 2.50 3.20 4.30
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 7 0.22 0.37 0.50 0.50 0.80
06:01 - 09:00 10 0.33 0.56 0.90 1.00 1.00
09:01 - 11:00 8 0.28 0.39 0.50 0.60 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 4 0.14 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
13:01 - 15:00 10 0.33 0.43 0.50 0.60 1.30
15:01 - 18:00 14 0.47 0.60 1.00 1.50 1.50
18:01 - 24:00 32 1.10 1.29 1.50 2.70 3.80
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7000 (LT lanes > 2)
Total number Intersections - 29 (Type 6)







Collision Type Rear End 147 6.37 4.78 8.50 10.10 13.20
Head On 3 0.11 0.26 0.35 0.50 0.50
Angle 54 2.35 2.20 4.90 5.50 5.95
Left Turn 37 1.59 1.36 3.35 3.50 3.50
Right Turn 3 0.11 0.21 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sideswipe 9 0.37 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.17 0.32 0.50 0.50 0.95
Fixed Object 2 0.09 0.25 0.00 0.40 0.50
Other 5 0.22 0.36 0.50 0.90 1.00
Severity PDO Crashes 58 2.50 1.96 4.85 5.00 5.45
Possible Injury 86 3.72 3.44 7.00 7.00 7.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 60 2.59 2.28 5.55 6.00 6.90
Capacitating Injury 11 0.48 0.61 1.35 1.50 1.50
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 166 7.20 4.65 9.50 12.70 13.95
Dusk 5 0.22 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.95
Dawn 6 0.26 0.37 0.50 0.90 1.00
Dark (w/street lights) 57 2.48 2.40 4.90 6.30 7.40
Dark (wo/street lights) 32 1.39 1.31 2.35 2.90 3.90
Unknown 1 0.04 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.45
Weather Dry 143 6.20 5.18 10.00 11.60 13.35
Cloudy 54 2.35 1.99 4.50 4.50 5.40
Rain 16 0.70 0.75 1.00 1.40 1.95
Fog 1 0.04 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.45
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 182 7.89 6.31 14.85 15.40 17.75
Wet 31 1.33 1.23 2.70 3.40 3.50
Others 2 0.07 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.45
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 19 0.83 0.76 1.35 1.50 2.40
February 22 0.96 1.02 1.85 2.00 2.00
March 14 0.61 0.66 1.00 1.40 1.95
April 24 1.04 0.69 1.85 2.00 2.00
May 24 1.04 0.80 2.00 2.00 2.45
June 22 0.96 0.93 1.50 1.50 2.85
July 23 1.00 1.00 2.20 2.90 3.00
August 33 1.43 1.30 2.00 2.40 3.40
September 22 0.93 0.70 2.00 2.00 2.00
October 18 0.78 0.67 1.50 1.50 1.95
November 22 0.93 0.99 2.00 2.00 2.90
December 25 1.07 1.10 2.35 2.50 2.50
Day of week Monday 54 2.35 1.99 4.50 4.50 5.40
Tuesday 16 0.70 0.75 1.00 1.40 1.95
Wednesday 1 0.04 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.45
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 53 2.30 3.77 5.85 7.20 7.95
Sunday 143 6.20 5.18 10.00 11.60 13.35
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 25 1.09 1.03 2.35 2.50 2.50
06:01 - 09:00 22 0.96 0.98 2.00 2.00 2.45
09:01 - 11:00 21 0.91 1.10 1.50 1.90 2.00
11:01 - 13:00 22 0.93 0.83 1.50 1.90 2.00
13:01 - 15:00 20 0.85 0.87 1.85 2.00 2.45
15:01 - 18:00 47 2.04 1.63 3.00 3.80 4.90
18:01 - 24:00 111 4.80 3.87 7.85 8.40 13.45
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 4 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500
Total number Intersections - 23 (Type 7)









Collision Type Rear End 44 2.42 2.72 3.50 4.40 7.17
Head On 3 0.17 0.30 0.50 0.50 0.57
Angle 39 2.17 1.81 4.73 5.15 5.50
Left Turn 30 1.64 2.76 2.95 3.65 5.12
Right Turn 2 0.11 0.21 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sideswipe 4 0.19 0.30 0.50 0.50 0.57
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.19 0.30 0.50 0.50 0.57
Fixed Object 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 2 0.08 0.26 0.00 0.15 0.57
Severity PDO Crashes 31 1.72 2.12 3.00 3.30 4.67
Possible Injury 36 1.97 1.74 4.00 4.30 5.15
Non-Incapacitating Injury 43 2.36 2.66 4.23 4.50 5.55
Capacitating Injury 8 0.44 0.64 1.00 1.00 1.23
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 78 4.31 3.62 6.00 7.20 10.83
Dusk 2 0.11 0.37 0.00 0.15 0.65
Dawn 1 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.15
Dark (w/street lights) 23 1.25 1.26 2.73 3.15 3.50
Dark (wo/street lights) 25 1.36 2.74 1.50 1.80 3.92
Unknown 1 0.03 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.07
Weather Dry 83 4.61 4.43 7.98 12.05 14.58
Cloudy 27 1.50 1.46 3.23 3.65 4.08
Rain 6 0.33 0.42 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fog 1 0.03 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.07
Others 1 0.03 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.07
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 102 5.64 5.24 10.53 14.20 17.08
Wet 15 0.83 0.77 1.50 1.65 2.08
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 10 0.53 0.63 1.50 1.50 1.50
February 10 0.56 0.87 1.00 1.45 2.58
March 12 0.64 0.70 1.00 1.30 2.08
April 15 0.81 0.81 1.73 2.00 2.08
May 7 0.39 0.53 0.73 1.00 1.15
June 13 0.72 0.69 1.00 1.15 1.73
July 7 0.36 0.38 0.73 1.00 1.00
August 11 0.61 0.74 1.73 2.00 2.00
September 15 0.81 0.86 1.73 2.15 2.50
October 13 0.69 0.69 1.50 1.65 2.00
November 7 0.39 0.61 0.50 0.65 1.23
December 11 0.61 1.02 1.00 1.60 3.08
Day of week Monday 27 1.50 1.46 3.23 3.65 4.08
Tuesday 6 0.33 0.42 1.00 1.00 1.00
Wednesday 0.5 0.03 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.07
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 12 0.64 2.17 0.00 0.75 3.47
Sunday 83 4.61 4.43 7.98 12.05 14.58
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 10 0.53 0.67 1.23 1.65 2.00
06:01 - 09:00 15 0.83 1.04 1.73 2.00 2.30
09:01 - 11:00 5 0.25 0.39 0.73 1.00 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 12 0.67 0.87 1.23 1.50 1.80
13:01 - 15:00 13 0.72 1.27 1.00 1.15 2.10
15:01 - 18:00 25 1.36 1.10 2.50 2.65 3.08
18:01 - 24:00 50 2.75 3.63 4.18 6.20 9.82
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 4 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road  < 7500
Total number Intersections - 18 (Type 8)









Collision Type Rear End 64 3.02 2.28 3.50 4.50 7.50
Head On 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.50
Angle 36 1.71 1.08 2.50 3.00 3.00
Left Turn 16 0.76 0.83 1.50 1.50 2.00
Right Turn 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.50
Sideswipe 6 0.26 0.41 0.50 0.50 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 6 0.26 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fixed Object 4 0.19 0.37 0.50 0.50 0.50
Other 2 0.10 0.26 0.00 0.50 0.50
Severity PDO Crashes 23 1.07 0.95 2.50 2.50 2.50
Possible Injury 39 1.86 1.23 3.00 3.50 4.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 42 1.98 1.12 3.00 3.50 3.50
Capacitating Injury 6 0.26 0.49 0.50 0.50 1.00
Fatal Crashes 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.50
Light Conditions Daylight 91 4.33 2.25 6.50 7.00 8.00
Dusk 2 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.50 0.50
Dawn 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.50
Dark (w/street lights) 27 1.26 1.27 3.00 3.00 3.50
Dark (wo/street lights) 16 0.76 1.06 1.50 1.50 2.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 73 3.45 2.01 5.00 6.50 6.50
Cloudy 25 1.17 0.93 2.00 2.50 2.50
Rain 12 0.55 0.74 1.00 1.00 2.50
Fog 1 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 1 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 91 4.31 2.28 7.00 7.00 7.50
Wet 17 0.79 0.96 1.00 1.50 2.50
Others 2 0.10 0.26 0.00 0.50 0.50
Unknown 1 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 14 0.64 0.62 1.00 1.50 2.00
February 10 0.45 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00
March 8 0.38 0.44 1.00 1.00 1.00
April 16 0.74 0.72 1.50 1.50 2.00
May 10 0.45 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00
June 12 0.57 0.36 1.00 1.00 1.00
July 12 0.55 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.00
August 11 0.50 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.00
September 15 0.69 0.68 1.50 2.00 2.00
October 13 0.60 0.70 1.50 1.50 2.00
November 10 0.48 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00
December 10 0.48 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.50
Day of week Monday 25 1.17 0.93 2.00 2.50 2.50
Tuesday 12 0.55 0.74 1.00 1.00 2.50
Wednesday 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.50
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 28 1.31 2.20 4.50 5.00 5.00
Sunday 73 3.45 2.01 5.00 6.50 6.50
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 10 0.48 0.62 1.00 1.00 2.00
06:01 - 09:00 14 0.64 0.59 1.00 1.50 1.50
09:01 - 11:00 12 0.57 0.58 1.00 1.00 2.00
11:01 - 13:00 16 0.74 0.60 1.50 1.50 1.50
13:01 - 15:00 9 0.43 0.53 1.00 1.50 1.50
15:01 - 18:00 23 1.07 0.90 2.00 2.50 3.00
18:01 - 24:00 55 2.62 2.58 6.00 6.00 7.00
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
6 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500
Total number Intersections - 21 (Type 9)









Collision Type Rear End 13 1.18 1.17 2.00 2.00 3.00
Head On 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.25
Angle 14 1.23 1.51 2.75 3.50 4.00
Left Turn 10 0.86 1.07 2.00 2.00 2.50
Right Turn 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.25
Sideswipe 1 0.09 0.20 0.25 0.50 0.50
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.18 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
Fixed Object 3 0.23 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
Other 1 0.09 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.50
Severity PDO Crashes 7 0.59 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.50
Possible Injury 13 1.18 1.08 2.00 2.00 2.75
Non-Incapacitating Injury 11 0.95 1.11 2.25 2.50 2.75
Capacitating Injury 2 0.18 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 32 2.86 2.60 5.75 6.50 7.25
Dusk 2 0.18 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 5 0.45 0.61 0.75 1.00 1.50
Dark (wo/street lights) 7 0.64 0.78 1.25 1.50 2.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 25 2.23 2.03 4.25 5.50 5.75
Cloudy 3 0.23 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
Rain 5 0.45 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.25
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 27 2.41 2.11 4.50 5.50 6.00
Wet 6 0.50 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.50
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 4 0.32 0.46 0.50 0.50 1.00
February 2 0.18 0.46 0.25 0.50 1.00
March 5 0.41 0.58 1.00 1.50 1.50
April 4 0.36 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25
May 2 0.14 0.23 0.50 0.50 0.50
June 3 0.23 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
July 2 0.18 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
August 10 0.86 0.74 1.75 2.00 2.00
September 6 0.50 0.59 1.25 1.50 1.50
October 2 0.18 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
November 4 0.32 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
December 5 0.45 0.76 0.75 1.00 1.75
Day of week Monday 3 0.23 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50
Tuesday 5 0.45 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.25
Wednesday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 14 1.23 1.90 3.00 4.00 4.75
Sunday 25 2.23 2.03 4.25 5.50 5.75
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 2 0.14 0.23 0.50 0.50 0.50
06:01 - 09:00 3 0.23 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.75
09:01 - 11:00 2 0.18 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
11:01 - 13:00 4 0.36 0.60 1.00 1.50 1.50
13:01 - 15:00 5 0.45 0.65 1.00 1.00 1.50
15:01 - 18:00 9 0.77 0.85 1.00 1.00 2.00
18:01 - 24:00 23 2.05 2.15 4.00 5.50 6.00
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
6 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7500 
Total number Intersections - 11 (Type 10)









Collision Type Rear End 231 8.23 7.22 16.00 19.45 20.50
Head On 6 0.20 0.31 0.50 0.50 0.82
Angle 77 2.73 2.40 6.00 6.30 7.00
Left Turn 46 1.64 1.70 3.00 3.15 4.15
Right Turn 5 0.18 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sideswipe 19 0.66 0.77 1.50 1.65 2.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 7 0.25 0.42 0.50 1.00 1.00
Fixed Object 5 0.18 0.39 0.50 0.65 1.00
Other 10 0.36 0.47 0.98 1.00 1.33
Severity PDO Crashes 94 3.36 3.08 6.43 6.95 8.33
Possible Injury 120 4.27 3.24 7.98 8.80 10.15
Non-Incapacitating Injury 91 3.23 2.73 5.48 6.65 8.63
Capacitating Injury 13 0.45 0.42 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fatal Crashes 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.32
Light Conditions Daylight 255 9.11 7.18 18.48 20.00 21.63
Dusk 7 0.23 0.42 0.50 1.00 1.00
Dawn 6 0.21 0.53 0.50 0.65 1.00
Dark (w/street lights) 76 2.70 2.52 5.50 6.15 6.50
Dark (wo/street lights) 65 2.30 2.60 5.40 7.00 7.33
Unknown 2 0.07 0.22 0.00 0.15 0.50
Weather Dry 229 8.18 5.80 15.88 16.60 18.33
Cloudy 70 2.50 2.62 4.50 5.75 8.48
Rain 18 0.63 0.55 1.00 1.50 1.50
Fog 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.32
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 284 10.13 7.63 17.43 22.90 25.00
Wet 32 1.14 1.09 2.50 2.65 3.33
Others 2 0.05 0.16 0.00 0.15 0.50
Unknown 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 36 1.27 1.08 2.50 2.65 3.33
February 35 1.25 1.27 2.00 3.50 3.83
March 34 1.21 1.08 2.48 3.00 3.33
April 32 1.13 1.18 2.50 2.50 2.83
May 29 1.04 1.15 2.48 2.50 2.50
June 33 1.16 1.37 3.00 3.50 3.83
July 36 1.29 1.38 2.50 2.80 3.83
August 42 1.48 1.29 2.50 3.15 3.83
September 35 1.25 1.21 2.00 2.65 3.33
October 38 1.34 1.52 2.98 3.15 3.50
November 33 1.18 1.18 2.00 2.65 3.33
December 30 1.07 1.14 2.50 3.00 3.33
Day of week Monday 70 2.50 2.62 4.50 5.75 8.48
Tuesday 18 0.63 0.55 1.00 1.50 1.50
Wednesday 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.32
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 93 3.32 4.70 8.95 10.95 12.00
Sunday 229 8.18 5.80 15.88 16.60 18.33
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 34 1.20 1.18 2.50 2.80 3.50
06:01 - 09:00 39 1.38 1.10 2.50 3.00 3.33
09:01 - 11:00 22 0.77 0.88 1.50 1.65 2.00
11:01 - 13:00 35 1.23 1.00 2.50 2.50 2.83
13:01 - 15:00 33 1.16 1.09 2.48 2.65 3.00
15:01 - 18:00 65 2.32 2.15 4.50 4.80 5.83
18:01 - 24:00 186 6.63 6.71 14.90 16.85 20.00
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
6 Lane x 4 Lane and 6 Lane x 6 Lane Intersection, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 28 (Type 11)









Collision Type Rear End 30 1.36 1.23 2.50 2.95 3.48
Head On 1 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 12 0.52 0.73 1.00 1.45 1.50
Left Turn 13 0.57 0.70 1.50 1.50 1.98
Right Turn 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.48
Sideswipe 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.48
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 1 0.05 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.48
Severity PDO Crashes 16 0.70 0.68 1.50 1.50 1.98
Possible Injury 23 1.02 0.96 2.00 2.00 2.95
Non-Incapacitating Injury 21 0.93 0.93 2.00 2.45 2.50
Capacitating Injury 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.48
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 40 1.80 1.51 3.00 3.90 4.48
Dusk 2 0.09 0.20 0.42 0.50 0.50
Dawn 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.48
Dark (w/street lights) 7 0.32 0.61 0.92 1.45 1.50
Dark (wo/street lights) 10 0.45 0.53 0.92 1.00 1.48
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 42 1.91 1.73 3.43 4.85 5.00
Cloudy 11 0.48 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.48
Rain 7 0.32 0.45 0.50 0.50 1.45
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 52 2.36 1.90 4.43 5.40 5.98
Wet 7 0.30 0.45 0.50 0.50 1.45
Others 1 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.48
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 4 0.18 0.29 0.50 0.50 0.50
February 3 0.11 0.21 0.50 0.50 0.50
March 7 0.32 0.36 0.50 0.95 1.00
April 6 0.25 0.48 0.50 0.95 1.48
May 5 0.20 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.98
June 6 0.25 0.37 0.50 0.95 1.00
July 7 0.30 0.45 0.92 1.00 1.00
August 4 0.18 0.29 0.50 0.50 0.50
September 7 0.30 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.98
October 3 0.14 0.28 0.50 0.50 0.50
November 5 0.23 0.43 0.50 0.95 1.00
December 6 0.25 0.40 0.92 1.00 1.00
Day of week Monday 11 0.48 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.48
Tuesday 7 0.32 0.45 0.50 0.50 1.45
Wednesday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sunday 42 1.91 1.73 3.43 4.85 5.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 7 0.32 0.42 0.50 0.95 1.00
06:01 - 09:00 5 0.23 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.98
09:01 - 11:00 6 0.25 0.37 0.50 0.95 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 4 0.18 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.98
13:01 - 15:00 8 0.36 0.41 0.50 0.95 1.00
15:01 - 18:00 15 0.66 0.70 1.50 1.50 1.98
18:01 - 24:00 17 0.77 0.75 1.00 1.90 2.00
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
T Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500
Total number Intersections - 22 (Type 12)








Collision Type Rear End 11 0.79 1.07 2.03 2.35 2.68
Head On 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
Angle 5 0.32 0.37 0.52 0.85 1.00
Left Turn 4 0.25 0.38 0.52 0.85 1.00
Right Turn 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
Sideswipe 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
Pedestrian/Bicycle 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
Other 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
Severity PDO Crashes 5 0.32 0.46 0.52 0.85 1.18
Possible Injury 9 0.64 0.79 1.53 1.85 2.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 7 0.50 0.78 1.53 1.85 2.00
Capacitating Injury 1 0.07 0.18 0.02 0.35 0.50
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 14 1.00 1.26 2.08 3.05 3.50
Dusk 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 4 0.29 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.85
Dark (wo/street lights) 3 0.21 0.38 0.52 0.85 1.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Dry 16 1.11 1.40 2.53 2.85 3.35
Cloudy 3 0.21 0.32 0.50 0.50 0.68
Rain 3 0.21 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.85
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 17 1.21 1.41 2.53 2.85 3.35
Wet 5 0.32 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.35
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Unknown 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 1 0.07 0.18 0.02 0.35 0.50
February 2 0.14 0.36 0.05 0.70 1.00
March 3 0.21 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.85
April 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
May 4 0.25 0.38 0.52 0.85 1.00
June 3 0.18 0.42 0.50 0.50 0.85
July 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
August 4 0.25 0.47 0.52 0.85 1.18
September 2 0.14 0.31 0.50 0.50 0.68
October 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
November 1 0.07 0.18 0.02 0.35 0.50
December 2 0.11 0.21 0.50 0.50 0.50
Day of week Monday 3 0.21 0.32 0.50 0.50 0.68
Tuesday 3 0.21 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.85
Wednesday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Thursday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sunday 16 1.11 1.40 2.53 2.85 3.35
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 1 0.07 0.18 0.02 0.35 0.50
06:01 - 09:00 4 0.25 0.67 0.50 0.50 1.20
09:01 - 11:00 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
11:01 - 13:00 1 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18
13:01 - 15:00 3 0.21 0.67 0.02 0.35 1.20
15:01 - 18:00 6 0.39 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.18
18:01 - 24:00 11 0.75 0.67 1.50 1.50 1.85
* Crashes averaged for years 1999 and 2000
* Crashes represent only long forms
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - ORANGE COUNTY
T Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7500
Total number Intersections - 14 (Type 13)












APPENDIX D: EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE 



























Collision Type Rear End 114 4.38 5.58 8.00 9.17 15.83
Head On 3 0.10 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.58
Angle 41 1.56 2.11 4.33 4.67 6.00
Left Turn 33 1.26 2.02 2.17 3.00 5.33
Right Turn 6 0.22 0.42 0.67 0.67 0.92
Sideswipe 13 0.49 0.74 1.25 2.00 2.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.33 0.33
Fixed Object 8 0.31 0.50 0.67 0.67 0.92
Other 3 0.13 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.33
Severity PDO Crashes 190 7.29 7.62 11.33 18.83 23.58
Injury 46 1.78 2.21 4.00 5.00 6.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 169 6.50 6.77 10.42 17.17 18.17
Dusk 9 0.35 0.54 0.75 1.17 1.33
Dawn 1 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.33 0.33
Dark (w/street lights) 25 0.96 1.46 1.75 2.33 3.67
Dark (wo/street lights) 8 0.32 0.70 0.50 1.00 1.00
Surface Condition Dry 167 6.41 7.10 11.67 17.33 20.25
Wet 31 1.18 1.69 1.83 2.67 4.25
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 17 0.67 0.83 1.42 1.67 1.67
February 19 0.72 0.72 1.42 1.67 1.92
March 20 0.76 0.96 1.50 2.00 2.50
April 23 0.87 1.20 2.42 2.83 3.50
May 21 0.79 0.98 1.42 1.83 2.25
June 18 0.68 0.75 1.42 1.83 2.25
July 19 0.72 0.78 1.33 1.33 1.58
August 19 0.74 1.24 1.33 1.33 2.33
September 22 0.83 1.02 1.67 2.17 2.67
October 19 0.74 0.89 1.67 1.67 2.67
November 21 0.79 1.12 1.58 2.50 3.17
December 21 0.81 0.95 1.33 1.67 2.75
Day of week Monday 29 1.13 1.24 1.67 3.17 3.67
Tuesday 41 1.56 1.67 2.92 3.83 4.25
Wednesday 40 1.55 1.92 3.58 4.50 5.67
Thursday 41 1.59 2.09 2.92 4.33 5.75
Friday 45 1.72 1.70 3.17 4.17 4.92
Saturday 27 1.04 1.23 2.33 2.50 2.92
Sunday 14 0.54 0.78 1.00 1.17 2.33
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 8 0.32 0.42 0.67 0.83 1.25
06:01 - 09:00 28 1.08 1.44 2.08 2.83 3.58
09:01 - 11:00 23 0.87 0.91 2.00 2.17 2.33
11:01 - 13:00 33 1.27 1.34 2.17 3.00 3.58
13:01 - 15:00 31 1.21 1.35 2.33 2.83 3.83
15:01 - 18:00 66 2.54 2.71 4.50 7.33 7.67
18:01 - 24:00 48 1.85 2.39 3.50 4.67 7.58
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
2 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  5000 
Total number Intersections - 26 (Type 1)













Collision Type Rear End 11 2.13 2.01 3.27 4.07 4.87
Head On 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Angle 4 0.87 0.65 1.47 1.53 1.60
Left Turn 4 0.87 0.69 1.40 1.60 1.80
Right Turn 1 0.27 0.28 0.47 0.53 0.60
Sideswipe 1 0.20 0.45 0.40 0.60 0.80
Pedestrian/Bicycle 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 2 0.33 0.24 0.47 0.53 0.60
Other 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Severity PDO Crashes 24 4.87 2.69 7.00 7.67 8.33
Injury 3 0.67 0.53 1.13 1.20 1.27
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 17 3.47 1.86 5.27 5.40 5.53
Dusk 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Dawn 1 0.13 0.18 0.33 0.33 0.33
Dark (w/street lights) 3 0.53 0.30 0.80 0.87 0.93
Dark (wo/street lights) 1 0.20 0.18 0.33 0.33 0.33
Surface Condition Dry 12 2.33 1.70 3.93 4.07 4.20
Wet 6 1.20 0.38 1.47 1.53 1.60
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 2 0.47 0.45 0.80 0.87 0.93
February 3 0.53 0.84 1.00 1.33 1.67
March 2 0.33 0.47 0.80 0.87 0.93
April 1 0.27 0.28 0.47 0.53 0.60
May 1 0.27 0.37 0.67 0.67 0.67
June 3 0.53 0.30 0.80 0.87 0.93
July 1 0.20 0.18 0.33 0.33 0.33
August 3 0.67 0.41 0.93 1.07 1.20
September 3 0.67 0.41 0.93 1.07 1.20
October 3 0.53 0.69 1.07 1.27 1.47
November 3 0.53 0.30 0.80 0.87 0.93
December 3 0.53 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00
Day of week Monday 4 0.80 0.77 1.47 1.53 1.60
Tuesday 3 0.60 0.64 1.07 1.27 1.47
Wednesday 4 0.73 0.55 1.33 1.33 1.33
Thursday 4 0.80 0.69 1.47 1.53 1.60
Friday 8 1.60 1.01 2.60 2.73 2.87
Saturday 4 0.80 0.84 1.60 1.73 1.87
Sunday 1 0.20 0.30 0.47 0.53 0.60
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 1 0.27 0.43 0.60 0.73 0.87
06:01 - 09:00 5 0.93 1.12 1.87 2.13 2.40
09:01 - 11:00 2 0.47 0.38 0.80 0.87 0.93
11:01 - 13:00 2 0.47 0.38 0.80 0.87 0.93
13:01 - 15:00 3 0.53 0.61 1.13 1.20 1.27
15:01 - 18:00 9 1.80 0.80 2.67 2.67 2.67
18:01 - 24:00 5 1.07 0.43 1.47 1.53 1.60
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
2 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 5000 
Total number Intersections - 5 (Type 2)














Collision Type Rear End 306 0.00 7.21 14.40 17.60 23.87
Head On 7 0.00 0.41 0.40 0.67 1.13
Angle 82 0.00 2.51 4.73 6.07 7.27
Left Turn 61 0.00 1.93 4.00 4.53 5.53
Right Turn 11 0.00 0.52 0.73 1.00 1.27
Sideswipe 43 0.00 1.23 2.40 2.93 3.47
Pedestrian/Bicycle 10 0.00 0.44 0.67 0.93 1.33
Fixed Object 10 0.00 0.40 0.67 0.93 1.13
Other 4 0.00 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.67
Severity PDO Crashes 446 0.00 10.73 23.67 27.67 35.27
Injury 113 0.00 2.68 6.33 7.67 8.53
Fatal Crashes 1 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 384 0.00 9.07 18.60 21.53 29.47
Dusk 15 0.00 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.27
Dawn 5 0.00 0.22 0.33 0.33 0.33
Dark (w/street lights) 83 0.00 2.36 5.47 6.00 7.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 11 0.00 0.53 0.73 1.00 1.13
Surface Condition Dry 388 0.00 9.47 16.80 22.67 32.53
Wet 63 0.00 1.73 3.40 3.67 5.73
Others 0 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 43 1.29 1.27 3.07 3.33 3.47
February 46 1.39 1.36 2.67 2.93 3.73
March 53 1.60 1.25 2.73 3.27 4.00
April 51 1.54 1.48 3.07 3.33 4.07
May 46 1.38 1.18 2.40 3.47 3.67
June 47 1.43 1.29 2.40 3.20 3.93
July 40 1.21 1.23 2.33 2.60 3.73
August 47 1.41 1.14 3.00 3.00 3.67
September 43 1.30 1.18 2.33 2.33 2.93
October 48 1.45 1.32 2.67 3.20 3.87
November 50 1.51 1.18 3.00 3.27 3.47
December 52 1.57 1.23 3.00 3.00 3.33
Day of week Monday 93 2.82 2.33 5.33 5.33 6.40
Tuesday 85 2.58 1.92 4.07 4.60 5.47
Wednesday 83 2.51 2.45 4.47 5.80 7.80
Thursday 88 2.66 1.98 4.47 5.00 5.80
Friday 102 3.09 2.58 5.40 6.47 8.00
Saturday 64 1.95 1.66 3.33 4.13 5.13
Sunday 49 1.49 1.28 2.73 3.27 3.73
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 19 0.57 0.69 1.00 1.00 2.00
06:01 - 09:00 64 1.93 1.74 4.00 4.27 5.13
09:01 - 11:00 46 1.39 1.26 2.47 3.27 3.67
11:01 - 13:00 77 2.33 2.11 4.13 5.20 6.33
13:01 - 15:00 88 2.68 2.21 4.87 6.47 6.93
15:01 - 18:00 145 4.40 3.49 7.13 8.73 11.73
18:01 - 24:00 125 3.79 2.98 7.40 7.93 8.80
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7000 (LT lanes > 2)
Total number Intersections - 33 (Type 4)











Collision Type Rear End 95 3.67 4.18 5.58 7.67 8.00
Head On 2 0.08 0.20 0.08 0.33 0.58
Angle 27 1.03 1.00 1.75 2.00 2.75
Left Turn 24 0.94 1.02 1.75 2.17 2.83
Right Turn 6 0.24 0.33 0.33 0.50 0.92
Sideswipe 11 0.42 0.49 1.00 1.17 1.33
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.06 0.16 0.08 0.33 0.33
Fixed Object 7 0.28 0.31 0.67 0.67 0.67
Other 2 0.06 0.13 0.33 0.33 0.33
Severity PDO Crashes 149 5.73 5.69 8.17 11.50 12.83
Injury 38 1.45 1.46 2.83 3.50 4.17
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 124 4.78 5.26 6.92 10.17 12.92
Dusk 6 0.23 0.37 0.67 0.67 0.92
Dawn 3 0.10 0.23 0.33 0.33 0.33
Dark (w/street lights) 30 1.15 0.99 2.08 2.50 2.92
Dark (wo/street lights) 5 0.18 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.58
Surface Condition Dry 129 4.95 5.16 7.67 9.83 10.25
Wet 26 1.00 1.46 1.75 2.00 2.75
Others 0 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 16 0.60 0.64 1.08 1.50 1.67
February 12 0.46 0.44 1.00 1.17 1.33
March 17 0.67 1.07 1.33 1.67 2.00
April 13 0.51 0.69 0.67 1.00 1.83
May 16 0.62 1.02 1.42 1.67 1.92
June 14 0.55 0.74 1.33 1.33 1.83
July 13 0.49 0.50 1.08 1.33 1.33
August 18 0.69 0.77 1.42 1.67 1.92
September 17 0.65 0.88 1.17 1.83 2.25
October 16 0.62 0.57 1.00 1.33 1.67
November 20 0.77 0.73 1.42 1.83 2.00
December 15 0.56 0.71 1.33 1.67 2.00
Day of week Monday 32 1.23 1.26 2.33 2.50 3.92
Tuesday 29 1.10 1.59 1.92 3.00 3.33
Wednesday 26 0.99 1.12 1.83 2.33 2.58
Thursday 29 1.12 1.38 1.67 1.83 2.25
Friday 36 1.37 1.31 2.50 3.17 3.58
Saturday 18 0.71 0.56 1.33 1.33 1.58
Sunday 18 0.68 0.66 1.33 1.50 1.67
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 10 0.37 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
06:01 - 09:00 35 1.35 1.64 2.00 3.67 4.33
09:01 - 11:00 17 0.65 1.15 1.33 1.67 2.75
11:01 - 13:00 29 1.13 1.82 1.33 1.50 4.67
13:01 - 15:00 33 1.27 1.44 2.08 2.67 3.50
15:01 - 18:00 66 2.54 2.45 4.25 5.50 8.25
18:01 - 24:00 56 2.14 2.20 3.42 3.67 4.92
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7000 (LT lanes > 2)
Total number Intersections - 26 (Type 6)











Collision Type Rear End 124 12.43 13.55 28.97 29.87 30.77
Head On 3 0.33 0.35 0.67 0.70 0.85
Angle 33 3.27 4.72 8.70 10.57 11.62
Left Turn 27 2.73 3.41 6.52 7.53 8.43
Right Turn 5 0.53 0.77 1.10 1.43 1.88
Sideswipe 21 2.13 2.86 5.63 6.37 6.52
Pedestrian/Bicycle 3 0.33 0.54 1.00 1.03 1.18
Fixed Object 1 0.13 0.28 0.43 0.67 0.67
Other 2 0.17 0.28 0.55 0.67 0.67
Severity PDO Crashes 181 18.10 20.34 43.27 44.83 45.58
Injury 49 4.90 6.09 11.57 13.93 15.13
Fatal Crashes 1 0.07 0.14 0.22 0.33 0.33
Light Conditions Daylight 163 16.27 18.02 37.70 41.87 42.77
Dusk 5 0.47 0.65 0.88 1.10 1.55
Dawn 1 0.13 0.42 0.00 0.13 0.73
Dark (w/street lights) 28 2.77 3.16 6.53 7.03 7.18
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.17 0.28 0.55 0.67 0.67
Surface Condition Dry 152 15.17 16.58 32.45 35.37 38.52
Wet 22 2.20 2.48 5.43 5.67 5.67
Others 0 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.03 0.18
Month of year January 19 1.93 2.60 4.43 4.93 6.13
February 15 1.47 1.71 3.67 3.70 3.85
March 21 2.07 2.81 5.87 6.37 6.52
April 19 1.93 2.28 4.75 5.33 5.33
May 17 1.73 2.14 3.88 4.17 4.92
June 21 2.10 2.43 5.08 5.70 5.85
July 18 1.80 2.13 4.20 4.73 5.03
August 20 1.97 2.20 4.43 4.77 5.22
September 22 2.20 2.59 4.77 5.23 6.28
October 21 2.10 2.38 4.30 5.17 5.92
November 17 1.67 1.87 3.33 3.53 4.43
December 21 2.10 2.54 4.88 5.10 5.55
Day of week Monday 35 3.50 3.82 8.20 8.70 8.85
Tuesday 40 3.97 4.38 8.55 8.93 10.13
Wednesday 36 3.63 3.98 8.43 8.67 8.67
Thursday 35 3.53 4.00 7.65 8.27 9.47
Friday 41 4.10 5.17 9.20 10.13 12.23
Saturday 29 2.93 3.37 6.77 7.07 7.37
Sunday 14 1.40 1.75 3.43 3.73 4.03
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 7 0.73 0.93 1.77 2.03 2.18
06:01 - 09:00 20 2.03 2.41 3.55 4.00 5.50
09:01 - 11:00 22 2.20 2.64 5.65 6.00 6.00
11:01 - 13:00 33 3.27 3.83 7.50 8.80 9.40
13:01 - 15:00 38 3.83 4.78 8.98 9.67 11.17
15:01 - 18:00 64 6.43 7.30 14.03 16.07 17.87
18:01 - 24:00 46 4.57 5.28 11.22 11.33 11.33
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
4 Lane x  4 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500 
Total number Intersections - 10 (Type 7)











Collision Type Rear End 75 8.33 7.82 16.13 19.13 21.40
Head On 2 0.19 0.29 0.60 0.67 0.67
Angle 12 1.37 1.39 3.20 3.33 3.33
Left Turn 17 1.85 1.94 4.40 4.67 4.67
Right Turn 1 0.11 0.24 0.27 0.40 0.53
Sideswipe 8 0.85 0.87 1.87 2.07 2.20
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.07 0.15 0.27 0.33 0.33
Fixed Object 2 0.26 0.55 0.33 0.60 1.13
Other 2 0.19 0.24 0.33 0.40 0.53
Severity PDO Crashes 102 11.33 10.74 23.00 26.80 29.07
Injury 23 2.59 1.87 4.47 4.80 5.07
Fatal Crashes 0 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.07 0.20
Light Conditions Daylight 83 9.19 7.58 17.93 20.07 20.87
Dusk 2 0.26 0.43 0.33 0.53 0.93
Dawn 1 0.11 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.33
Dark (w/street lights) 16 1.74 1.51 2.53 3.13 4.07
Dark (wo/street lights) 6 0.63 0.61 1.33 1.33 1.33
Surface Condition Dry 80 8.85 7.59 15.80 18.27 20.80
Wet 15 1.70 1.18 2.67 2.80 3.07
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 14 1.56 1.43 3.00 3.20 3.60
February 7 0.74 0.94 2.00 2.33 2.33
March 13 1.41 1.27 2.47 2.87 3.27
April 13 1.41 1.31 2.87 3.13 3.40
May 10 1.15 0.96 2.20 2.40 2.53
June 10 1.11 1.11 2.40 2.73 2.87
July 7 0.78 0.83 1.27 1.60 2.13
August 13 1.44 1.22 2.80 3.07 3.20
September 11 1.26 1.00 2.00 2.20 2.60
October 8 0.85 0.78 1.33 1.53 1.93
November 11 1.22 1.04 2.40 2.73 2.87
December 10 1.11 1.49 2.73 3.20 3.60
Day of week Monday 18 1.96 1.91 3.93 4.27 4.80
Tuesday 20 2.19 1.91 4.20 4.87 5.27
Wednesday 24 2.63 1.90 4.53 4.73 4.87
Thursday 16 1.81 1.65 2.87 3.47 4.40
Friday 22 2.44 2.50 5.60 6.40 6.53
Saturday 17 1.93 1.80 3.20 3.80 4.73
Sunday 10 1.07 1.19 2.40 2.80 3.07
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 4 0.41 0.32 0.67 0.73 0.87
06:01 - 09:00 15 1.70 1.39 3.13 3.47 3.73
09:01 - 11:00 11 1.22 1.00 2.00 2.20 2.60
11:01 - 13:00 12 1.33 2.00 4.17 4.53 4.77
13:01 - 15:00 20 2.19 2.26 4.80 5.20 5.60
15:01 - 18:00 33 3.67 2.79 5.07 6.13 7.73
18:01 - 24:00 32 3.52 3.27 7.60 8.40 8.53
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
4 Lane x  4 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road < 7500 
Total number Intersections - 9 (Type 8)











Collision Type Rear End 236 13.86 9.21 25.20 26.67 28.87
Head On 3 0.20 0.33 0.67 0.67 0.73
Angle 62 3.67 2.85 5.67 6.60 7.93
Left Turn 26 1.51 1.55 2.67 3.07 4.13
Right Turn 11 0.63 0.82 0.87 1.27 2.00
Sideswipe 49 2.90 2.95 5.47 7.33 8.80
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.22 0.49 0.33 0.33 0.67
Fixed Object 3 0.18 0.21 0.33 0.33 0.40
Other 5 0.31 0.25 0.67 0.67 0.67
Severity PDO Crashes 342 20.10 13.91 32.27 39.20 45.80
Injury 67 3.96 2.86 6.73 7.67 8.80
Fatal Crashes 1 0.06 0.13 0.20 0.33 0.33
Light Conditions Daylight 281 16.55 9.61 25.87 27.87 31.67
Dusk 9 0.51 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.20
Dawn 2 0.10 0.20 0.33 0.33 0.40
Dark (w/street lights) 53 3.12 3.22 5.67 6.33 7.73
Dark (wo/street lights) 10 0.61 0.81 1.40 1.80 2.13
Surface Condition Dry 265 15.59 9.99 23.93 28.73 33.53
Wet 42 2.49 2.21 5.07 5.73 6.47
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 34 2.02 1.70 3.60 4.13 4.73
February 25 1.49 1.34 2.33 3.00 4.13
March 36 2.10 1.28 3.33 3.60 4.07
April 36 2.10 1.36 3.60 4.00 4.20
May 40 2.37 1.97 4.20 5.00 6.13
June 40 2.37 1.69 3.73 4.13 4.87
July 31 1.80 1.52 3.67 4.33 4.40
August 42 2.47 1.46 3.53 4.07 4.87
September 25 1.47 1.42 3.07 3.60 4.13
October 31 1.82 1.26 3.00 3.40 4.07
November 36 2.10 1.45 3.53 4.47 4.80
December 35 2.08 1.59 3.60 4.13 4.60
Day of week Monday 68 4.02 2.44 6.33 6.33 6.93
Tuesday 67 3.96 2.82 6.80 7.73 8.73
Wednesday 55 3.24 2.20 5.07 5.47 6.27
Thursday 64 3.76 2.69 6.47 7.00 7.73
Friday 83 4.90 3.73 9.07 11.20 12.13
Saturday 40 2.37 1.77 4.27 4.67 5.07
Sunday 33 1.94 1.74 3.53 3.67 4.20
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 13 0.75 0.91 1.00 1.80 3.00
06:01 - 09:00 43 2.53 2.29 3.20 4.53 6.93
09:01 - 11:00 38 2.25 1.64 3.53 3.93 4.73
11:01 - 13:00 54 3.16 2.15 4.73 5.67 7.07
13:01 - 15:00 69 4.06 2.88 7.20 8.40 9.27
15:01 - 18:00 103 6.08 3.90 9.93 11.00 12.47
18:01 - 24:00 91 5.37 4.09 10.27 11.47 12.87
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
6 Lane x  2 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500 
Total number Intersections - 17 (Type 9)











Collision Type Rear End 25 4.93 3.84 8.13 8.20 8.27
Head On 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Angle 9 1.80 1.76 3.20 3.47 3.73
Left Turn 6 1.13 0.87 1.73 1.93 2.13
Right Turn 1 0.20 0.18 0.33 0.33 0.33
Sideswipe 3 0.60 0.55 1.13 1.20 1.27
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.27 0.28 0.47 0.53 0.60
Fixed Object 2 0.33 0.33 0.67 0.67 0.67
Other 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Severity PDO Crashes 43 8.67 6.33 13.27 13.40 13.53
Injury 9 1.87 1.46 3.33 3.33 3.33
Fatal Crashes 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Light Conditions Daylight 36 7.20 5.73 12.47 12.87 13.27
Dusk 3 0.53 0.87 1.20 1.47 1.73
Dawn 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Dark (w/street lights) 5 0.93 0.86 1.80 1.87 1.93
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.40 0.55 0.73 0.93 1.13
Surface Condition Dry 37 7.33 5.29 11.40 11.60 11.80
Wet 6 1.20 1.50 2.27 2.73 3.20
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 2 0.47 0.38 0.80 0.87 0.93
February 4 0.87 1.15 1.87 2.13 2.40
March 4 0.80 0.77 1.40 1.60 1.80
April 5 0.93 1.09 1.87 2.13 2.40
May 4 0.80 0.84 1.40 1.60 1.80
June 6 1.20 1.17 2.00 2.33 2.67
July 5 0.93 0.86 1.80 1.87 1.93
August 4 0.87 0.73 1.40 1.60 1.80
September 5 1.07 1.04 1.87 2.13 2.40
October 4 0.80 0.65 1.27 1.40 1.53
November 5 1.07 1.01 2.00 2.00 2.00
December 4 0.80 0.51 1.13 1.20 1.27
Day of week Monday 8 1.67 1.51 2.80 3.20 3.60
Tuesday 9 1.80 1.61 2.93 3.40 3.87
Wednesday 8 1.60 1.48 2.80 2.87 2.93
Thursday 7 1.33 0.82 2.00 2.00 2.00
Friday 8 1.67 1.37 2.93 3.07 3.20
Saturday 6 1.20 1.07 2.07 2.27 2.47
Sunday 7 1.33 1.03 2.07 2.27 2.47
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 3 0.53 0.38 0.80 0.87 0.93
06:01 - 09:00 7 1.47 0.87 2.00 2.00 2.00
09:01 - 11:00 3 0.60 0.60 1.13 1.20 1.27
11:01 - 13:00 5 1.07 0.64 1.47 1.53 1.60
13:01 - 15:00 10 1.93 1.83 3.40 3.60 3.80
15:01 - 18:00 14 2.87 2.55 4.87 5.13 5.40
18:01 - 24:00 11 2.13 1.64 3.33 3.67 4.00
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
6 Lane x  2 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road < 7500 
Total number Intersections - 5 (Type 10)











Collision Type Rear End 86 17.20 14.00 27.87 31.80 35.73
Head On 1 0.13 0.30 0.27 0.40 0.53
Angle 20 3.93 2.42 5.87 6.47 7.07
Left Turn 8 1.60 1.38 2.87 3.13 3.40
Right Turn 4 0.80 0.93 1.53 1.80 2.07
Sideswipe 19 3.73 3.78 7.07 7.93 8.80
Pedestrian/Bicycle 3 0.60 0.72 1.27 1.40 1.53
Fixed Object 2 0.33 0.47 0.80 0.87 0.93
Other 1 0.13 0.18 0.33 0.33 0.33
Severity PDO Crashes 125 25.00 18.99 42.73 45.93 49.13
Injury 24 4.73 5.11 7.87 9.80 11.73
Fatal Crashes 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Light Conditions Daylight 95 19.00 13.31 29.20 32.80 36.40
Dusk 2 0.33 0.41 0.60 0.73 0.87
Dawn 2 0.33 0.75 0.67 1.00 1.33
Dark (w/street lights) 28 5.67 6.32 9.27 11.73 14.20
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.47 0.65 1.13 1.20 1.27
Surface Condition Dry 101 20.20 17.83 31.87 38.13 44.40
Wet 16 3.27 2.76 5.93 6.07 6.20
Others 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Month of year January 12 2.40 1.69 3.33 4.00 4.67
February 13 2.60 2.62 5.13 5.53 5.93
March 10 2.07 2.29 3.60 4.40 5.20
April 8 1.53 1.80 2.67 3.33 4.00
May 14 2.87 2.55 5.33 5.67 6.00
June 14 2.80 2.36 4.67 5.33 6.00
July 10 2.07 2.84 4.00 5.00 6.00
August 14 2.73 1.79 3.93 4.40 4.87
September 11 2.20 1.56 3.40 3.60 3.80
October 12 2.33 1.31 3.67 3.67 3.67
November 16 3.27 2.05 5.13 5.20 5.27
December 15 2.93 2.53 5.60 5.73 5.87
Day of week Monday 21 4.27 3.30 7.40 7.93 8.47
Tuesday 26 5.20 4.65 8.87 10.13 11.40
Wednesday 18 3.60 3.29 6.00 7.00 8.00
Thursday 24 4.73 3.42 7.93 8.07 8.20
Friday 23 4.60 4.15 7.47 8.87 10.27
Saturday 19 3.87 2.85 6.00 6.67 7.33
Sunday 18 3.53 2.95 6.47 6.87 7.27
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 10 1.93 2.07 3.53 4.13 4.73
06:01 - 09:00 15 2.93 2.77 4.47 5.53 6.60
09:01 - 11:00 14 2.87 1.68 4.33 4.67 5.00
11:01 - 13:00 18 3.67 2.43 6.13 6.20 6.27
13:01 - 15:00 22 4.33 3.57 8.00 8.33 8.67
15:01 - 18:00 36 7.20 5.38 12.27 13.07 13.87
18:01 - 24:00 34 6.87 6.81 12.20 14.13 16.07
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
6 Lane x  4 Lane and 6 Lane x 6 Lane Intersection, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 7 (Type 11)











Collision Type Rear End 174 6.20 8.72 8.98 14.20 26.43
Head On 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.22
Angle 36 1.30 1.87 2.67 4.17 5.77
Left Turn 24 0.87 1.52 1.98 2.10 2.55
Right Turn 7 0.25 0.43 0.65 0.87 1.33
Sideswipe 26 0.93 1.26 2.33 2.77 3.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.07 0.17 0.32 0.33 0.33
Fixed Object 6 0.21 0.34 0.33 0.67 0.88
Other 2 0.07 0.21 0.00 0.33 0.33
Severity PDO Crashes 240 8.57 10.87 14.88 21.07 31.60
Injury 50 1.80 2.37 4.00 4.63 6.20
Fatal Crashes 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.22
Light Conditions Daylight 207 7.39 9.33 13.30 18.47 26.30
Dusk 6 0.21 0.33 0.33 0.77 1.00
Dawn 2 0.07 0.19 0.00 0.33 0.55
Dark (w/street lights) 28 1.00 1.47 1.67 2.40 3.98
Dark (wo/street lights) 11 0.38 0.66 0.67 1.10 1.77
Surface Condition Dry 193 6.88 9.25 12.97 15.83 26.87
Wet 38 1.36 1.64 2.67 3.87 4.33
Others 1 0.05 0.12 0.00 0.33 0.33
Month of year January 25 0.88 1.14 1.98 2.53 3.22
February 18 0.64 1.12 1.33 1.77 2.87
March 22 0.77 1.03 1.97 2.10 2.98
April 27 0.96 1.38 1.65 2.30 3.22
May 26 0.92 1.24 2.00 2.20 3.75
June 24 0.86 1.10 1.67 2.67 3.10
July 24 0.85 1.19 1.98 2.63 3.55
August 26 0.94 1.30 2.30 2.63 3.55
September 27 0.98 1.29 2.00 2.40 3.77
October 20 0.73 0.99 1.65 2.10 2.77
November 27 0.96 1.42 2.30 3.33 3.33
December 26 0.93 1.33 1.65 2.77 3.87
Day of week Monday 44 1.58 2.20 3.95 4.30 6.08
Tuesday 47 1.69 2.51 3.63 3.87 7.37
Wednesday 48 1.70 2.10 3.30 4.83 6.43
Thursday 48 1.70 2.11 3.00 4.40 6.20
Friday 49 1.76 2.39 3.62 4.50 7.40
Saturday 36 1.29 1.56 2.67 3.53 4.43
Sunday 19 0.69 0.97 1.65 1.97 2.67
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 11 0.40 0.67 0.67 0.87 1.98
06:01 - 09:00 30 1.08 1.52 2.00 2.97 4.32
09:01 - 11:00 26 0.92 1.24 2.33 2.43 3.53
11:01 - 13:00 40 1.43 2.07 2.63 3.57 6.53
13:01 - 15:00 50 1.79 2.38 2.98 4.13 7.52
15:01 - 18:00 75 2.67 3.30 5.98 6.30 8.95
18:01 - 24:00 60 2.13 2.95 3.97 5.20 7.40
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
T  Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500
Total number Intersections - 28 (Type 12)













Collision Type Rear End 83 3.06 3.89 4.87 6.93 10.37
Head On 2 0.07 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.33
Angle 17 0.64 0.65 1.33 1.33 1.33
Left Turn 14 0.51 0.61 1.33 1.33 1.57
Right Turn 4 0.15 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.33
Sideswipe 16 0.60 1.44 0.70 1.13 3.43
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.07 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.33
Fixed Object 7 0.27 0.35 0.67 0.80 1.00
Other 1 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.13 0.33
Severity PDO Crashes 134 4.95 5.92 7.17 10.53 14.27
Injury 26 0.95 0.89 1.70 2.13 2.57
Fatal Crashes 0 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 102 3.79 3.73 7.10 8.53 9.57
Dusk 4 0.14 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.57
Dawn 2 0.09 0.24 0.03 0.33 0.57
Dark (w/street lights) 14 0.52 0.51 1.00 1.13 1.57
Dark (wo/street lights) 5 0.19 0.44 0.33 0.47 0.90
Surface Condition Dry 90 3.35 3.42 5.70 6.93 8.57
Wet 22 0.83 0.72 1.67 1.67 2.13
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 13 0.48 0.62 1.00 1.13 1.33
February 13 0.49 0.62 1.03 1.33 1.57
March 13 0.48 0.66 1.00 1.13 1.33
April 14 0.52 0.72 0.70 1.27 1.90
May 14 0.52 0.66 1.00 1.00 1.47
June 11 0.42 0.54 1.00 1.13 1.33
July 14 0.53 1.13 0.70 1.27 1.67
August 15 0.57 0.88 1.03 1.60 2.23
September 12 0.46 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.70
October 14 0.51 0.51 1.03 1.33 1.33
November 16 0.58 0.70 1.37 1.80 2.00
December 10 0.38 0.54 0.70 1.13 1.57
Day of week Monday 30 1.10 1.39 2.03 2.33 3.73
Tuesday 25 0.91 1.15 1.37 1.80 2.47
Wednesday 27 0.99 1.25 2.37 3.07 3.90
Thursday 22 0.81 0.85 1.67 1.67 2.13
Friday 27 1.00 1.27 1.67 1.93 3.03
Saturday 19 0.70 1.01 1.33 1.33 2.97
Sunday 11 0.42 0.62 0.70 1.00 1.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 8 0.31 0.90 0.37 0.67 0.67
06:01 - 09:00 28 1.05 1.46 1.70 2.13 3.97
09:01 - 11:00 13 0.47 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.23
11:01 - 13:00 23 0.84 1.00 1.37 1.67 2.83
13:01 - 15:00 23 0.84 0.94 1.40 2.13 2.33
15:01 - 18:00 37 1.37 1.65 2.37 2.93 3.80
18:01 - 24:00 29 1.06 1.05 1.73 2.47 2.90
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 
Deviation
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - SEMINOLE COUNTY
T  Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7500
Total number Intersections - 27 (Type 13)

















APPENDIX E: EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE 






























Collision Type Rear End 59 4.94 4.92 10.50 12.33 13.57
Head On 0 0.03 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.15
Angle 24 2.00 2.79 2.68 3.23 6.48
Left Turn 24 1.97 1.96 3.78 3.97 5.05
Sideswipe 13 1.06 1.56 1.35 1.90 3.65
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.19 0.26 0.45 0.63 0.67
Other 5 0.44 0.38 0.78 0.97 1.00
Severity PDO Crashes 11 0.92 1.00 2.33 2.33 2.48
Injury 14 1.17 0.97 2.23 2.60 2.82
10 0.86 1.33 1.35 1.90 3.20
3 0.25 0.45 0.57 0.93 1.15
Fatal Crashes 0 0.03 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.15
Light Conditions Daylight 94 7.83 7.27 13.17 15.00 20.13
Dusk 3 0.25 0.38 0.57 0.93 1.00
Dawn 2 0.19 0.26 0.45 0.63 0.67
Dark (w/street lights) 31 2.61 2.97 4.83 6.67 8.20
Dark (wo/street lights) 1 0.11 0.16 0.33 0.33 0.33
Surface Condition Dry 109 9.08 9.10 14.17 19.67 26.07
Wet 21 1.78 1.86 3.15 4.43 5.12
Others 2 0.14 0.30 0.33 0.33 0.63
Month of year January 10 0.86 0.95 1.35 1.90 2.60
February 10 0.83 0.96 0.90 1.27 2.38
March 11 0.92 0.95 1.45 1.63 2.42
April 12 1.03 0.73 1.78 1.97 2.15
May 10 0.81 0.63 1.33 1.33 1.78
June 12 1.00 1.26 1.78 1.97 3.05
July 13 1.08 1.19 2.00 2.00 2.90
August 12 1.00 0.99 1.90 2.27 2.63
September 12 1.03 1.20 1.92 2.83 3.30
October 10 0.81 0.95 1.68 2.23 2.63
November 10 0.81 0.98 1.45 1.63 2.42
December 10 0.83 0.89 1.57 1.93 2.30
Day of week Monday 22 1.86 2.16 3.33 3.33 5.28
Tuesday 23 1.94 2.01 3.92 4.83 5.60
Wednesday 18 1.47 1.49 2.35 2.90 4.05
Thursday 20 1.64 1.60 2.57 2.93 4.35
Friday 22 1.83 1.76 3.33 3.33 4.38
Saturday 17 1.42 1.56 3.45 3.63 4.12
Sunday 10 0.83 0.82 1.57 1.93 2.30
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 10 0.81 1.15 1.45 1.63 2.72
06:01 - 09:00 18 1.53 1.92 2.93 4.40 5.27
09:01 - 11:00 9 0.72 0.89 1.23 1.60 2.27
11:01 - 13:00 15 1.28 1.50 3.00 3.00 3.75
13:01 - 15:00 20 1.69 1.35 2.67 2.67 3.72
15:01 - 18:00 28 2.33 2.43 4.17 6.00 6.93
18:01 - 24:00 32 2.64 2.57 5.48 6.77 7.15
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
2 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  5000 
Total number Intersections - 12 (Type 1)















Collision Type Rear End 44 1.68 3.51 1.75 3.00 6.75
Head On 0 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 20 0.77 0.84 1.33 1.67 2.25
Left Turn 17 0.65 1.04 1.17 1.83 2.75
Sideswipe 8 0.31 0.74 0.42 0.67 0.92
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.06 0.16 0.08 0.33 0.33
Other 8 0.31 0.34 0.67 0.67 0.92
Severity PDO Crashes 8 0.29 0.58 0.75 1.17 1.33
Injury 10 0.37 0.61 1.08 1.33 1.33
10 0.37 0.49 0.67 0.83 1.25
2 0.08 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.33
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 77 2.95 4.54 4.33 6.50 8.42
Dusk 3 0.10 0.28 0.08 0.33 0.83
Dawn 1 0.04 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.25
Dark (w/street lights) 24 0.94 1.39 2.17 3.00 4.08
Dark (wo/street lights) 1 0.03 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.25
Surface Condition Dry 87 3.35 4.90 5.17 7.17 10.67
Wet 17 0.67 1.27 0.67 1.50 2.58
Others 1 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.17 0.33
Month of year January 12 0.46 0.62 1.08 1.33 1.58
February 7 0.27 0.64 0.42 0.67 1.17
March 11 0.41 0.58 0.67 1.00 1.83
April 8 0.32 0.73 0.67 0.83 1.50
May 10 0.37 0.61 0.67 0.83 1.75
June 7 0.26 0.49 0.33 0.50 0.92
July 9 0.35 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.67
August 12 0.47 0.83 1.17 1.83 2.25
September 8 0.32 0.54 0.67 0.83 1.25
October 7 0.27 0.42 0.42 0.67 1.17
November 7 0.26 0.37 0.67 0.67 0.92
December 8 0.29 0.61 0.42 0.67 1.42
Day of week Monday 16 0.62 0.90 1.33 1.67 2.00
Tuesday 18 0.68 1.25 1.08 1.33 2.33
Wednesday 17 0.65 0.96 1.08 1.67 2.50
Thursday 17 0.67 1.29 1.17 1.67 1.92
Friday 20 0.76 1.02 1.08 1.50 1.92
Saturday 11 0.44 0.78 0.67 1.17 1.92
Sunday 6 0.24 0.37 0.42 0.83 1.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 8 0.32 0.56 0.67 0.67 1.42
06:01 - 09:00 14 0.55 0.93 0.75 1.33 1.92
09:01 - 11:00 11 0.41 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 10 0.40 0.54 0.67 0.83 1.75
13:01 - 15:00 14 0.53 1.06 0.75 1.17 1.33
15:01 - 18:00 26 1.00 1.65 1.83 2.50 3.42
18:01 - 24:00 22 0.85 1.47 1.42 2.17 4.42
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
2 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 5000 
Total number Intersections - 26 (Type 2)














Collision Type Rear End 593 7.90 10.22 15.33 21.13 32.20
Head On 2 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.10
Angle 196 2.61 2.63 5.27 5.67 6.43
Left Turn 113 1.51 1.80 2.97 3.87 5.53
Sideswipe 128 1.71 1.90 3.67 4.20 4.73
Pedestrian/Bicycle 11 0.14 0.29 0.33 0.33 0.67
Other 41 0.54 0.55 1.00 1.33 1.43
Severity PDO Crashes 85 1.14 1.47 2.63 3.20 3.87
103 1.38 1.76 3.30 3.53 4.43
99 1.32 1.39 2.63 2.87 4.43
Injury 22 0.30 0.45 0.67 0.67 1.10
Fatal Crashes 1 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 840 11.20 10.80 23.20 26.27 31.73
Dusk 28 0.37 0.62 0.97 1.33 1.43
Dawn 13 0.17 0.31 0.33 0.53 0.67
Dark (w/street lights) 208 2.77 3.66 5.00 6.20 11.37
Dark (wo/street lights) 16 0.21 0.69 0.33 0.33 1.00
Surface Condition Dry 937 12.49 12.79 24.00 28.47 37.83
Wet 159 2.12 2.67 3.63 6.27 8.67
Others 8 0.11 0.20 0.33 0.33 0.67
Month of year January 80 1.06 1.15 2.00 2.67 3.33
February 86 1.14 1.38 2.00 2.67 4.30
March 82 1.09 1.37 2.00 2.87 3.30
April 105 1.40 1.44 2.97 3.33 5.00
May 93 1.24 1.43 2.67 3.00 3.43
June 93 1.24 1.56 2.30 3.40 4.33
July 94 1.26 1.51 2.63 3.00 3.87
August 90 1.20 1.43 2.67 3.40 4.20
September 92 1.23 1.58 2.33 3.33 4.30
October 101 1.35 1.40 3.00 3.33 4.33
November 91 1.22 1.28 2.33 3.00 3.87
December 96 1.28 1.40 2.33 3.53 4.33
Day of week Monday 174 2.32 2.31 4.30 5.33 6.10
Tuesday 179 2.38 2.72 4.93 5.73 7.87
Wednesday 172 2.29 2.58 4.63 5.87 7.20
Thursday 162 2.16 2.32 4.00 5.27 6.67
Friday 189 2.52 2.61 5.30 6.40 8.43
Saturday 124 1.65 1.98 3.63 4.53 5.63
Sunday 104 1.38 1.78 2.33 4.00 5.43
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 67 0.89 1.29 1.97 2.00 3.53
06:01 - 09:00 124 1.65 1.99 3.33 4.20 5.30
09:01 - 11:00 87 1.16 1.15 2.30 2.67 3.33
11:01 - 13:00 165 2.20 2.35 5.30 5.73 6.97
13:01 - 15:00 154 2.05 2.03 4.00 5.07 6.10
15:01 - 18:00 282 3.76 3.67 7.97 9.40 10.63
18:01 - 24:00 226 3.01 4.05 4.67 7.00 12.50
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7000 (LT lanes > 2)
Total number Intersections - 75 (Type 4)
















Collision Type Rear End 63 2.72 2.12 4.67 4.93 5.90
Head On 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 54 2.33 2.10 4.23 5.13 6.53
Left Turn 36 1.58 1.84 3.13 4.13 5.53
Sideswipe 20 0.87 0.66 1.67 1.67 1.97
Pedestrian/Bicycle 3 0.13 0.26 0.57 0.67 0.67
Other 9 0.38 0.50 0.67 0.67 1.27
Severity PDO Crashes 15 0.64 0.76 1.00 1.80 2.30
18 0.80 0.87 1.57 2.20 2.63
17 0.72 0.50 1.23 1.33 1.63
Injury 6 0.26 0.32 0.57 0.67 0.97
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 148 6.45 3.61 10.80 11.00 11.60
Dusk 6 0.26 0.35 0.67 0.67 0.67
Dawn 1 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.27 0.33
Dark (w/street lights) 36 1.58 1.35 3.00 3.00 3.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 1 0.06 0.16 0.00 0.27 0.33
Surface Condition Dry 162 7.03 3.82 10.57 11.20 12.83
Wet 30 1.30 0.92 2.00 2.53 2.67
Others 1 0.06 0.16 0.00 0.27 0.33
Month of year January 13 0.57 0.61 0.90 1.27 1.93
February 18 0.77 0.57 1.23 1.60 1.97
March 19 0.83 0.63 1.33 1.60 1.67
April 16 0.70 0.49 1.33 1.33 1.33
May 13 0.58 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.60
June 15 0.65 0.57 1.33 1.33 1.63
July 17 0.74 0.59 1.33 1.60 1.67
August 16 0.70 0.90 1.33 1.60 1.67
September 16 0.71 0.61 1.33 1.33 1.63
October 20 0.87 0.61 1.33 1.60 1.67
November 15 0.64 0.51 1.00 1.27 1.33
December 15 0.65 0.56 1.33 1.33 1.63
Day of week Monday 29 1.26 0.74 2.00 2.00 2.30
Tuesday 36 1.57 1.09 2.67 2.93 3.00
Wednesday 32 1.38 0.84 2.23 2.33 2.63
Thursday 28 1.20 1.06 2.13 2.33 2.93
Friday 30 1.32 0.82 2.33 2.33 2.33
Saturday 24 1.06 0.81 1.67 1.67 1.97
Sunday 14 0.61 0.55 1.00 1.53 1.67
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 15 0.65 0.89 1.00 2.07 2.33
06:01 - 09:00 23 0.99 0.66 1.67 1.67 1.97
09:01 - 11:00 10 0.45 0.42 0.90 1.00 1.30
11:01 - 13:00 29 1.28 0.81 1.90 2.00 2.90
13:01 - 15:00 31 1.33 1.08 2.57 2.93 3.30
15:01 - 18:00 50 2.16 1.38 3.80 4.00 4.60
18:01 - 24:00 35 1.54 1.14 2.67 2.93 3.00
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7000 (LT lanes > 2)
Total number Intersections - 23 (Type 6)















Collision Type Rear End 339 17.84 24.95 24.10 35.07 71.63
Head On 1 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.07 0.33
Angle 133 7.02 10.13 9.20 15.40 29.97
Left Turn 62 3.25 3.00 6.10 6.80 8.77
Sideswipe 137 7.19 7.42 13.97 17.13 18.80
Pedestrian/Bicycle 9 0.47 0.66 1.00 1.13 1.73
Other 18 0.93 0.95 2.00 2.13 2.70
Severity PDO Crashes 74 3.88 4.17 7.17 9.33 13.33
72 3.77 3.71 7.33 9.67 10.00
53 2.77 3.73 4.80 6.73 7.87
Injury 14 0.74 1.11 1.43 1.87 2.83
Fatal Crashes 0 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.03
Light Conditions Daylight 507 26.68 31.96 47.70 55.73 86.10
Dusk 21 1.09 1.40 1.77 2.13 3.00
Dawn 5 0.25 0.44 0.43 0.73 1.07
Dark (w/street lights) 175 9.23 11.10 16.67 18.53 27.87
Dark (wo/street lights) 3 0.14 0.23 0.33 0.40 0.67
Surface Condition Dry 609 32.04 37.96 55.50 67.60 106.77
Wet 95 4.98 6.61 7.07 8.13 10.80
Others 7 0.37 0.51 0.67 0.87 1.67
Month of year January 59 3.09 3.95 5.43 6.33 9.73
February 53 2.81 3.46 4.77 5.87 9.77
March 58 3.07 3.93 4.87 6.47 11.40
April 63 3.30 4.17 6.53 7.27 9.23
May 64 3.35 4.55 5.10 6.47 11.77
June 56 2.93 3.31 6.03 7.67 8.13
July 60 3.18 3.77 4.87 6.27 10.53
August 63 3.32 3.79 5.77 6.40 8.77
September 60 3.14 3.42 5.97 7.20 9.73
October 63 3.32 3.92 4.67 5.87 11.20
November 62 3.28 3.38 6.20 6.80 7.93
December 50 2.61 3.70 5.10 6.13 9.83
Day of week Monday 113 5.96 6.41 11.77 12.60 16.07
Tuesday 115 6.04 7.73 10.90 13.87 18.77
Wednesday 100 5.25 5.97 9.77 11.07 16.10
Thursday 106 5.60 6.72 8.83 12.87 16.30
Friday 118 6.23 8.27 11.00 13.47 24.20
Saturday 85 4.49 5.49 6.87 9.00 16.20
Sunday 73 3.82 4.95 8.40 9.33 10.40
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 60 3.14 3.41 7.40 8.33 8.53
06:01 - 09:00 73 3.84 4.42 8.40 9.60 11.30
09:01 - 11:00 64 3.37 3.66 6.77 7.87 11.47
11:01 - 13:00 86 4.51 5.54 7.17 10.07 17.33
13:01 - 15:00 102 5.35 6.38 8.97 10.93 16.97
15:01 - 18:00 161 8.46 10.53 12.87 16.53 22.60
18:01 - 24:00 166 8.72 12.04 12.87 16.47 31.03
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
4 Lane x  4 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500 
Total number Intersections - 19 (Type 7)















Collision Type Rear End 14 2.73 1.88 4.33 4.33 4.33
Head On 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 13 2.60 2.27 4.40 4.93 5.47
Left Turn 10 2.00 2.16 3.27 4.07 4.87
Sideswipe 7 1.47 1.17 2.40 2.60 2.80
Pedestrian/Bicycle 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Other 2 0.33 0.58 0.73 0.93 1.13
Severity PDO Crashes 6 1.13 1.32 2.13 2.53 2.93
5 1.00 0.58 1.33 1.33 1.33
4 0.73 0.72 1.47 1.53 1.60
Injury 1 0.13 0.18 0.33 0.33 0.33
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 35 7.00 4.57 10.67 11.00 11.33
Dusk 1 0.20 0.30 0.47 0.53 0.60
Dawn 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Dark (w/street lights) 10 2.07 1.32 2.87 3.13 3.40
Dark (wo/street lights) 0 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.27
Surface Condition Dry 40 7.93 5.80 12.67 13.33 14.00
Wet 7 1.47 1.10 2.20 2.47 2.73
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 6 1.27 1.32 2.33 2.67 3.00
February 4 0.80 0.61 1.33 1.33 1.33
March 4 0.73 0.98 1.53 1.80 2.07
April 2 0.47 0.56 0.93 1.07 1.20
May 4 0.87 0.77 1.67 1.67 1.67
June 3 0.67 0.62 1.07 1.27 1.47
July 6 1.13 1.10 2.13 2.20 2.27
August 4 0.87 0.77 1.40 1.60 1.80
September 3 0.60 0.55 1.13 1.20 1.27
October 3 0.67 0.62 1.13 1.20 1.27
November 4 0.87 0.65 1.47 1.53 1.60
December 2 0.47 0.38 0.80 0.87 0.93
Day of week Monday 7 1.40 1.01 2.13 2.20 2.27
Tuesday 5 1.00 0.91 1.73 1.93 2.13
Wednesday 7 1.40 1.71 2.53 3.13 3.73
Thursday 7 1.40 0.86 1.93 2.07 2.20
Friday 7 1.33 1.11 2.33 2.33 2.33
Saturday 8 1.60 1.04 2.47 2.53 2.60
Sunday 6 1.27 0.83 2.00 2.00 2.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 2 0.40 0.37 0.60 0.73 0.87
06:01 - 09:00 5 1.07 0.98 1.80 1.87 1.93
09:01 - 11:00 3 0.67 0.94 1.60 1.73 1.87
11:01 - 13:00 7 1.40 0.89 2.13 2.20 2.27
13:01 - 15:00 6 1.20 1.07 2.07 2.27 2.47
15:01 - 18:00 12 2.33 1.43 3.47 3.53 3.60
18:01 - 24:00 12 2.33 1.94 3.73 4.27 4.80
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
4 Lane x  4 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road < 7500 
Total number Intersections - 5 (Type 8)















Collision Type Rear End 228 15.20 12.49 26.70 32.93 38.57
Head On 1 0.07 0.14 0.30 0.33 0.33
Angle 72 4.80 4.78 8.97 10.53 13.23
Left Turn 43 2.84 2.08 4.93 5.40 6.07
Sideswipe 67 4.49 3.83 8.20 8.73 10.30
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.27 0.31 0.63 0.67 0.77
Other 10 0.64 0.83 1.67 1.87 2.10
Severity PDO Crashes 36 2.38 2.72 3.00 3.20 5.73
41 2.76 1.97 4.67 5.07 5.73
39 2.60 1.61 3.93 4.60 5.40
Injury 11 0.71 0.60 1.30 1.53 1.77
Fatal Crashes 2 0.11 0.21 0.33 0.33 0.43
Light Conditions Daylight 317 21.11 15.12 34.17 42.33 47.97
Dusk 10 0.69 0.92 1.27 1.73 2.40
Dawn 3 0.20 0.33 0.63 0.67 0.77
Dark (w/street lights) 97 6.49 5.44 11.53 11.67 14.47
Dark (wo/street lights) 3 0.20 0.37 0.33 0.53 0.87
Surface Condition Dry 389 25.93 18.17 42.77 47.33 54.60
Wet 41 2.73 2.55 4.97 6.60 7.77
Others 0 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.10
Month of year January 31 2.04 1.56 3.27 3.73 4.50
February 29 1.96 1.64 3.67 4.07 4.63
March 39 2.58 1.76 4.83 5.20 5.53
April 35 2.36 2.38 3.30 5.53 7.40
May 37 2.49 2.02 3.63 5.27 6.63
June 34 2.29 2.08 4.33 4.93 5.83
July 35 2.33 2.02 4.33 4.73 5.30
August 40 2.64 1.87 5.27 5.33 5.53
September 35 2.36 1.87 3.67 4.87 5.87
October 45 3.00 2.43 5.57 5.87 6.70
November 34 2.27 1.89 4.60 4.87 5.10
December 35 2.36 1.78 4.23 4.73 5.30
Day of week Monday 58 3.87 2.85 6.63 7.87 8.67
Tuesday 67 4.47 3.63 8.00 9.00 10.27
Wednesday 58 3.87 3.24 7.17 7.73 8.90
Thursday 61 4.04 3.42 5.93 7.60 9.97
Friday 75 5.00 3.75 8.50 10.07 11.60
Saturday 61 4.09 2.80 8.03 8.53 8.77
Sunday 50 3.33 2.69 4.93 5.80 7.73
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 29 1.91 1.78 3.93 4.80 5.33
06:01 - 09:00 37 2.47 2.24 3.67 4.67 6.33
09:01 - 11:00 33 2.18 1.54 3.93 4.20 4.43
11:01 - 13:00 62 4.11 3.11 7.30 7.53 8.47
13:01 - 15:00 63 4.18 3.68 7.23 7.73 9.80
15:01 - 18:00 110 7.31 5.34 13.10 14.13 15.47
18:01 - 24:00 98 6.53 5.45 9.93 10.60 14.30
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
6 Lane x  2 Lane Intersection, Signalized AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500 
Total number Intersections - 15 (Type 9)















Collision Type Rear End 213 30.48 18.61 47.27 50.07 52.87
Head On 0 0.05 0.13 0.03 0.13 0.23
Angle 40 5.76 5.24 8.27 11.07 13.87
Left Turn 31 4.43 2.91 7.23 7.93 8.63
Sideswipe 68 9.67 7.88 15.40 18.60 21.80
Pedestrian/Bicycle 5 0.71 0.73 1.40 1.60 1.80
Other 8 1.14 1.03 1.80 2.20 2.60
Severity PDO Crashes 33 4.71 3.40 6.23 7.93 9.63
36 5.19 3.40 7.97 8.87 9.77
38 5.43 4.35 7.70 9.80 11.90
Injury 6 0.90 0.90 2.03 2.13 2.23
Fatal Crashes 1 0.14 0.18 0.33 0.33 0.33
Light Conditions Daylight 260 37.19 22.00 55.27 61.07 66.87
Dusk 10 1.43 1.52 3.37 3.47 3.57
Dawn 6 0.90 0.96 1.47 1.87 2.27
Dark (w/street lights) 96 13.67 10.24 27.43 27.73 28.03
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.29 0.36 0.40 0.60 0.80
Surface Condition Dry 324 46.24 28.66 72.67 79.67 86.67
Wet 48 6.90 4.61 11.07 12.27 13.47
Others 2 0.33 0.75 0.50 1.00 1.50
Month of year January 32 4.62 2.91 7.23 7.93 8.63
February 27 3.81 2.91 5.77 7.07 8.37
March 36 5.19 3.76 8.13 9.53 10.93
April 36 5.14 2.94 7.37 8.47 9.57
May 35 4.95 3.02 7.50 8.00 8.50
June 31 4.48 3.48 7.90 8.60 9.30
July 31 4.38 2.80 6.77 7.07 7.37
August 33 4.71 3.43 8.20 8.80 9.40
September 24 3.43 2.71 5.93 6.73 7.53
October 33 4.67 2.96 8.07 8.27 8.47
November 33 4.71 3.05 7.80 8.20 8.60
December 23 3.29 1.62 5.07 5.27 5.47
Day of week Monday 57 8.19 5.07 12.10 13.40 14.70
Tuesday 49 6.95 4.33 11.80 12.20 12.60
Wednesday 57 8.14 6.13 12.63 14.53 16.43
Thursday 55 7.90 4.39 12.77 13.07 13.37
Friday 61 8.71 4.08 11.77 13.07 14.37
Saturday 56 8.00 6.02 16.07 16.27 16.47
Sunday 38 5.48 4.27 9.70 10.80 11.90
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 29 4.10 2.92 7.73 7.93 8.13
06:01 - 09:00 37 5.29 4.48 10.57 11.27 11.97
09:01 - 11:00 34 4.86 3.97 7.27 9.07 10.87
11:01 - 13:00 45 6.43 2.73 8.57 9.27 9.97
13:01 - 15:00 55 7.90 5.44 14.07 14.27 14.47
15:01 - 18:00 82 11.71 7.60 19.53 21.13 22.73
18:01 - 24:00 92 13.19 10.94 25.13 27.53 29.93
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
6 Lane x  4 Lane and 6 Lane x 6 Lane Intersection, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 7 (Type 11)















Collision Type Rear End 118 9.08 10.53 14.00 19.00 28.00
Head On 0 0.03 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.13
Angle 23 1.79 1.69 4.07 4.27 4.73
Left Turn 21 1.59 1.29 3.13 3.53 3.67
Sideswipe 27 2.08 2.40 4.07 6.27 7.13
Pedestrian/Bicycle 3 0.23 0.83 0.00 0.00 1.20
Other 4 0.31 0.50 0.80 1.20 1.33
Severity PDO Crashes 9 1.29 1.22 2.43 2.73 3.03
12 1.76 1.21 2.20 2.80 3.40
13 1.90 2.06 3.27 4.07 4.87
Injury 2 0.29 0.52 0.73 0.93 1.13
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 109 15.62 13.34 25.10 30.40 35.70
Dusk 4 0.57 0.60 1.07 1.27 1.47
Dawn 2 0.24 0.32 0.67 0.67 0.67
Dark (w/street lights) 23 3.24 3.72 5.27 7.07 8.87
Dark (wo/street lights) 3 0.48 0.72 0.80 1.20 1.60
Surface Condition Dry 119 16.95 16.31 28.30 35.20 42.10
Wet 21 3.00 2.20 5.47 5.87 6.27
Others 1 0.19 0.26 0.37 0.47 0.57
Month of year January 15 2.19 1.70 3.23 3.93 4.63
February 9 1.24 1.60 1.67 2.67 3.67
March 15 2.14 2.59 3.73 4.93 6.13
April 12 1.71 1.96 3.53 4.13 4.73
May 12 1.71 1.78 2.90 3.60 4.30
June 11 1.62 1.50 2.27 3.07 3.87
July 12 1.67 1.53 3.40 3.60 3.80
August 14 2.00 1.59 4.03 4.13 4.23
September 12 1.76 1.38 2.53 3.13 3.73
October 12 1.71 1.41 2.80 3.20 3.60
November 8 1.14 1.68 1.97 2.87 3.77
December 9 1.24 1.29 2.17 2.67 3.17
Day of week Monday 27 3.86 4.02 5.40 7.60 9.80
Tuesday 22 3.19 2.90 5.37 6.47 7.57
Wednesday 18 2.52 1.91 4.73 4.93 5.13
Thursday 19 2.71 2.35 3.77 5.07 6.37
Friday 27 3.86 3.96 6.87 8.47 10.07
Saturday 16 2.33 2.37 3.70 4.80 5.90
Sunday 12 1.67 1.64 3.73 3.93 4.13
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 7 0.95 1.39 1.30 2.20 3.10
06:01 - 09:00 14 2.05 1.70 2.67 3.67 4.67
09:01 - 11:00 10 1.43 1.40 2.50 3.00 3.50
11:01 - 13:00 16 2.29 1.89 3.566666667 4.266666667 4.966666667
13:01 - 15:00 23 3.24 2.45 6.1 6.4 6.7
15:01 - 18:00 43 6.14 6.09 9.933333333 12.73333333 15.53333333
18:01 - 24:00 28 4.05 4.31 6.933333333 8.733333333 10.53333333
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
T  Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500
Total number Intersections - 13 (Type 12)















Collision Type Rear End 100 3.57 4.78 5.32 8.30 11.60
Head On 0 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 23 0.83 0.94 1.67 1.97 2.88
Left Turn 23 0.82 1.03 1.65 2.20 2.88
Sideswipe 34 1.23 1.38 2.00 2.53 4.08
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.04 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.22
Other 6 0.23 0.33 0.67 0.67 0.88
Severity PDO Crashes 17 0.60 0.94 1.32 1.33 1.55
15 0.52 0.67 1.32 1.43 1.67
19 0.68 0.88 1.32 1.87 2.33
Injury 5 0.17 0.23 0.33 0.43 0.67
Fatal Crashes 1 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.22
Light Conditions Daylight 153 5.48 5.37 9.58 12.83 16.55
Dusk 7 0.26 0.45 0.33 0.67 1.32
Dawn 1 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.33
Dark (w/street lights) 41 1.45 2.20 2.65 3.33 4.42
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.08 0.22 0.32 0.33 0.33
Surface Condition Dry 154 5.51 5.33 9.65 13.73 15.75
Wet 49 1.74 3.09 2.65 2.87 4.63
Others 2 0.06 0.16 0.00 0.33 0.33
Month of year January 17 0.60 0.59 1.32 1.43 1.67
February 16 0.56 0.63 1.00 1.33 1.55
March 16 0.56 0.74 1.32 1.63 2.33
April 17 0.60 0.67 1.00 1.33 1.55
May 21 0.74 0.79 1.33 1.67 1.67
June 20 0.71 0.95 1.33 1.67 1.88
July 18 0.64 0.96 1.65 1.67 2.75
August 18 0.64 1.01 1.00 1.63 2.55
September 13 0.45 0.69 0.98 1.10 1.98
October 18 0.65 0.85 1.33 1.43 1.88
November 18 0.63 0.83 1.32 1.63 2.33
December 14 0.49 0.62 0.98 1.10 1.55
Day of week Monday 30 1.08 1.15 1.97 2.63 3.77
Tuesday 32 1.15 1.31 2.33 2.87 3.98
Wednesday 30 1.06 1.22 2.00 2.00 3.52
Thursday 37 1.32 1.16 2.33 2.67 3.53
Friday 32 1.14 1.33 2.00 3.10 3.98
Saturday 20 0.73 1.22 1.00 1.10 2.85
Sunday 22 0.79 1.30 1.65 2.40 3.77
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 15 0.54 1.24 0.67 1.10 1.77
06:01 - 09:00 24 0.87 1.15 1.67 1.67 2.53
09:01 - 11:00 17 0.60 0.75 1.00 1.43 1.88
11:01 - 13:00 25 0.88 1.05 1.98 2.43 2.88
13:01 - 15:00 31 1.12 1.20 2.65 3.00 3.22
15:01 - 18:00 51 1.81 1.77 2.98 3.43 5.40
18:01 - 24:00 42 1.50 1.94 2.65 3.63 5.63
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
T  Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7500
Total number Intersections - 28 (Type 13)















Collision Type Rear End 70 2.11 1.45 3.73 4.00 4.80
Head On 0 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 83 2.53 2.17 5.33 5.60 6.73
Left Turn 15 0.45 0.59 1.07 1.33 1.47
Sideswipe 95 2.87 2.25 4.80 5.60 6.40
Pedestrian/Bicycle 5 0.14 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.67
Other 28 0.85 0.92 1.73 2.27 3.00
Severity PDO Crashes 38 1.16 0.84 1.73 2.27 2.80
23 0.71 0.58 1.33 1.60 1.80
17 0.52 0.51 1.00 1.27 1.67
Injury 4 0.12 0.22 0.33 0.33 0.33
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 212 6.41 3.67 9.20 11.07 13.27
Dusk 9 0.28 0.42 0.67 0.93 1.33
Dawn 2 0.07 0.16 0.33 0.33 0.33
Dark (w/street lights) 84 2.55 2.16 5.40 5.93 6.93
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.33 0.33
Surface Condition Dry 277 8.40 5.23 14.07 14.60 18.40
Wet 63 1.90 1.51 4.13 4.67 4.67
Others 1 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 24 0.73 0.66 1.33 1.60 1.80
February 20 0.60 0.55 1.33 1.33 1.67
March 27 0.82 0.69 1.33 1.60 2.13
April 27 0.83 0.71 1.73 2.00 2.00
May 28 0.84 0.70 1.67 1.67 2.00
June 28 0.85 0.74 1.40 1.67 1.67
July 30 0.91 1.02 1.40 2.20 3.07
August 26 0.79 0.66 1.67 1.67 1.67
September 23 0.71 0.63 1.33 1.60 2.00
October 28 0.84 0.76 1.40 2.20 2.33
November 25 0.75 0.60 1.33 1.33 1.93
December 23 0.70 0.64 1.33 1.60 1.80
Day of week Monday 43 1.31 0.91 2.33 2.33 2.93
Tuesday 43 1.30 0.77 2.33 2.33 2.47
Wednesday 44 1.32 1.22 2.07 2.87 3.87
Thursday 52 1.57 1.05 2.67 2.93 3.60
Friday 61 1.85 1.32 3.07 3.33 4.40
Saturday 38 1.15 1.00 2.13 2.93 3.33
Sunday 28 0.84 1.12 1.47 2.00 3.07
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 44 1.32 1.28 2.47 3.27 3.93
06:01 - 09:00 32 0.97 0.78 1.67 1.93 2.13
09:01 - 11:00 29 0.87 0.82 1.73 2.00 2.67
11:01 - 13:00 41 1.23 0.79 2.00 2.27 2.47
13:01 - 15:00 42 1.27 1.23 2.67 2.67 2.93
15:01 - 18:00 64 1.94 1.22 3.07 3.60 4.33
18:01 - 24:00 58 1.76 1.59 3.33 3.60 4.80
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
Major road One-way, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 33 (Type 14)
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 













Collision Type Rear End 89 4.22 4.38 8.33 11.67 12.00
Head On 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 127 6.05 3.78 11.33 11.67 13.00
Left Turn 25 1.17 1.84 2.33 3.00 3.00
Sideswipe 66 3.14 2.31 5.67 7.00 7.33
Pedestrian/Bicycle 3 0.14 0.29 0.33 0.67 0.67
Other 12 0.57 0.52 1.33 1.33 1.33
Severity PDO Crashes 27 1.27 1.08 2.00 2.33 4.00
33 1.57 1.26 2.67 2.67 3.00
28 1.33 1.15 2.67 3.00 3.00
Injury 6 0.29 0.32 0.67 0.67 1.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 223 10.62 6.55 16.67 17.67 24.00
Dusk 9 0.41 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.33
Dawn 2 0.11 0.24 0.33 0.67 0.67
Dark (w/street lights) 94 4.49 3.55 7.00 7.33 8.67
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.08 0.21 0.00 0.33 0.67
Surface Condition Dry 289 13.75 8.88 18.67 24.33 31.33
Wet 39 1.86 1.63 3.67 3.67 4.33
Others 2 0.11 0.24 0.33 0.33 0.33
Month of year January 25 1.21 1.17 2.33 2.33 3.00
February 29 1.37 1.26 2.67 2.67 3.67
March 29 1.37 1.26 2.33 3.00 3.33
April 26 1.25 0.98 2.00 2.33 2.33
May 26 1.24 0.78 1.67 2.33 2.33
June 26 1.24 1.01 2.00 2.33 3.00
July 27 1.27 1.08 2.33 2.33 2.33
August 34 1.62 1.14 2.67 3.00 3.33
September 28 1.33 1.12 2.67 2.67 3.33
October 27 1.27 1.00 2.00 2.33 3.00
November 26 1.25 0.89 2.00 2.33 2.67
December 27 1.29 1.00 2.00 2.00 3.33
Day of week Monday 46 2.19 1.81 4.33 4.33 5.00
Tuesday 44 2.08 1.45 4.00 4.33 4.33
Wednesday 47 2.25 1.60 4.33 4.33 4.67
Thursday 54 2.59 1.72 4.00 4.00 5.67
Friday 58 2.76 1.78 4.67 5.00 5.67
Saturday 38 1.83 1.55 3.00 3.00 4.33
Sunday 42 2.00 1.56 2.67 3.00 5.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 44 2.08 1.91 3.67 4.00 5.00
06:01 - 09:00 33 1.56 1.64 2.67 3.00 5.00
09:01 - 11:00 33 1.56 1.37 2.67 3.33 4.00
11:01 - 13:00 42 2.00 1.26 3.33 3.33 4.00
13:01 - 15:00 39 1.84 1.14 3.00 3.67 3.67
15:01 - 18:00 67 3.21 1.93 5.33 6.00 6.00
18:01 - 24:00 73 3.48 2.59 6.00 6.00 6.33
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
Minor road One-way, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 21 (Type 15)
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 












Collision Type Rear End 28 3.15 3.32 5.87 7.13 8.73
Head On 1 0.07 0.15 0.27 0.33 0.33
Angle 28 3.15 3.32 5.87 7.13 8.73
Left Turn 1 0.07 0.15 0.27 0.33 0.33
Sideswipe 30 3.30 2.45 5.47 6.00 6.67
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.11 0.24 0.27 0.40 0.53
Other 9 1.00 0.73 1.67 1.80 2.07
Severity PDO Crashes 10 1.07 0.98 2.33 2.33 2.33
Possible Injuries 5 0.52 0.44 0.93 1.07 1.20
Non-incapacitating Injuries 3 0.30 0.42 0.87 1.00 1.00
Incapacitating Injuries 2 0.19 0.24 0.33 0.40 0.53
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 72 8.04 5.64 13.93 15.67 17.00
Dusk 3 0.33 0.41 0.67 0.73 0.87
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 24 2.63 1.86 4.60 5.20 5.60
Dark (wo/street lights) 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 86 9.59 6.44 13.80 15.93 19.13
Wet 12 1.37 1.46 2.40 3.07 3.87
Others 0 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.07 0.20
Month of year January 9 1.00 0.78 1.87 2.07 2.20
February 5 0.56 0.55 1.27 1.33 1.33
March 8 0.93 0.64 1.33 1.47 1.73
April 11 1.22 1.05 1.60 2.07 2.87
May 9 1.04 0.86 1.93 2.07 2.20
June 7 0.81 0.97 1.87 2.13 2.40
July 8 0.89 0.78 1.87 2.00 2.00
August 11 1.26 1.01 2.00 2.27 2.80
September 7 0.74 0.66 1.60 1.67 1.67
October 9 0.96 0.96 2.07 2.40 2.53
November 5 0.59 0.70 0.67 1.00 1.67
December 9 1.00 0.78 1.67 1.80 2.07
Day of week Monday 16 1.78 1.55 3.67 4.07 4.20
Tuesday 16 1.74 0.74 2.60 2.73 2.87
Wednesday 17 1.85 1.79 3.47 4.00 4.67
Thursday 15 1.63 1.11 2.60 2.80 3.07
Friday 17 1.89 1.48 3.27 3.93 4.47
Saturday 12 1.37 1.16 2.60 2.80 3.07
Sunday 7 0.74 0.62 1.27 1.47 1.73
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 13 1.48 1.28 2.73 3.20 3.60
06:01 - 09:00 10 1.11 0.83 1.60 1.93 2.47
09:01 - 11:00 9 1.04 0.79 1.60 1.87 2.27
11:01 - 13:00 18 1.96 1.59 3.20 3.67 4.33
13:01 - 15:00 10 1.07 0.95 2.20 2.40 2.53
15:01 - 18:00 25 2.81 2.26 5.27 5.40 5.53
18:01 - 24:00 14 1.52 1.43 3.00 3.53 3.93
* Crashes averaged for years 1999, 2000 and 2001.
* Crashes represent both long and short forms.
* Crashes in first column represent crashes/year
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/year/intersection
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO
Both Major road and Minor road One-way, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 9 (Type 16)
Number of 
crashes * Mean crashes *
Standard 


















APPENDIX F: EXPECTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT VALUE 
TABLES FOR ORANGE COUNTY, SEMINOLE COUNTY 



























Collision Type Rear End 83 1.26 2. 05 3.00 4.00 5.00
Head On 5 0.08 0. 27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Angle 54 0.82 1. 40 2.00 2.50 4.00
Left Turn 31 0.47 0. 96 1.00 2.00 2.75
Right Turn 8 0.12 0. 37 0.00 0.50 1.00
Sideswipe 13 0.20 0. 64 0.00 1.00 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.06 0. 24 0.00 0.00 0.75
Fixed Object 8 0.12 0. 37 0.00 0.50 1.00
Other 6 0.09 0. 34 0.00 0.00 1.00
Severity PDO Crashes 55 0.83 1.58 2.00 2.50 4.00
Injury 54 0.82 1.16 2.00 2.50 3.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 42 0.64 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00
Incapacitating Injury 16 0.24 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fatal Crashes 2 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 161 2.44 3.60 5.00 6.00 10.00
Dusk 5 0.08 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.75
Dawn 2 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 35 0.53 1.48 1.00 1.00 2.75
Dark (wo/street lights) 20 0.30 0.70 1.00 1.00 2.00
Surface Condition Dry 188 2.85 3.89 5.50 8.50 11.75
Wet 34 0.52 1.04 1.00 2.00 2.00
Others 1 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 135 2.05 2.91 4.00 6.00 9.00
Cloudy 18 0.27 0.67 1.00 1.00 2.00
Rain 16 0.24 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 21 0.32 0.64 1.00 1.00 1.75
February 13 0.20 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
March 21 0.32 0.68 1.00 1.00 1.00
April 20 0.30 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.00
May 14 0.21 0.51 1.00 1.00 1.00
June 12 0.18 0.49 0.25 1.00 1.00
July 13 0.20 0.59 0.00 1.00 1.75
August 10 0.15 0.47 0.00 1.00 1.00
September 17 0.26 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.00
October 14 0.21 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00
November 17 0.26 0.64 1.00 1.00 1.00
December 14 0.21 0.51 1.00 1.00 1.00
Day of week Monday 25 0.38 0.67 1.00 1.00 2.00
Tuesday 38 0.58 1.01 1.00 2.00 3.00
Wednesday 34 0.52 0.88 1.00 1.00 2.75
Thursday 35 0.53 0.83 1.25 2.00 2.00
Friday 30 0.45 1.17 1.00 2.00 2.00
Saturday 38 0.58 1.02 1.00 2.00 2.75
Sunday 23 0.35 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 13 0.20 0.50 0.25 1.00 1.00
06:01 - 09:00 27 0.41 0.78 1.00 1.00 2.00
09:01 - 11:00 15 0.23 0.65 0.25 1.00 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 26 0.39 0.84 1.00 1.00 2.00
13:01 - 15:00 23 0.35 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.00
15:01 - 18:00 52 0.79 1.31 2.00 2.50 3.00
18:01 - 24:00 56 0.85 1.53 2.00 2.50 4.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 1
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
2 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  5000 
Total number Intersections - 66



















Collision Type Rear End 25 0.64 1. 31 1.00 2.20 3.10
Head On 1 0.03 0. 16 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 18 0.46 0. 94 1.00 2.00 2.10
Left Turn 10 0.26 0. 68 0.30 1.00 2.00
Right Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 1 0.03 0. 16 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.03 0. 16 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 1 0.03 0. 16 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 1 0.03 0. 16 0.00 0.00 0.00
Severity PDO Crashes 10 0.26 0.68 0.30 1.00 2.00
Injury 11 0.28 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.10
Non-Incapacitating Injury 12 0.31 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.10
Incapacitating Injury 3 0.08 0.27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 34 0.87 1.51 2.00 2.20 5.00
Dusk 3 0.08 0.27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Dawn 3 0.08 0.27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Dark (w/street lights) 15 0.38 0.91 1.00 1.20 2.10
Dark (wo/street lights) 6 0.15 0.49 0.00 0.20 1.10
Surface Condition Dry 51 1.31 2.15 2.30 3.00 5.10
Wet 9 0.23 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.10
Others 1 0.03 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 27 0.69 1.61 1.30 2.00 3.00
Cloudy 8 0.21 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00
Rain 1 0.03 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 8 0.21 0.41 1.00 1.00 1.00
February 3 0.08 0.27 0.00 0.00 1.00
March 6 0.15 0.49 0.00 0.20 1.10
April 3 0.08 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.10
May 4 0.10 0.38 0.00 0.00 1.00
June 2 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.10
July 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
August 7 0.18 0.51 0.00 1.00 1.10
September 2 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.10
October 2 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.10
November 1 0.03 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00
December 3 0.08 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.10
Day of week Monday 10 0.26 0.59 1.00 1.00 2.00
Tuesday 5 0.13 0.34 0.00 1.00 1.00
Wednesday 8 0.21 0.57 0.30 1.00 1.00
Thursday 8 0.21 0.52 0.30 1.00 1.10
Friday 15 0.38 0.71 1.00 1.00 2.00
Saturday 6 0.15 0.49 0.00 0.20 1.10
Sunday 9 0.23 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.10
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 8 0.21 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00
06:01 - 09:00 10 0.26 0.55 1.00 1.00 1.10
09:01 - 11:00 3 0.08 0.27 0.00 0.00 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 5 0.13 0.34 0.00 1.00 1.00
13:01 - 15:00 8 0.21 0.57 0.30 1.00 1.00
15:01 - 18:00 11 0.28 0.69 1.00 1.00 2.00
18:01 - 24:00 16 0.41 0.68 1.00 1.20 2.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 2
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
2 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 5000 
Total number Intersections - 39



















Collision Type Rear End 17 0.47 0. 81 1.00 2.00 2.00
Head On 1 0.03 0. 17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 17 0.47 0. 94 1.00 2.00 3.00
Left Turn 21 0.58 0. 94 1.75 2.00 2.00
Right Turn 1 0.03 0. 17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 1 0.03 0. 17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 3 0.08 0. 28 0.00 0.00 1.00
Fixed Object 5 0.14 0. 49 0.00 0.00 1.25
Other 1 0.03 0. 17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Severity PDO Crashes 11 0.31 0.62 1.00 1.00 2.00
Injury 15 0.42 0.94 1.00 1.50 2.25
Non-Incapacitating Injury 20 0.56 0.81 2.00 2.00 2.00
Incapacitating Injury 2 0.06 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 47 1.31 1.64 3.00 4.00 4.25
Dusk 6 0.17 0.38 0.75 1.00 1.00
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 13 0.36 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.25
Dark (wo/street lights) 5 0.14 0.35 0.00 1.00 1.00
Surface Condition Dry 64 1.78 1.91 4.00 4.00 6.00
Wet 6 0.17 0.38 0.75 1.00 1.00
Others 1 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 37 1.03 1.34 2.00 2.00 3.25
Cloudy 10 0.28 0.66 0.75 1.50 2.00
Rain 1 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 7 0.19 0.47 0.75 1.00 1.00
February 6 0.17 0.45 0.00 1.00 1.00
March 5 0.14 0.35 0.00 1.00 1.00
April 2 0.06 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.25
May 7 0.19 0.47 0.75 1.00 1.00
June 3 0.08 0.28 0.00 0.00 1.00
July 3 0.08 0.28 0.00 0.00 1.00
August 4 0.11 0.32 0.00 0.50 1.00
September 3 0.08 0.28 0.00 0.00 1.00
October 3 0.08 0.28 0.00 0.00 1.00
November 3 0.08 0.28 0.00 0.00 1.00
December 4 0.11 0.32 0.00 0.50 1.00
Day of week Monday 14 0.39 0.73 1.00 1.00 2.00
Tuesday 13 0.36 0.64 1.00 1.00 2.00
Wednesday 8 0.22 0.42 1.00 1.00 1.00
Thursday 13 0.36 0.68 1.00 1.00 1.25
Friday 9 0.25 0.55 1.00 1.00 1.25
Saturday 11 0.31 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.00
Sunday 4 0.11 0.32 0.00 0.50 1.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 6 0.17 0.38 0.75 1.00 1.00
06:01 - 09:00 8 0.22 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00
09:01 - 11:00 3 0.08 0.28 0.00 0.00 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 6 0.17 0.45 0.00 1.00 1.00
13:01 - 15:00 10 0.28 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.25
15:01 - 18:00 20 0.56 0.97 1.00 2.00 2.25
18:01 - 24:00 19 0.53 0.77 1.00 1.50 2.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 3
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≤  5000
Total number Intersections - 36



















Collision Type Rear End 52 0.98 1. 26 2.00 2.00 3.80
Head On 1 0.02 0. 14 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 49 0.92 1. 34 2.00 2.00 2.40
Left Turn 42 0.79 1. 36 2.00 2.00 3.40
Right Turn 4 0.08 0. 27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Sideswipe 4 0.08 0. 27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.08 0. 27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Fixed Object 7 0.13 0. 39 0.00 0.80 1.00
Other 13 0.25 0. 70 0.20 1.00 1.40
Severity PDO Crashes 36 0.68 1.00 1.20 2.00 2.40
Injury 51 0.96 1.27 2.00 3.00 4.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 54 1.02 1.22 2.00 2.00 3.40
Incapacitating Injury 9 0.17 0.43 0.20 1.00 1.00
Fatal Crashes 2 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 113 2.13 2.15 4.00 4.80 6.00
Dusk 5 0.09 0.30 0.00 0.00 1.00
Dawn 3 0.06 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.40
Dark (w/street lights) 42 0.79 1.18 1.20 2.80 4.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 14 0.26 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.00
Surface Condition Dry 148 2.79 2.53 5.20 6.00 8.00
Wet 26 0.49 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.40
Others 1 0.02 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 101 1.91 1.80 4.00 4.00 5.00
Cloudy 26 0.49 0.85 1.00 2.00 2.00
Rain 20 0.38 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fog 3 0.06 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.40
Others 2 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 15 0.28 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.40
February 10 0.19 0.44 1.00 1.00 1.00
March 16 0.30 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.40
April 13 0.25 0.55 1.00 1.00 1.40
May 14 0.26 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.00
June 17 0.32 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.00
July 15 0.28 0.60 1.00 1.00 2.00
August 11 0.21 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.00
September 20 0.38 0.66 1.00 1.00 2.00
October 17 0.32 0.61 1.00 1.00 2.00
November 8 0.15 0.46 0.00 0.80 1.00
December 9 0.17 0.38 1.00 1.00 1.00
Day of week Monday 26 0.49 0.82 1.00 1.00 2.00
Tuesday 25 0.47 0.87 1.00 1.00 2.40
Wednesday 23 0.43 0.72 1.00 1.00 2.00
Thursday 33 0.62 0.84 1.00 1.80 2.40
Friday 29 0.55 0.93 1.00 1.80 2.00
Saturday 20 0.38 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.00
Sunday 22 0.42 0.69 1.00 1.80 2.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 19 0.36 0.83 1.00 1.00 1.40
06:01 - 09:00 19 0.36 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.40
09:01 - 11:00 16 0.30 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 14 0.26 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.40
13:01 - 15:00 22 0.42 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.40
15:01 - 18:00 35 0.66 1.06 2.00 2.00 2.00
18:01 - 24:00 51 0.96 1.07 2.00 2.00 3.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 4
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road > 5000 and ≤  7000
Total number Intersections - 53















Collision Type Rear End 526 9.00 240. 00 157.00 13.00 60.00
Head On 3 0.05 1. 24 0.81 0.07 0.31
Angle 4 0.23 1. 74 1.36 0.42 0.72
Left Turn 6 0.00 3. 00 2.00 0.00 1.00
Right Turn 7 0.00 4. 00 2.00 0.00 1.00
Sideswipe 10 0.00 4. 35 3.35 0.00 2.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 20 0.10 0. 35 0.00 0.00 1.00
Fixed Object 16 0.08 0. 33 0.00 0.00 1.00
Other 32 0.16 0. 69 0.00 1.00 1.00
Severity PDO Crashes 262 1.35 1.90 3.00 4.00 5.00
Injury 323 1.66 2.43 4.00 4.70 7.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 276 1.42 1.92 3.00 4.00 5.00
Incapacitating Injury 54 0.28 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fatal Crashes 3 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 730 3.76 4.28 7.00 9.00 13.00
Dusk 29 0.15 0.42 0.00 1.00 1.00
Dawn 13 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Dark (w/street lights) 251 1.29 1.93 3.00 3.70 5.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 78 0.40 0.86 1.00 2.00 2.00
Surface Condition Dry 967 4.98 5.72 10.00 12.00 17.05
Wet 119 0.61 1.01 1.00 2.00 3.00
Others 6 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 708 3.65 4.41 8.00 9.00 11.05
Cloudy 131 0.68 1.24 2.00 2.00 3.00
Rain 70 0.36 0.76 1.00 1.00 2.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 9 0.05 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 86 0.44 0.72 1.00 1.70 2.00
February 90 0.46 0.85 1.00 2.00 2.00
March 83 0.43 0.75 1.00 1.00 2.00
April 93 0.48 0.89 1.00 1.70 2.35
May 72 0.37 0.79 1.00 1.00 2.00
June 74 0.38 0.85 1.00 1.70 2.00
July 82 0.42 0.72 1.00 1.70 2.00
August 74 0.38 0.77 1.00 1.00 2.00
September 77 0.40 0.73 1.00 1.00 2.00
October 84 0.43 0.92 1.00 1.70 2.00
November 80 0.41 0.84 1.00 1.70 2.00
December 82 0.42 0.77 1.00 2.00 2.00
Day of week Monday 154 0.79 1.11 2.00 2.00 3.00
Tuesday 138 0.71 1.13 2.00 2.00 3.00
Wednesday 147 0.76 1.40 2.00 2.00 3.00
Thursday 154 0.79 1.34 2.00 2.00 4.00
Friday 171 0.88 1.21 2.00 2.70 3.00
Saturday 165 0.85 1.24 2.00 2.70 3.00
Sunday 159 0.82 1.21 2.00 2.00 4.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 99 0.51 0.96 1.05 2.00 2.00
06:01 - 09:00 135 0.70 1.02 2.00 2.00 3.00
09:01 - 11:00 68 0.35 0.64 1.00 1.00 2.00
11:01 - 13:00 108 0.56 0.86 1.05 2.00 2.00
13:01 - 15:00 141 0.73 1.06 2.00 2.00 3.00
15:01 - 18:00 222 1.14 1.67 3.00 4.00 5.00
18:01 - 24:00 295 1.52 2.11 3.00 4.00 5.35
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 5
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road > 7000
Total number Intersections - 194



















Collision Type Rear End 275 5.29 6. 52 11.35 13.00 16.35
Head On 7 0.13 0. 44 0.00 0.00 1.00
Angle 146 2.81 3. 72 6.00 7.00 9.35
Left Turn 75 1.44 1. 54 3.00 3.00 4.45
Right Turn 2 0.04 0. 19 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 48 0.92 1. 53 2.00 2.90 4.45
Pedestrian/Bicycle 18 0.35 0. 88 1.00 1.00 1.45
Fixed Object 4 0.08 0. 33 0.00 0.00 0.45
Other 17 0.33 0. 79 1.00 1.00 2.00
Severity PDO Crashes 144 2.77 3.67 5.35 7.00 10.90
Injury 186 3.58 3.73 8.00 8.00 11.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 131 2.52 3.40 5.00 6.00 7.45
Incapacitating Injury 34 0.65 1.22 1.00 1.90 3.00
Fatal Crashes 2 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 381 7.33 7.34 14.35 18.00 20.00
Dusk 15 0.29 0.64 1.00 1.00 2.00
Dawn 6 0.12 0.32 0.00 0.90 1.00
Dark (w/street lights) 169 3.25 5.13 6.00 6.90 14.25
Dark (wo/street lights) 29 0.56 1.07 1.00 2.00 3.00
Surface Condition Dry 542 10.42 11.45 20.35 23.80 31.60
Wet 55 1.06 1.19 2.00 2.90 3.00
Others 2 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 399 7.67 8.94 12.35 17.80 25.70
Cloudy 69 1.33 1.93 3.00 4.00 4.45
Rain 28 0.54 0.75 1.00 1.90 2.00
Fog 1 0.02 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 41 0.79 1.32 1.35 2.00 2.00
February 51 0.98 1.57 2.00 2.90 4.00
March 36 0.69 1.35 1.35 2.00 3.00
April 54 1.04 1.24 2.00 2.00 3.00
May 37 0.71 0.91 2.00 2.00 2.45
June 46 0.88 1.42 2.00 2.00 3.00
July 50 0.96 1.39 2.00 3.00 3.45
August 56 1.08 1.27 2.35 3.00 3.45
September 50 0.96 1.40 2.00 2.90 4.00
October 48 0.92 1.54 2.00 2.00 2.45
November 36 0.69 1.08 1.35 2.00 3.00
December 43 0.83 1.15 2.00 2.90 3.00
Day of week Monday 86 1.65 2.29 4.00 4.00 5.90
Tuesday 80 1.54 2.15 3.00 4.00 4.45
Wednesday 87 1.67 1.90 4.00 4.00 4.00
Thursday 96 1.85 2.19 4.00 4.90 7.00
Friday 90 1.73 2.35 3.00 4.00 7.45
Saturday 88 1.69 2.36 3.00 4.00 6.35
Sunday 74 1.42 1.94 3.00 4.00 4.45
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 72 1.38 2.29 2.35 3.90 5.90
06:01 - 09:00 55 1.06 1.53 3.00 3.90 4.00
09:01 - 11:00 54 1.04 1.49 2.00 2.90 3.45
11:01 - 13:00 75 1.44 1.92 3.00 4.90 5.45
13:01 - 15:00 57 1.10 1.46 2.00 2.90 3.45
15:01 - 18:00 111 2.13 2.47 4.35 5.00 6.90
18:01 - 24:00 166 3.19 4.13 5.00 6.00 9.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 6
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 4 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500
Total number Intersections - 52



















Collision Type Rear End 74 2.31 2. 10 4.35 5.00 6.00
Head On 3 0.09 0. 30 0.00 0.00 1.00
Angle 56 1.75 1. 65 3.00 3.90 5.00
Left Turn 47 1.47 2. 63 3.35 4.00 5.00
Right Turn 3 0.09 0. 30 0.00 0.00 1.00
Sideswipe 6 0.19 0. 40 1.00 1.00 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.13 0. 34 0.00 0.90 1.00
Fixed Object 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 6 0.19 0. 47 0.35 1.00 1.00
Severity PDO Crashes 49 1.53 1.80 3.00 4.80 5.45
Injury 62 1.94 2.09 4.35 5.90 6.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 62 1.94 2.91 3.35 4.00 4.45
Incapacitating Injury 12 0.38 0.71 1.00 1.90 2.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 133 4.16 3.21 8.00 8.00 9.35
Dusk 3 0.09 0.30 0.00 0.00 1.00
Dawn 3 0.09 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.45
Dark (w/street lights) 31 0.97 1.18 2.00 2.90 3.45
Dark (wo/street lights) 34 1.06 2.38 2.00 2.00 2.90
Surface Condition Dry 176 5.50 4.82 9.05 11.00 14.80
Wet 26 0.81 0.97 2.00 2.00 2.00
Others 1 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 137 4.28 4.29 7.35 9.80 13.35
Cloudy 33 1.03 1.58 2.00 2.00 3.90
Rain 12 0.38 0.75 1.00 1.00 2.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 2 0.06 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.45
Month of year January 15 0.47 0.67 1.00 1.00 2.00
February 12 0.38 0.66 1.00 1.00 2.00
March 18 0.56 0.88 1.00 1.00 2.00
April 22 0.69 0.86 2.00 2.00 2.00
May 15 0.47 0.92 1.00 1.90 2.00
June 24 0.75 0.92 1.35 2.00 2.00
July 11 0.34 0.55 1.00 1.00 1.00
August 17 0.53 0.76 1.00 1.00 2.00
September 24 0.75 1.02 2.00 2.00 2.45
October 11 0.34 0.79 1.00 1.90 2.00
November 16 0.50 0.84 1.00 1.00 2.45
December 7 0.22 0.66 0.00 0.90 1.45
Day of week Monday 29 0.91 1.15 2.00 2.00 3.45
Tuesday 23 0.72 0.89 2.00 2.00 2.00
Wednesday 31 0.97 1.03 2.00 2.00 2.45
Thursday 27 0.84 1.08 2.00 2.00 3.00
Friday 35 1.09 1.23 2.00 2.00 3.45
Saturday 35 1.09 1.23 2.00 2.90 3.45
Sunday 26 0.81 1.49 1.35 2.90 3.90
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 17 0.53 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.90
06:01 - 09:00 20 0.63 0.98 2.00 2.00 2.45
09:01 - 11:00 10 0.31 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.45
11:01 - 13:00 25 0.78 0.87 2.00 2.00 2.00
13:01 - 15:00 26 0.81 1.18 2.00 2.90 3.00
15:01 - 18:00 49 1.53 1.44 3.00 3.90 4.00
18:01 - 24:00 57 1.78 2.96 2.35 3.90 4.90
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 7
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
4 Lane x 4 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road  < 7500
Total number Intersections - 32
















Collision Type Rear End 202 3.88 4. 27 6.35 7.90 12.45
Head On 4 0.08 0. 33 0.00 0.00 0.45
Angle 91 1.75 2. 17 3.00 3.90 4.45
Left Turn 44 0.85 1. 29 2.00 2.90 3.45
Right Turn 4 0.08 0. 27 0.00 0.00 1.00
Sideswipe 36 0.69 1. 00 2.00 2.00 2.45
Pedestrian/Bicycle 7 0.13 0. 44 0.00 0.00 1.00
Fixed Object 8 0.15 0. 41 0.00 1.00 1.00
Other 11 0.21 0. 61 0.00 1.00 1.45
Severity PDO Crashes 94 1.81 2.10 3.35 4.00 5.00
Injury 121 2.33 2.47 4.00 5.00 7.45
Non-Incapacitating Injury 118 2.27 2.21 4.35 5.90 6.00
Incapacitating Injury 27 0.52 0.73 1.00 1.00 2.00
Fatal Crashes 6 0.12 0.38 0.00 0.00 1.00
Light Conditions Daylight 296 5.69 4.57 10.00 10.90 14.45
Dusk 8 0.15 0.41 0.00 1.00 1.00
Dawn 3 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.45
Dark (w/street lights) 92 1.77 2.53 4.00 5.00 5.45
Dark (wo/street lights) 14 0.27 0.72 0.35 1.00 2.00
Surface Condition Dry 368 7.08 6.45 11.70 15.80 21.80
Wet 39 0.75 1.12 2.00 2.00 2.45
Others 4 0.08 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.45
Weather Clear 287 5.52 5.48 11.00 13.70 14.90
Cloudy 51 0.98 1.20 2.00 2.00 3.00
Rain 26 0.50 0.73 1.00 2.00 2.00
Fog 1 0.02 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 1 0.02 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 40 0.77 0.94 2.00 2.00 2.45
February 26 0.50 0.73 1.00 1.00 2.00
March 36 0.69 1.04 2.00 2.00 3.00
April 45 0.87 1.03 2.00 2.00 2.45
May 30 0.58 1.07 1.00 1.90 3.00
June 22 0.42 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.00
July 36 0.69 1.16 1.35 2.00 3.45
August 31 0.60 0.87 1.00 2.00 2.45
September 31 0.60 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.45
October 39 0.75 1.27 1.35 3.00 3.00
November 35 0.67 0.81 2.00 2.00 2.00
December 35 0.67 0.98 2.00 2.00 2.00
Day of week Monday 67 1.29 1.30 3.00 3.00 3.45
Tuesday 51 0.98 1.35 2.00 2.90 3.00
Wednesday 66 1.27 1.52 3.00 3.00 4.00
Thursday 59 1.13 1.46 3.00 3.00 3.45
Friday 65 1.25 1.47 3.00 3.90 4.00
Saturday 56 1.08 1.56 2.00 2.90 3.00
Sunday 50 0.96 1.19 2.00 2.00 3.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 41 0.79 1.21 2.00 2.00 3.45
06:01 - 09:00 45 0.87 1.14 2.00 2.00 3.00
09:01 - 11:00 31 0.60 0.82 1.00 2.00 2.00
11:01 - 13:00 53 1.02 1.00 2.00 2.00 3.00
13:01 - 15:00 58 1.12 1.60 2.00 3.00 5.00
15:01 - 18:00 94 1.81 1.99 4.00 4.90 5.00
18:01 - 24:00 88 1.69 2.17 3.00 4.00 6.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 8
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
6 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7500
Total number Intersections - 52



















Collision Type Rear End 21 1.17 1. 89 2.90 4.30 5.15
Head On 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00
Angle 27 1.50 2. 31 3.00 3.30 4.75
Left Turn 18 1.00 2. 03 1.45 2.60 4.60
Right Turn 1 0.06 0. 24 0.00 0.00 0.15
Sideswipe 2 0.11 0. 32 0.00 0.30 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.11 0. 32 0.00 0.30 1.00
Fixed Object 2 0.11 0. 32 0.00 0.30 1.00
Other 4 0.22 0. 55 0.45 1.00 1.15
Severity PDO Crashes 17 0.94 1.11 1.45 2.30 3.15
Injury 21 1.17 1.92 2.00 2.90 5.30
Non-Incapacitating Injury 18 1.00 1.03 2.00 2.30 3.00
Incapacitating Injury 6 0.33 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.15
Fatal Crashes 1 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.15
Light Conditions Daylight 47 2.61 3.03 5.90 7.00 7.45
Dusk 3 0.17 0.38 0.45 1.00 1.00
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 19 1.06 2.26 1.45 3.20 6.30
Dark (wo/street lights) 9 0.50 0.86 1.00 1.30 2.15
Surface Condition Dry 70 3.89 4.91 6.00 8.40 14.60
Wet 8 0.44 0.70 1.00 1.30 2.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 52 2.89 3.76 4.45 5.30 7.50
Cloudy 6 0.33 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.00
Rain 4 0.22 0.43 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fog 1 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.15
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 6 0.33 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.30
February 6 0.33 0.69 1.00 1.30 2.00
March 6 0.33 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.15
April 6 0.33 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.00
May 9 0.50 1.04 1.00 1.30 2.30
June 5 0.28 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.15
July 3 0.17 0.51 0.00 0.30 1.15
August 10 0.56 0.78 1.45 2.00 2.00
September 7 0.39 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.15
October 1 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.15
November 2 0.11 0.32 0.00 0.30 1.00
December 4 0.22 0.55 0.45 1.00 1.15
Day of week Monday 15 0.83 1.10 2.00 2.30 3.00
Tuesday 10 0.56 0.92 1.45 2.00 2.15
Wednesday 15 0.83 1.29 2.00 2.00 2.45
Thursday 9 0.50 1.04 1.00 1.30 2.30
Friday 10 0.56 0.86 1.00 1.30 2.15
Saturday 11 0.61 0.85 1.00 1.30 2.15
Sunday 8 0.44 0.70 1.00 1.30 2.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 7 0.39 0.85 1.00 1.30 2.15
06:01 - 09:00 6 0.33 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.15
09:01 - 11:00 8 0.44 0.86 1.00 1.30 2.15
11:01 - 13:00 5 0.28 0.75 0.45 1.00 1.30
13:01 - 15:00 12 0.67 0.91 1.45 2.00 2.15
15:01 - 18:00 16 0.89 1.37 1.90 3.30 4.00
18:01 - 24:00 24 1.33 2.00 2.00 2.60 4.60
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 9
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
6 Lane x 2 Lane Intersection, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7500 
Total number Intersections - 18
















Collision Type Rear End 291 6.93 6. 62 15.70 16.00 16.95
Head On 9 0.21 0. 47 1.00 1.00 1.00
Angle 82 1.95 2. 48 3.85 4.00 8.00
Left Turn 75 1.79 2. 04 4.00 4.00 4.00
Right Turn 8 0.19 0. 40 1.00 1.00 1.00
Sideswipe 31 0.74 1. 40 1.85 2.00 2.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 15 0.36 0. 69 1.00 1.90 2.00
Fixed Object 1 0.02 0. 15 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 18 0.43 0. 80 1.00 1.00 1.95
Severity PDO Crashes 133 3.17 3.33 6.70 8.90 10.95
Injury 183 4.36 3.93 8.00 9.90 11.95
Non-Incapacitating Injury 145 3.45 4.13 6.00 7.00 9.90
Incapacitating Injury 31 0.74 1.06 2.00 2.00 3.00
Fatal Crashes 2 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 323 7.69 6.86 14.70 16.00 19.90
Dusk 10 0.24 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.00
Dawn 11 0.26 0.73 0.85 1.00 1.00
Dark (w/street lights) 132 3.14 3.94 5.00 6.90 8.90
Dark (wo/street lights) 58 1.38 2.15 3.00 3.90 6.85
Surface Condition Dry 478 11.38 10.55 20.85 24.70 30.90
Wet 57 1.36 1.48 3.00 3.00 4.00
Others 1 0.02 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 383 9.12 9.00 17.00 20.00 24.00
Cloudy 79 1.88 2.22 3.85 5.80 6.95
Rain 31 0.74 1.06 1.00 2.00 2.95
Fog 1 0.02 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 44 1.05 0.96 2.00 2.00 2.95
February 47 1.12 1.19 3.00 3.00 3.00
March 58 1.38 1.70 3.00 3.00 5.90
April 45 1.07 1.49 2.85 3.00 3.95
May 30 0.71 1.09 1.85 2.00 2.95
June 44 1.05 1.61 2.00 2.00 4.95
July 39 0.93 1.49 2.00 2.00 2.95
August 59 1.40 1.78 3.00 3.00 5.00
September 44 1.05 1.45 2.00 3.00 4.00
October 38 0.90 1.49 2.00 3.80 4.00
November 39 0.93 1.18 2.85 3.00 3.00
December 33 0.79 1.12 2.00 2.00 3.00
Day of week Monday 65 1.55 1.70 3.85 4.00 5.00
Tuesday 84 2.00 2.15 4.85 5.00 5.95
Wednesday 75 1.79 2.02 3.00 3.90 4.00
Thursday 80 1.90 1.85 4.00 4.00 5.95
Friday 88 2.10 2.96 4.85 5.00 6.95
Saturday 73 1.74 2.00 3.00 4.00 6.85
Sunday 71 1.69 1.51 3.00 3.00 3.95
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 59 1.40 1.59 3.00 3.90 4.00
06:01 - 09:00 67 1.60 1.87 3.00 4.90 5.95
09:01 - 11:00 34 0.81 1.23 2.00 3.00 3.00
11:01 - 13:00 66 1.57 1.67 3.00 3.90 4.95
13:01 - 15:00 57 1.36 1.41 3.00 3.00 4.00
15:01 - 18:00 96 2.29 2.60 4.00 4.90 6.00
18:01 - 24:00 156 3.71 3.97 6.85 7.00 11.95
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 10
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
6 Lane x 4 Lane and 6 Lane x 6 Lane Intersection, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 42


















Collision Type Rear End 21 0.70 1. 56 1.00 1.10 3.65
Head On 1 0.03 0. 18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 8 0.27 0. 64 1.00 1.00 1.00
Left Turn 6 0.20 0. 41 1.00 1.00 1.00
Right Turn 1 0.03 0. 18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 1 0.03 0. 18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 1 0.03 0. 18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 3 0.10 0. 31 0.00 0.10 1.00
Severity PDO Crashes 8 0.27 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.00
Injury 6 0.20 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.55
Non-Incapacitating Injury 13 0.43 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00
Incapacitating Injury 1 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 29 0.97 1.92 1.00 2.00 4.20
Dusk 2 0.07 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.55
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 9 0.30 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 3 0.10 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.55
Surface Condition Dry 37 1.23 2.08 2.00 2.10 4.65
Wet 5 0.17 0.46 0.00 1.00 1.00
Others 1 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 10 0.33 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00
February 3 0.10 0.31 0.00 0.10 1.00
March 3 0.10 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00
April 1 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
May 5 0.17 0.46 0.00 1.00 1.00
June 1 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
July 2 0.07 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.55
August 4 0.13 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.55
September 1 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
October 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
November 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
December 1 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 24 0.80 1.71 1.65 2.00 2.00
Cloudy 2 0.07 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.55
Rain 2 0.07 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.55
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 3 0.10 0.31 0.00 0.10 1.00
Tuesday 6 0.20 0.61 0.00 1.00 1.00
Wednesday 10 0.33 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00
Thursday 9 0.30 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.55
Friday 4 0.13 0.35 0.00 1.00 1.00
Saturday 8 0.27 0.83 0.00 1.00 1.55
Sunday 3 0.10 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.55
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 3 0.10 0.31 0.00 0.10 1.00
06:01 - 09:00 6 0.20 0.61 0.00 1.00 1.00
09:01 - 11:00 10 0.33 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 9 0.30 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.55
13:01 - 15:00 4 0.13 0.35 0.00 1.00 1.00
15:01 - 18:00 8 0.27 0.83 0.00 1.00 1.55
18:01 - 24:00 3 0.10 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.55
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 11
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
 2 x T2 and 3 x T2, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 30

















Collision Type Rear End 70 1.67 2. 37 3.00 4.80 5.95
Head On 2 0.05 0. 22 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 25 0.60 0. 77 1.00 1.00 1.95
Left Turn 23 0.55 0. 92 1.00 1.90 2.00
Right Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 7 0.17 0. 44 0.00 1.00 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 2 0.05 0. 22 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 4 0.10 0. 30 0.00 0.00 1.00
Other 13 0.31 0. 75 1.00 1.00 1.95
Severity PDO Crashes 33 0.79 0.92 2.00 2.00 2.95
Injury 40 0.95 1.36 3.00 3.00 3.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 28 0.67 1.32 1.85 2.90 3.00
Incapacitating Injury 7 0.17 0.49 0.00 0.90 1.00
Fatal Crashes 1 0.02 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 97 2.31 2.87 4.00 5.00 6.95
Dusk 7 0.17 0.38 0.85 1.00 1.00
Dawn 1 0.02 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 29 0.69 1.35 1.00 2.00 4.85
Dark (wo/street lights) 11 0.26 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
Surface Condition Dry 119 2.83 3.03 5.85 6.00 8.90
Wet 22 0.52 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.95
Others 3 0.07 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.95
Month of year January 15 0.36 0.73 1.00 1.00 1.00
February 8 0.19 0.59 0.00 0.90 1.00
March 13 0.31 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.00
April 9 0.21 0.56 0.00 1.00 1.95
May 8 0.19 0.51 0.00 1.00 1.00
June 8 0.19 0.55 0.00 0.90 1.95
July 12 0.29 0.74 1.00 1.00 1.00
August 7 0.17 0.44 0.00 1.00 1.00
September 12 0.29 0.51 1.00 1.00 1.00
October 10 0.24 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00
November 9 0.21 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00
December 10 0.24 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.00
Weather Clear 82 1.95 2.29 5.00 5.90 6.00
Cloudy 17 0.40 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00
Rain 10 0.24 0.62 0.85 1.00 1.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 26 0.62 0.79 1.00 2.00 2.00
Tuesday 20 0.48 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00
Wednesday 22 0.52 1.02 1.00 2.00 2.00
Thursday 15 0.36 0.58 1.00 1.00 1.00
Friday 19 0.45 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.95
Saturday 20 0.48 0.71 1.00 1.90 2.00
Sunday 23 0.55 0.94 1.00 1.00 2.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 26 0.62 0.79 1.00 2.00 2.00
06:01 - 09:00 20 0.48 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00
09:01 - 11:00 22 0.52 1.02 1.00 2.00 2.00
11:01 - 13:00 15 0.36 0.58 1.00 1.00 1.00
13:01 - 15:00 19 0.45 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.95
15:01 - 18:00 20 0.48 0.71 1.00 1.90 2.00
18:01 - 24:00 23 0.55 0.94 1.00 1.00 2.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 12
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
4 x T2, 5 x T2 and 2 x T4, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road ≥  7000 
Total number Intersections - 42


















Collision Type Rear End 10 0.43 0. 79 1.00 1.00 1.90
Head On 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 5 0.22 0. 52 0.70 1.00 1.00
Left Turn 8 0.35 0. 65 1.00 1.00 1.90
Right Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 2 0.09 0. 42 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.04 0. 21 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 2 0.09 0. 29 0.00 0.00 0.90
Other 2 0.09 0. 42 0.00 0.00 0.00
Severity PDO Crashes 3 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.80 1.00
Injury 12 0.52 0.85 1.00 1.80 2.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 11 0.48 0.73 1.00 1.80 2.00
Incapacitating Injury 2 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.90
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 21 0.91 1.28 2.70 3.00 3.00
Dusk 1 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 6 0.26 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.90
Surface Condition Dry 28 1.22 1.57 3.00 3.00 3.90
Wet 2 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.90
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 3 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.80 1.00
February 4 0.17 0.39 0.70 1.00 1.00
March 3 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.80 1.00
April 1 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
May 3 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.80 1.00
June 5 0.22 0.52 0.70 1.00 1.00
July 1 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
August 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
September 1 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
October 3 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.80 1.00
November 3 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.80 1.00
December 2 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.90
Weather Clear 25 1.09 1.47 3.00 3.00 3.00
Cloudy 1 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
Rain 1 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fog 1 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 4 0.17 0.39 0.70 1.00 1.00
Tuesday 5 0.22 0.52 0.70 1.00 1.00
Wednesday 4 0.17 0.49 0.00 0.80 1.00
Thursday 3 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.80 1.00
Friday 2 0.09 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00
Saturday 6 0.26 0.69 0.70 1.00 1.00
Sunday 6 0.26 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 4 0.17 0.39 0.70 1.00 1.00
06:01 - 09:00 5 0.22 0.52 0.70 1.00 1.00
09:01 - 11:00 4 0.17 0.49 0.00 0.80 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 3 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.80 1.00
13:01 - 15:00 2 0.09 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00
15:01 - 18:00 6 0.26 0.69 0.70 1.00 1.00
18:01 - 24:00 6 0.26 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 13
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
4 x T2, 5 x T2 and 2 x T4, Signalized, AADT/lane for Major Road < 7000 
Total number Intersections - 23


















Collision Type Rear End 37 2.64 4. 41 3.15 5.10 9.85
Head On 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 12 0.86 1. 17 2.00 2.00 2.70
Left Turn 10 0.71 1. 27 1.10 2.40 3.35
Right Turn 2 0.14 0. 36 0.05 0.70 1.00
Sideswipe 7 0.50 0. 85 1.00 1.00 1.70
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.07 0. 27 0.00 0.00 0.35
Fixed Object 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 4 0.29 0. 61 1.00 1.00 1.35
Severity PDO Crashes 18 1.29 1.14 3.00 3.00 3.00
Injury 19 1.36 2.62 2.00 2.00 4.80
Non-Incapacitating Injury 19 1.36 2.84 2.15 4.10 6.75
Incapacitating Injury 1 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.35
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 46 3.29 4.86 4.15 6.10 11.20
Dusk 2 0.14 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.70
Dawn 2 0.14 0.36 0.05 0.70 1.00
Dark (w/street lights) 17 1.21 1.53 3.05 3.70 4.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 5 0.36 0.93 0.10 1.40 2.35
Surface Condition Dry 68 4.86 7.21 4.50 11.00 18.55
Wet 4 0.29 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.35
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 8 0.57 1.09 1.10 2.40 3.00
February 5 0.36 0.93 0.10 1.40 2.35
March 8 0.57 1.09 1.00 1.00 2.05
April 7 0.50 1.16 1.05 1.70 2.70
May 1 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.35
June 4 0.29 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00
July 5 0.36 0.84 1.00 1.00 1.70
August 5 0.36 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.35
September 5 0.36 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
October 5 0.36 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.35
November 4 0.29 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.35
December 7 0.50 0.94 1.05 1.70 2.35
Weather Clear 46 3.29 4.84 4.25 7.50 12.15
Cloudy 8 0.57 1.16 1.05 1.70 2.70
Rain 3 0.21 0.43 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 11 0.79 1.05 2.00 2.00 2.35
Tuesday 14 1.00 1.84 1.05 1.70 3.75
Wednesday 13 0.93 1.33 2.05 2.70 3.35
Thursday 9 0.64 1.34 1.00 1.00 2.40
Friday 11 0.79 1.48 1.10 2.40 3.70
Saturday 12 0.86 0.95 2.00 2.00 2.35
Sunday 2 0.14 0.36 0.05 0.70 1.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 11 0.79 1.05 2.00 2.00 2.35
06:01 - 09:00 14 1.00 1.84 1.05 1.70 3.75
09:01 - 11:00 13 0.93 1.33 2.05 2.70 3.35
11:01 - 13:00 9 0.64 1.34 1.00 1.00 2.40
13:01 - 15:00 11 0.79 1.48 1.10 2.40 3.70
15:01 - 18:00 12 0.86 0.95 2.00 2.00 2.35
18:01 - 24:00 2 0.14 0.36 0.05 0.70 1.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 14
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
4 x T4, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 14


















Collision Type Rear End 28 1.75 2. 38 3.50 5.00 6.50
Head On 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 11 0.69 0. 95 1.75 2.00 2.25
Left Turn 7 0.44 0. 63 1.00 1.00 1.25
Right Turn 1 0.06 0. 25 0.00 0.00 0.25
Sideswipe 8 0.50 0. 89 1.00 1.50 2.25
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.06 0. 25 0.00 0.00 0.25
Fixed Object 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 1 0.06 0. 25 0.00 0.00 0.25
Severity PDO Crashes 11 0.69 0.95 2.00 2.00 2.00
Injury 17 1.06 1.44 2.00 2.50 3.50
Non-Incapacitating Injury 16 1.00 1.71 2.75 3.00 3.75
Incapacitating Injury 2 0.13 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50
Fatal Crashes 2 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.50 1.00
Light Conditions Daylight 43 2.69 2.75 5.75 6.00 6.75
Dusk 3 0.19 0.40 0.75 1.00 1.00
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 9 0.56 0.89 1.00 1.50 2.25
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.50 1.00
Surface Condition Dry 51 3.19 3.25 5.75 7.50 9.50
Wet 5 0.31 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.25
Others 1 0.06 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.25
Month of year January 2 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.50 1.00
February 3 0.19 0.40 0.75 1.00 1.00
March 8 0.50 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.75
April 5 0.31 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00
May 2 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.50 1.00
June 4 0.25 0.58 0.75 1.00 1.25
July 3 0.19 0.54 0.00 0.50 1.25
August 5 0.31 0.70 0.75 1.50 2.00
September 3 0.19 0.40 0.75 1.00 1.00
October 6 0.38 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.25
November 4 0.25 0.77 0.00 0.50 1.50
December 3 0.19 0.40 0.75 1.00 1.00
Weather Clear 40 2.50 3.10 5.50 7.00 8.50
Cloudy 5 0.31 0.79 0.75 1.00 1.50
Rain 3 0.19 0.54 0.00 0.50 1.25
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 11 0.69 0.95 1.75 2.00 2.25
Tuesday 11 0.69 0.95 1.75 2.00 2.25
Wednesday 6 0.38 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.50
Thursday 5 0.31 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.25
Friday 9 0.56 0.89 2.00 2.00 2.00
Saturday 13 0.81 0.91 1.75 2.00 2.25
Sunday 2 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.50 1.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 11 0.69 0.95 1.75 2.00 2.25
06:01 - 09:00 11 0.69 0.95 1.75 2.00 2.25
09:01 - 11:00 6 0.38 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.50
11:01 - 13:00 5 0.31 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.25
13:01 - 15:00 9 0.56 0.89 2.00 2.00 2.00
15:01 - 18:00 13 0.81 0.91 1.75 2.00 2.25
18:01 - 24:00 2 0.13 0.34 0.00 0.50 1.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 15
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
6 X T2, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 16


















Collision Type Rear End 22 3.14 2. 61 5.20 5.80 6.40
Head On 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 6 0.86 1. 21 2.10 2.40 2.70
Left Turn 2 0.29 0. 49 1.00 1.00 1.00
Right Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 6 0.86 1. 46 1.30 2.20 3.10
Pedestrian/Bicycle 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 1 0.14 0. 38 0.10 0.40 0.70
Other 2 0.29 0. 76 0.20 0.80 1.40
Severity PDO Crashes 11 1.57 1.99 4.00 4.00 4.00
Injury 7 1.00 1.29 2.10 2.40 2.70
Non-Incapacitating Injury 5 0.71 1.11 1.20 1.80 2.40
Incapacitating Injury 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 23 3.29 2.43 6.00 6.00 6.00
Dusk 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 14 2.00 2.08 4.10 4.40 4.70
Dark (wo/street lights) 2 0.29 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.00
Surface Condition Dry 33 4.71 3.99 8.20 8.80 9.40
Wet 6 0.86 1.21 2.10 2.40 2.70
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 2 0.29 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.00
February 3 0.43 1.13 0.30 1.20 2.10
March 3 0.43 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.00
April 6 0.86 1.21 2.10 2.40 2.70
May 5 0.71 1.25 2.10 2.40 2.70
June 3 0.43 0.79 1.10 1.40 1.70
July 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
August 2 0.29 0.76 0.20 0.80 1.40
September 2 0.29 0.49 1.00 1.00 1.00
October 1 0.14 0.38 0.10 0.40 0.70
November 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
December 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weather Clear 18 2.57 3.26 6.10 6.40 6.70
Cloudy 3 0.43 0.79 1.10 1.40 1.70
Rain 2 0.29 0.76 0.20 0.80 1.40
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 2 0.29 0.76 0.20 0.80 1.40
Tuesday 6 0.86 1.21 2.10 2.40 2.70
Wednesday 6 0.86 0.90 2.00 2.00 2.00
Thursday 8 1.14 1.07 2.10 2.40 2.70
Friday 4 0.57 1.13 1.20 1.80 2.40
Saturday 8 1.14 1.21 2.10 2.40 2.70
Sunday 5 0.71 0.95 2.00 2.00 2.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 2 0.29 0.76 0.20 0.80 1.40
06:01 - 09:00 6 0.86 1.21 2.10 2.40 2.70
09:01 - 11:00 6 0.86 0.90 2.00 2.00 2.00
11:01 - 13:00 8 1.14 1.07 2.10 2.40 2.70
13:01 - 15:00 4 0.57 1.13 1.20 1.80 2.40
15:01 - 18:00 8 1.14 1.21 2.10 2.40 2.70
18:01 - 24:00 5 0.71 0.95 2.00 2.00 2.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 16
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
6 x T4, 6 x T6 and 8 x T4, Signalized
Total number Intersections - 7


















Collision Type Rear End 17 0.52 0. 80 1.00 1.80 2.00
Head On 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 27 0.82 0. 98 2.00 2.00 2.40
Left Turn 6 0.18 0. 46 0.20 1.00 1.00
Right Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 16 0.48 0. 83 1.20 2.00 2.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.03 0. 17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 12 0.36 0. 74 1.00 1.00 2.00
Severity PDO Crashes 13 0.39 0.79 1.00 1.00 1.00
Injury 13 0.39 0.66 1.00 1.00 2.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 12 0.36 0.74 1.00 1.00 2.00
Incapacitating Injury 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 51 1.55 1.66 3.00 3.80 5.00
Dusk 3 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 1.00
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 22 0.67 0.96 1.20 2.00 3.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 3 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 1.00
Surface Condition Dry 70 2.12 2.20 4.20 5.80 6.40
Wet 9 0.27 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.40
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 6 0.18 0.39 1.00 1.00 1.00
February 6 0.18 0.46 0.20 1.00 1.00
March 10 0.30 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.40
April 5 0.15 0.44 0.00 0.80 1.00
May 3 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 1.00
June 5 0.15 0.44 0.00 0.80 1.00
July 5 0.15 0.44 0.00 0.80 1.00
August 1 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
September 3 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 1.00
October 2 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.40
November 1 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
December 3 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 1.00
Weather Clear 31 0.94 1.48 2.20 3.00 3.00
Cloudy 4 0.12 0.33 0.00 0.80 1.00
Rain 3 0.09 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.40
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 11 0.33 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.00
Tuesday 10 0.30 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.40
Wednesday 7 0.21 0.42 1.00 1.00 1.00
Thursday 11 0.33 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.00
Friday 15 0.45 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.40
Saturday 15 0.45 0.83 1.20 2.00 2.00
Sunday 10 0.30 0.95 0.20 1.00 1.40
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 11 0.33 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.00
06:01 - 09:00 10 0.30 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.40
09:01 - 11:00 7 0.21 0.42 1.00 1.00 1.00
11:01 - 13:00 11 0.33 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.00
13:01 - 15:00 15 0.45 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.40
15:01 - 18:00 15 0.45 0.83 1.20 2.00 2.00
18:01 - 24:00 10 0.30 0.95 0.20 1.00 1.40
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 17
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
Signalized Intersection, One-way Major Road
Total number Intersections - 33


















Collision Type Rear End 33 1.57 2. 11 3.00 5.00 5.00
Head On 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 60 2.86 2. 92 5.00 6.00 8.00
Left Turn 7 0.33 0. 58 1.00 1.00 1.00
Right Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 14 0.67 0. 91 2.00 2.00 2.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 1 0.05 0. 22 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 15 0.71 0. 85 2.00 2.00 2.00
Severity PDO Crashes 34 1.62 1.91 3.00 4.00 5.00
Injury 37 1.76 1.92 4.00 4.00 4.00
Non-Incapacitating Injury 27 1.29 2.12 2.00 3.00 6.00
Incapacitating Injury 8 0.38 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 77 3.67 2.59 7.00 8.00 8.00
Dusk 5 0.24 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.00
Dawn 1 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 46 2.19 2.38 4.00 5.00 5.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 1 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 121 5.76 4.72 10.00 11.00 12.00
Wet 7 0.33 0.58 1.00 1.00 1.00
Others 2 0.10 0.30 0.00 0.00 1.00
Month of year January 6 0.29 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.00
February 12 0.57 1.21 1.00 2.00 2.00
March 9 0.43 0.68 1.00 1.00 2.00
April 9 0.43 0.68 1.00 1.00 2.00
May 4 0.19 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00
June 11 0.52 0.87 1.00 2.00 2.00
July 9 0.43 0.81 1.00 1.00 2.00
August 19 0.90 1.09 2.00 3.00 3.00
September 8 0.38 0.67 1.00 1.00 2.00
October 9 0.43 0.75 1.00 2.00 2.00
November 7 0.33 0.66 1.00 1.00 2.00
December 10 0.48 0.68 1.00 1.00 2.00
Weather Clear 88 4.19 4.19 8.00 9.00 9.00
Cloudy 14 0.67 0.86 1.00 2.00 2.00
Rain 3 0.14 0.36 0.00 1.00 1.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 1 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 10 0.48 0.68 1.00 1.00 2.00
Tuesday 18 0.86 0.91 2.00 2.00 2.00
Wednesday 18 0.86 1.01 2.00 2.00 2.00
Thursday 19 0.90 1.26 2.00 2.00 3.00
Friday 22 1.05 1.40 2.00 2.00 4.00
Saturday 21 1.00 1.10 2.00 3.00 3.00
Sunday 22 1.05 1.28 2.00 2.00 4.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 10 0.48 0.68 1.00 1.00 2.00
06:01 - 09:00 18 0.86 0.91 2.00 2.00 2.00
09:01 - 11:00 18 0.86 1.01 2.00 2.00 2.00
11:01 - 13:00 19 0.90 1.26 2.00 2.00 3.00
13:01 - 15:00 22 1.05 1.40 2.00 2.00 4.00
15:01 - 18:00 21 1.00 1.10 2.00 3.00 3.00
18:01 - 24:00 22 1.05 1.28 2.00 2.00 4.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 18
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
Signalized Intersection, One-way Minor Road
Total number Intersections - 21


















Collision Type Rear End 6 0.67 0. 50 1.00 1.00 1.00
Head On 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Angle 19 2.11 3. 02 5.40 6.40 7.20
Left Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Right Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 2 0.22 0. 44 0.80 1.00 1.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fixed Object 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other 5 0.56 0. 73 1.00 1.20 1.60
Severity PDO Crashes 7 0.78 0.83 1.80 2.00 2.00
Injury 8 0.89 1.36 1.80 2.40 3.20
Non-Incapacitating Injury 4 0.44 0.88 1.60 2.00 2.00
Incapacitating Injury 2 0.22 0.44 0.80 1.00 1.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 22 2.44 2.88 6.40 7.00 7.00
Dusk 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dawn 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 10 1.11 1.45 2.60 3.20 3.60
Dark (wo/street lights) 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Surface Condition Dry 29 3.22 3.70 6.40 7.80 9.40
Wet 3 0.33 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 3 0.33 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
February 1 0.11 0.33 0.00 0.20 0.60
March 1 0.11 0.33 0.00 0.20 0.60
April 3 0.33 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
May 4 0.44 0.73 1.00 1.20 1.60
June 2 0.22 0.67 0.00 0.40 1.20
July 2 0.22 0.67 0.00 0.40 1.20
August 3 0.33 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
September 1 0.11 0.33 0.00 0.20 0.60
October 4 0.44 0.73 1.00 1.20 1.60
November 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
December 3 0.33 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
Weather Clear 18 2.00 2.55 4.60 5.40 6.20
Cloudy 1 0.11 0.33 0.00 0.20 0.60
Rain 2 0.22 0.44 0.80 1.00 1.00
Fog 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 7 0.78 1.56 2.40 3.20 3.60
Tuesday 3 0.33 0.71 0.80 1.20 1.60
Wednesday 3 0.33 0.71 0.80 1.20 1.60
Thursday 2 0.22 0.67 0.00 0.40 1.20
Friday 7 0.78 0.97 1.00 1.40 2.20
Saturday 8 0.89 1.62 1.00 1.80 3.40
Sunday 2 0.22 0.44 0.80 1.00 1.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 7 0.78 1.56 2.40 3.20 3.60
06:01 - 09:00 3 0.33 0.71 0.80 1.20 1.60
09:01 - 11:00 3 0.33 0.71 0.80 1.20 1.60
11:01 - 13:00 2 0.22 0.67 0.00 0.40 1.20
13:01 - 15:00 7 0.78 0.97 1.00 1.40 2.20
15:01 - 18:00 8 0.89 1.62 1.00 1.80 3.40
18:01 - 24:00 2 0.22 0.44 0.80 1.00 1.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 19
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
Signalized Intersection, Both Major and Minor Roads are One-way
Total number Intersections - 9


















Collision Type Rear End 54 2.00 3. 15 4.10 5.80 9.10
Head On 2 0.07 0. 27 0.00 0.00 0.70
Angle 28 1.04 1. 74 3.10 4.40 5.00
Left Turn 12 0.44 0. 80 2.00 2.00 2.00
Right Turn 0 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sideswipe 10 0.37 0. 69 1.00 1.40 2.00
Pedestrian/Bicycle 4 0.15 0. 53 0.00 0.00 1.40
Fixed Object 6 0.22 0. 51 1.00 1.00 1.00
Other 13 0.48 0. 89 1.00 1.00 1.70
Severity PDO Crashes 35 1.30 2.03 3.00 3.40 4.00
Injury 52 1.93 2.35 4.00 4.40 6.40
Non-Incapacitating Injury 31 1.15 1.43 3.00 3.00 3.70
Incapacitating Injury 9 0.33 0.68 1.00 1.40 2.00
Fatal Crashes 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Light Conditions Daylight 87 3.22 3.91 7.10 8.40 9.70
Dusk 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
Dawn 1 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dark (w/street lights) 30 1.11 1.34 2.10 3.40 4.00
Dark (wo/street lights) 9 0.33 0.68 1.00 1.40 2.00
Surface Condition Dry 100 3.70 4.59 8.00 8.40 12.50
Wet 29 1.07 1.69 2.00 2.80 5.40
Others 1 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00
Month of year January 10 0.37 0.74 1.10 2.00 2.00
February 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
March 6 0.22 0.51 1.00 1.00 1.00
April 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
May 3 0.11 0.32 0.00 0.40 1.00
June 4 0.15 0.36 0.10 1.00 1.00
July 1 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00
August 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
September 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
October 3 0.11 0.32 0.00 0.40 1.00
November 4 0.15 0.36 0.10 1.00 1.00
December 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
Weather Clear 81 3.00 3.99 5.10 6.80 11.50
Cloudy 37 1.37 1.98 3.00 3.40 6.10
Rain 7 0.26 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fog 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
Others 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day of week Monday 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
Tuesday 15 0.56 1.12 2.10 3.00 3.00
Wednesday 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
Thursday 5 0.19 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00
Friday 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
Saturday 3 0.11 0.32 0.00 0.40 1.00
Sunday 10 0.37 0.74 1.10 2.00 2.00
Hour of day 00:00 - 06:00 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
06:01 - 09:00 15 0.56 1.12 2.10 3.00 3.00
09:01 - 11:00 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
11:01 - 13:00 5 0.19 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00
13:01 - 15:00 2 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.70
15:01 - 18:00 3 0.11 0.32 0.00 0.40 1.00
18:01 - 24:00 10 0.37 0.74 1.10 2.00 2.00
* Crashes averaged for years 2000.
* Crashes represent only long forms.
* Crashes in first column represent total crashes.
Note: Mean crashes represent the average crashes/intersection
95th Percentile
Type 20
EXPECTED ANNUAL CRASH VALUE TABLE - CITY OF ORLANDO, SEMINOLE COUNTY & ORANGE COUNTY
Signalized Intersections with Ramps
Total number Intersections - 27
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